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Preface

If you own or manage a business, chances are you’ve read a few 
books on marketing.

You’ve probably heard “so-called” marketing gurus preach 
about “brand building” and tell you that once you’ve developed 
your “brand persona”, clients will come knocking on your door 
every day of the week.

On the other side of the coin, you’ve probably also heard from 
other “so-called” marketing gurus that “direct response advertis-
ing” is the only way to go, particularly for small businesses.

My view is that you need to consider “both” simultaneously.

In other words, you need to use direct response call-to-action mar-
keting and build your brand personality at the same time.

And it’s easy to do when you know how.

In Australia, Woolworths supermarkets are a great exponent of 
combining both marketing paths at the same time.

Woolworths heavily promotes its four cents per litre fuel discounts 
and, at the same time, pushes its overall branding message, being 
“The Fresh Food People”.

Kellogg’s have been offering “direct response wow factors” of free 
gifts in their cereals for more than 50 years, but at the same time, 
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they have been building a brand personality of “fun, healthy break-
fast cereals”.

Kellogg’s has been able to take our focus off the price through  
the wow factor of free bonuses and has been able to build an un-
believably valuable brand simultaneously.

No  matter what the size of your business, it needs  to  project “a  
personality” – and if you are a tiny one or two man-band, chances 
are that it will be your personality that will shine through – and 
that’s fine ( as long as you’re not boring!).

I have been providing wow factor marketing advice to business 
owners and CEOs for over 30 years and this book should be a 
valuable marketing tool for you, as it provides you with my proven 
winning formula of “how to attract new clients” at will.

Can you imagine how good it would be if you can simply turn the 
“customer tap on” whenever you wanted to?

When you see my “client attraction ideas” herein, you’ll realise 
that it’s easy for you to stand out from your competitors if you 
follow my mantra.

I’m guessing that you’re in an industry that suffers from “the sea 
of sameness” disease – where just about everyone looks and sounds 
the same.

I know this to be a fact because there are so few businesses, prod-
ucts or services that actually stand out from the crowd.

After all, how many Richard Bransons, Steven Spielbergs, Steve 
Jobs or even Australia’s Mark Bouris have you seen in your indus-
try throughout your career?

These days we are bombarded with thousands of messages a day 
both online and offline.

And if you’re going to stand out in that huge plethora of commu-
nications, you need to be the “UN” of your industry.
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You need to look extraordinarily different from the pack and 
communicate with your prospects in a way that solicits an instant  
response.

Once you learn the principles that I highlight in this book, you’ll 
no longer be held captive by the traditional forms of marketing 
that are no longer effective in the world we live in.

Your business and your life will become more enjoyable because 
you can attract customers whenever you want to.

This book will take you down the “road of reality”, demystify-
ing the online world for you and probably contradicting many of  
the lessons that university marketing lecturers drill into students 
every day.

You see, my stuff is not uni classroom “theory”.

This is real world truths from someone who has devised  
thousands of marketing campaigns across scores of different  
industries.

I’ve provided marketing directions before, during and after re-
cessions, providing my “client attraction system” to corner  
shops, medium-size businesses and huge companies worth billions 
of dollars.

So the formula and ideas you’ll see in this book have not been put 
together by a university academic, they are my learnings from over 
30 years of being in the trenches helping businesses make more 
sales through attracting new customers.

I’ll show you how you can avoid marketing your goods or services 
on price and how you can use “wow factor thinking” to stimulate 
repetitive trade and customer loyalty.

You don’t want one customer once.

You want every customer to become a lifelong advocate of your 
products or services – and this book will show you how to do it.
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You see, the real money in our universe is made through sales and 
marketing.

No one really gets wealthy by cleaning swimming pools, mowing 
lawns, doing bookkeeping, driving a courier van or painting houses.

Whatever business you’re in, you should look upon yourself as 
“marketing company”.

So if you’re a butcher, you’re “marketing meat”.

If you’re an accountant, you’re “marketing financial solutions”.

And if you’re a naturopath, you’re “marketing natural health  
remedies”.

I’m totally bewildered at how many business owners let “the  
day-to-day business” take up all their time, focusing on just about 
everything except “sales and marketing”.

I bet at this very moment, your business engages the services  
(either in-house or outsourced) of an accountant and a solicitor.

Heck, you probably even have a cleaner come in to the office or shop  
once a week.

But I bet you don’t have any outsourced “marketing advice!”

(Incidentally, my website is at www.theinstituteofwow.com if 
you’re looking for such advice!)

I bet if I asked you what you felt was the most powerful way of 
building your business, you would agree it was through adopting 
“savvy marketing skills”.

No, I’m not biased due to the nature of my skills.

If I thought that you could quickly become wealthier by improv-
ing your operational skills or perhaps by knowing how to do your 
bookkeeping better, I would say so.

The fact is that “clever marketing” can transform your business 
from bland to grand virtually overnight.

So let’s get this very clear from the outset.
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If you want to build wealth via your business, stop spending so 
much time on the operational and administrative areas of your 
business and start devoting the bulk of your time, energy and re-
sources to marketing.

And if you want to benefit from the “right” sort of marketing, my 
Client Attraction Formula in this book is a good place to start.

I recall having numerous conversations about the power of mar-
keting with the CEO of the Greater Building Society, my client 
for which I scored Jerry Seinfeld as spokesman.

The CEO, Don Magin, came from an IT background, but after see-
ing the results of my “client attraction formula”, became a strong 
advocate of my “wow factor marketing” mantra.

Within six months of engaging my services back in 2001, I  
provided the building society with a marketing client attraction 
program that turned out to be a game-changer for the financial 
institution.

Up till that point, the building society lived in a “sea of sameness” 
in terms of their marketing communications.

They looked the same, sounded the same and communicated the 
same as every other bank.

But because their marketing budget was considerably less that the 
big boys, they suffered from “invisibility”.

And that’s always going to be the case when you’re the David and 
you’re up against a bunch of Goliaths.

That’s why you need to be the “UN” of your industry, be bold and 
look very different with your smaller budget.

In the case of the Greater, they had not only looked the same 
as their competitors, but their home loan client acquisition  
campaign was identical to every other bank, a “1% discount hon-
eymoon rate” for the first year of any home loan.
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In my world, they had won a Gold Logie (that’s Australian televi-
sion’s Academy Awards) for being boring and humdrum.

I suggested that the society replace this “invisible” acquisition 
campaign with one which was titled “Get A Home Loan And Get 
A Free Holiday”.

Management were understandably sceptical of this outside-the-
box idea, but given they had engaged my services to put a rocket 
up their backside, they decided to “test” it for three months.

So all references to interest rate and prices went out the window 
and for the three-month test period, all advertising on television, 
radio, online and press simply said, “Get a home loan from the 
Greater Building Society and get a free holiday!”

The holiday destinations were determined by the amount of one’s 
home loan, so it was a very fair program where the more you bor-
rowed, the more holiday points you got.

The Result Was Instant And Spectacular!
Within a few months, the Greater’s home loans had doubled and 
within 18 months, the home loan figures had gone off the radar 
and the society knew it was sitting on a “magic carpet ride” for 
many years to come.

And guess what? The society had found the silver bullet that en-
abled them to resist even mentioning a price (interest rate) for 
nine long years, the only bank in the world to ever do so.

Back to my conversation with the CEO, Don Magin, throughout 
that time.

Over a coffee or two, I would ask him, “Do you think the building 
society would have enjoyed anywhere near this meteoric success if 
you had devoted the same amount of focus on your IT or Human 
Resources’ areas of the business?”

Being used to my sarcasm, Don’s response was, “Of course not, 
you idiot!”
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He absolutely agreed that the society’s decision to focus on mar-
keting was a smart one.

And that’s the point I want to make to you.

The crazy, crazy thing about most business owners and CEOs is 
that they devote way too much focus on other areas of their busi-
ness outside marketing.

When, in fact, it is marketing that can quickly catapult a business 
from the basement to the penthouse.

Has my road to this point of my life been a smooth one?

Of course not.

And if one is an entrepreneur, one has to expect the odd speed-
hump – as entrepreneurs tend to push the envelope and experi-
ment with new things continuously.

I’ve been rich, broke and rich again, the story that most entrepreneurs  
can relate to.

However, if there is something valuable about falling down, it is 
learning from one’s mistakes and ensuring in the future, one has 
“systems” in place to avoid a similar stumble down the track.

My hiccup in business is documented in Chapter 4 of this book 
and was not the result of one of my ideas failing miserably.

Rather it was the result of an “operational mistake” in the printing 
process of one of my campaigns.

Nonetheless, from that moment on, I adapted what I call “a po-
tential problem analysis mantra” and those around me for the past 
couple of decades will testify that for a creative person, my “eye 
for detail” is pretty sharp.

I learnt that with every project, particularly in the “operational 
side of things”, one needs to draw up a list of potential problems 
and check everything manually numerous times.
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My giant “hiccup” was in 1994 when a printing mistake cost  
me over $2 million in losses in just one week – and when you 
get a kick in the guts like that, you make sure you learn from the 
exercise!

You also learn that it’s vital to surround yourself with the right 
people, “other experts” at their trade.

This way, you are sure to minimise the risk of mistakes!

Many have asked me who my major influences had been and I 
guess it’s no surprise that those who have inspired me come from 
the creative world. 

I’ve long admired the likes of Walt Disney, Steve Jobs, Steven 
Spielberg, and Richard Branson – all extraordinary entrepre-
neurs who have demonstrated an understanding of “wow factor  
marketing”.

I hope you enjoy reading this book and learning the principles of 
my Client Attraction Formula.

If you adopt these principles in your own business, I’m betting 
you’ll be the “UN” of your industry very quickly and will therefore 
enjoy a disproportionate market share.

I hope you become a marketing maverick in your field and that 
you enjoy the wealth and lifestyle benefits that come with being 
able to attract new customers whenever you want to.

And if this book gives you a taste for my philosophies and ser-
vices, please feel welcome to visit my website at www.theinstitu-
teofwow.com to find out other ways you can work more closely  
with me.

So I guess the next step is to turn the page and begin your journey 
on the road to discovering how to attract new clients, ones who 
pay you more and stay longer!
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one
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The Birth 
of My Wow Mentality!

It’s August 2011 and I’m sitting in a large “warehouse-type” 
room at the back of a huge sound stage near the Brooklyn 
Bridge in New York.

It’s 9 o’clock and the pizza delivery boy has just delivered half a 
dozen pizzas to satisfy the hunger of myself and five other guys 
who were working late into the evening, writing television scripts 
for the next day’s shoot.

In the world of advertising, this scenario is not that unusual – ex-
cept in this case, the guy sitting opposite me at the writing table 
is none other than world superstar, Jerry Seinfeld.

Yep, here I am, a kid from Peakhurst in Sydney, all grown up and 
now working and collaborating with one of the most famous co-
medians on the planet. 

We had just finished shooting day one of a two-day shoot and al-
though everything went perfectly to plan, at about 5:30pm, Jerry 
suggested that we get together for a writing session to sharpen up 
some of the scripts for the next day’s shoot.
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It’s such a delight to deal with a perfectionist, particularly one at 
this level.

I was in New York producing these TV commercials for my  
client, the Greater Building Society, the company for which I 
scored Jerry Seinfeld as spokesman about 18 months earlier.

Sitting opposite Jerry and his three writers on this particular eve-
ning, was I pinching myself?

You betcha!

After all, how many people in the world can claim to have been 
in a “writing session” with the great Jerry Seinfeld!

My Wow Factor Journey had certainly reached a pinnacle and at 
this moment in an empty sound stage on a balmy evening in New 
York, the baptism of my “Wow Factor” thinking seemed a million 
years ago.

Has the Wow Journey been a smooth one?

Not on your life – like anything that encompasses “outside the 
square thinking”, this ride has had its fair share of bumps.

You see, despite most people acknowledging on the surface that 
they love to practise Wow Factor thinking, the harsh reality is 
that 95% of people stick with what is comfortable, even if it is 
boring and mundane.

In the world of business marketing, I am flabbergasted at how many 
businesses accept mediocrity when it comes to their advertising 
and communications.

With all of us being subjected to thousands of different market-
ing messages every day, I simply cannot understand how manage-
ment and owners of businesses knowingly put up with the fact  
that their messages look and sound exactly the same as their com-
petitors.
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Choose any industry category you like and you will see a sea of 
sameness across a host of competitors.

Their advertisements look the same, sound the same and unless 
they are the market leader of that category, there’s a good chance 
that a large percentage of their communications are invisible to 
their target audience.

Every now and again, a “challenger brand” (smaller players who 
are not market leaders) comes along and grabs a disproportionate 
market share as a result of being bold, different and unlike any of 
its competitors.

In other words, it is the UN of its industry – unlike any other 
business it competes against.

It practises Wow Factor marketing techniques and becomes the 
mouse that roars.

It steals market share from the big boys and because of their in-
ability to move fast and react to such nimble marketing tactics, 
they’re slow to retaliate.

And the other great bonus for such innovative challenger brands 
is that they don’t need to compete on price – because their “Wow 
Factor tactics” are all designed to take their target audiences’ eyes 
off the price!

I teach my clients how to avoid placing emphasis on price – and 
once they master my “Wow client attraction formula”, they never 
have to compete on price again.

Think about what a luxury this would be for your business.

So where did the Wow Factor journey start?
It’s 1972 and I’m a 15 year old in Year 10 at De La Salle College, 
Kingsgrove, in Sydney.
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This was an all-boys Catholic college run by the De La Salle 
Brothers – and each October, the school held a two-day fundrais-
ing event which they called the “October Day Fete”.

Throughout my secondary schooling at the college, my entrepre-
neurial flair must have impressed the Brothers sufficiently enough 
to be on their radar when it came to being part of an organising 
committee for the event.

When I was chosen as a member of the six-student committee, it 
was a real privilege, as despite the event being just a school fete, it 
had gained a reputation over the years for being the “teenage hot-
spot” for love-struck adolescents!

(It should be noted that our school sat directly next to St. Ursula’s 
Girl’s College, meaning that the October Day Fete was “the place 
of pace” in terms of being a meeting place for students from both 
schools!)

I had always been interested in big events throughout my school 
years and enjoyed every second of going to big shows like the Mos-
cow Circus, the Footy Grand Finals and the Royal Easter Show.

Still to this day, I love the theatre of big events, the crescendo-
build to the big occasion and the actual staging of the event and 
reaction from the audience.

There’s a certain buzz to “live events” that keeps us all on the 
edge of our seats.

So the chance to contribute to the school’s big October Day Fete 
was an opportunity I was going to grab with both hands as I fig-
ured it was a chance to unleash some “wow factor ideas” at an 
iconic school event.

(Mind you, I hadn’t titled my thinking as “wow factor mentality” 
at that stage, but I knew that the school fete needed an injection 
of adrenaline!)
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One thing’s for sure, this 1972 October Day Fete was consider-
ably turbocharged compared to those that went before it!

Once I sunk my teeth into coming up with fresh fund-raising 
ideas, the other committee members were very supportive.

The De La Salle Brothers huge multi-vehicle garage was turned 
into a Haunted House, complete with eerie walkways and cav-
erns, providing a massive “wow factor” for the event and enjoying 
queues of excited patrons with “waiting times” up to 30 minutes 
throughout the two days.

The transformation of the garage to a Haunted House was really 
quite simple.

We garnered the support of Year 10 students and the internals 
of the haunted attraction were built over the days preceding the 
event.

As guests walked through the corridors, they were spooked by 
Year 10 students in scary outfits and masks.

Pretty simple really, but yet another great example of the power 
of having a “theme”.
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Do you think any other school fetes featured a “Haunted House” 
attraction in 1972?

No way. Ours turned out to be a huge drawcard and a “Haunted 
House” became a regular feature of this fete for years to come.

Had any other school fetes been bold enough to feature such an 
attraction?

Not on your life – every other similar school fundraiser sim-
ply had the Fairy Floss stand, Devonshire Teas and Guess Your 
Weight contest.

To spice things up even further, I convinced the committee to 
also feature Throw The Coin Stalls, where guests needed to land 
a 20 cent coin on various plates in order to win the prize on that 
plate (some plates had a $100 note on them!), and, of course, Tin-
Can Alley.
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There were lines 10 people deep for these fete attractions. Why? 
Because they had “wow!”

We also featured Hoopla and Hook A Duck, both boasting big 
cash prizes as the incentives.

Who can resist trying to hook the elusive duck?
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An oldie but a goldie!

And instead of the traditional Lamington Contest judging on the 
Friday night, we featured a disco complete with light show and 
pulsating dance floor!

In short, we “wowed up” the fete with popular, money-making 
attractions which resulted in the school raising more money than 
ever before!

I guess this gave me a taste for the “Power of Wow” and from that 
point on, every project I’ve been involved in has been subjected to 
my Wow Factor philosophy.

And why not?

It works!

Ask anyone if they would rather be “wowed” or “bored” – and I 
bet “wowed” will win every time.

TV’s “Number 96” and Johnny O’Keefe 
provide Wow to fundraisers!
During my latter teenage years, I was a member of a Catholic 
youth group called the CYO (Catholic Youth Organisation), run 
by Father Paul Sheehy of Sydney’s Riverwood Parish.

My good mates and myself figured that joining the organisation 
was a great way to meet girls and before I knew it, I was on the 
committee helping run the show.

Not satisfied with the usual progressive dinners, picnics and bush 
walks, I decided that the youth group needed to step up a level 
and stage huge rock concerts and raise money for the very worthy 
Variety Club Charity.

I’ll never forget booking the rock group, Hush, for just $500, to be 
the headline act at a Hurstville Civic Centre Concert.
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It was just before they hit the big time with a number one chart-
topping single called “Bony Moronie”, which catapulted the group 
to superstar status.

So as it turned out, I had snagged an unbelievable deal getting the 
group for $500, as by the date of our concert, they were charging 
20 times this for appearances.

Needless to say, the Hurstville Concert was a “smash hit”, with 
queues of excited teenagers stretching for blocks from 5pm in the 
afternoon!

As a result of this success, I encouraged the youth organisation 
to hold further concerts, with the revenue going to the Variety 
Club of Australia, a charity that helps underprivileged and handi-
capped children.

I was bold enough to ask some of the major stars of the time to 
participate in these events and was pleasantly surprised that I got 
a “yes” from the likes of the stars from the hit televisions series, 
“Number 96”, The Executives pop group, Ol’ 55 and the King of 
Rock, Johnny O’Keefe.
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All of these events were promoted with lots of “wow” and given 
the quality of the line-ups, it wasn’t hard to gain plenty of free 
publicity from newspapers and radio stations.

I had terrific help from others in the youth group committee and 
as the ideas became bigger, we had more and more volunteers rais-
ing their hand to contribute.

Before we knew it, the Riverwood CYO was attracting so many 
new members, it became one of the largest youth organisations in 
Sydney.

You see, people are attracted to attractive things – and because 
this youth group was the “UN” of the “Youth Group World”, it 
was the desirable club to join for many adolescents.

Even at the tender age of 18, I was bitten 
by the “Wow Bug.” 

Here’s samples of the press coverage and a 
direct mailer, promoting our fund-raising 

concert starring Johnny O’Keefe.
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Our youth group had stepped right outside the comfort zone and 
quickly gained a reputation for being quirky and innovative when 
it came to activities and events.

I can remember even staging a mock “This Is Your Life” each 
Sunday evening during the group’s weekly get-togethers, where 
I would parody the popular television show and choose one of 
the youth group members as the surprise guest (or should I say 
“victim”!).

During the week preceding each “This Is Your Life” presen-
tation, I would secretly visit the chosen person’s family and 
friends, gaining photographs and voice recordings that would be  
featured in the embarrassing slide presentation on the Sunday 
evening!

This Is Your Life: Despite dreading the possibility of being chosen as my  
This Is Your Life victim, we had scores of youth group members jam our  
meeting hall every Sunday night!
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This Sunday night ritual became such a hit that we had to find 
bigger premises for the weekly get-togethers.

Each Sunday evening, the anticipation amongst the gathering 
was quite electrifying, given no one knew who was next on JD’s  
hit-list.

After all, whoever was chosen knew that I was about to show lots 
of embarrassing baby photos and school reports during the slide 
presentation on the big screen!

Other youth groups held boring meetings, pleasant picnics and 
educational bush walks.

On the other hand, we held Change Of Sex themed parties 
(where the boys got dressed up as girls and vice versa), twilight 
barbecues on the beach, themed dinner parties, car rallies that 
ended in spooky locations – and entertainment spectaculars  
featuring Australia’s biggest stars.

It was little wonder why neighbouring youth groups were losing 
members to our souped-up youth club!

We had “wow” and they didn’t.

I didn’t know it at the time, but I had been bitten by the “Wow 
Bug” and my working-life thereafter would be heavily influenced 
by continually asking myself, “Does this idea have enough Wow”?



It’s important to surround yourself with do-ers, people who 
roll their sleeves up and just get things done.

Stay away from people who whinge and make excuses – 
they make awful team players.

I haven’t come across too many millionaires who hadn’t 
surrounded themselves with proactive, busy team players.

If You Want Something  
Done, Give It To A Busy Person
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A Huge 
Lesson in
“Message to Market Match”

Don’t concentrate on the largest audience – 
make sure you have the “right” audience.
Whilst I enjoyed the adrenaline of being the ringmaster  
of all the big events I orchestrated for the youth group, it wasn’t 
till I hit the workforce that I discovered the need to create Wow 
Factor ideas that stimulate repetitive trade, not just one sale.

After all, if you go through all the trouble and expense of per-
suading someone to buy from you once, you may as well do your 
best to encourage that new client to come back more often.

After a couple of years in the public service, I was lucky enough to 
score a job in the Roselands Shopping Centre marketing depart-
ment in 1978, at the age of 21.

I had just completed three years of tertiary study and had gained 
my Advertising Certificate (equivalent to a university diploma) 
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and had sufficiently impressed the Roselands Marketing Manager, 
Peter Shields, at my interview.

Roselands was Sydney’s iconic shopping centre at the time, being 
the first of its kind when it opened in 1965.

So to score a role in the marketing department was like winning 
the lottery for me!

I had an absolute ball for the 18 months I worked at the centre, or-
ganising many of the big stars to appear at the Raindrop Fountain 
stage (the Raindrop Fountain was a Wow Factor all by itself back 
in those days!) and gaining a solid understanding of how advertis-
ing worked in the real world. 

Whenever big international stars would come to Australia (for 
the Logies or any other reason), we were somehow able to snare 
them for an appearance on stage at Roselands.

Roselands was Sydney’s first big regional shopping centre and its Raindrop Fountain 
became an iconic landmark – as the backdrop to many stage performances by famous 

celebrities. 
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We had a handshake agreement with “The Mike Walsh Show” TV 
program and if Mike had Roger Moore on his show, there was ev-
ery chance we would have Roger Moore onstage at the Raindrop 
Fountain.

I recall huge crowds gathering for appearances by Australian ce-
lebrities from TV programs such as “The Young Doctors” and 
“Number 96”.

Leif Garrett smashes all attendance records!
I’ll never forget my classic coup of scoring Leif Garrett for an 
exclusive shopping centre appearance at Roselands – something 
which turned out to be a huge blunder!

Talk about “Wow” turning into “Woe” – this was pleasure fol-
lowed by pain like I had not experienced before.

It all started some weeks before the appearance, when I was  
talking to the Edel’s Record Store manager in the centre and he 
indicated that his company had links with the American pop su-
perstar and that he was coming to Australia.

Not one to let a chance go by, I enquired about the possibility of 
having this huge teenage heartthrob appear on stage in the centre.

To cut a long story short, I found out who the decision- 
makers were and scored an exclusive appearance by Leif.

Yep, this was huge – and I was certainly pleased with myself!
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Leif was one of the biggest pop stars in the world at the time, rid-
ing on the crest of a wave as a result of his record, “Surfin’ USA” 
(You’ll have to excuse my pun regarding riding on the “crest of a 
wave”!).

I advertised his upcoming appearance in the local newspapers 
and on radio – and was completely unprepared for the massive 
Beatlemania-style reaction.

Leif was scheduled to appear at the Raindrop Fountain stage at 
6pm and by 2:30pm in the afternoon, the entire shopping centre 
was jam-packed with teenage school girls.

There were thousands upon thousands of girls in their school uni-
forms, forcing most shops to close and also causing management 
to stop all escalators and elevators in the centre.

Leif 
Garrett at 
Roselands. 

What was I 
thinking?
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In other words, by mid-afternoon, I had created a monster which 
resulted in the entire shopping centre grinding to a halt as far as 
trading was concerned.

Wait, my stupidity gets better!

Leif Garrett was transported from the city to Roselands by he-
licopter and when I had received news of his arrival in a secret 
part of the car park, I decided to hype up the audience (as if they 
needed any hyping!!) by playing his hit song, “Surfin’ USA”, over 
the PA system.

Wrong move, JD!

This created pandemonium amongst the thousands of teenage 
girls because they thought he was about to arrive onstage.

The result was a huge push towards the stage, with lots of minor 
injuries and emotional breakdowns.

Of course, I immediately realised the error of my ways and 
stopped the song being played over the PA system, but it was too 
late – the damage was done.

Leif Garrett was transported from the helicopter landing by a po-
lice car to a side entrance at the centre and because of the massive 

An estimated 
15,000 

screaming 
teenage girls 
jammed the 

shopping centre.
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crowd, the police would only let him appear on a high balcony 
outside the Four Corners Foodcourt.

This balcony was above the Raindrop Fountain stage area and Leif 
would therefore be out of harm’s reach.

As soon as the spotlight hit the balcony, the girls went  
absolutely ballistic and after Leif gave a short 15 second wave, the 
police decided the whole scenario was too big a security risk and 
whisked the pop star back to his helicopter for a quick departure.

I guess Leif was on the balcony for about 60 seconds in total – so 
you can imagine, it was quite a let-down for the thousands of dis-
appointed teenage girls.

But I appreciate the police had to act quickly because this was 
Beatlemania all over again.

As you can see from the photographs, a number of ambulances 
needed to drive into the shopping centre to attend to some of 
the injured girls and the story was front page news for the Daily  
Mirror the following day.

The aftermath of my Leif Garrett appearance was not exactly a pretty picture.
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What was I thinking?
A great lesson learnt.

After my embarrassment subsided, in the days thereafter, I re-
alised that I had just learnt a very valuable marketing lesson.

It’s not about the size of the crowd, but rather it’s about the “mes-
sage to market match”.

The media had a field day with the Roselands’ Leif Garrett 
“mistake.”
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In other words, it’s not about attracting the biggest audience – 
smart marketers go about attracting “the right audience”.

The only shop that benefited from having thousands of school 
girls in the centre that day was the ice cream/candy store.

I think all of the other shop owners would have been very happy 
to see me burned at the stake!

Nonetheless, having learnt my lesson and therefore focusing my 
future energies on getting the right audience into the centre, the 
merchants quickly forgave me for my past sins.

It became very clear to me that my “Wow Factors” needed to at-
tract 25 year olds and over, predominantly women, given they had 
proven to be the family shopper.

So as far as entertainers were concerned, Max Bygraves and Rolf 
Harris were “in” – but David Cassidy and The Bay City Rollers 
were “out”.

I enjoyed great success with featuring the Disney characters and 
Humphrey B. Bear because they attracted young children (under 
10 years of age who couldn’t come without a parent).

Once I learnt this valuable lesson, the Hot Rod motor vehicle 
displays were replaced with giant, exquisite Flower Festivals and 
Food Fairs (even before Master Chef!).

Get your “message to market” match right!
I have seen so many companies waste huge sums of money be-
cause they haven’t nailed the “message to market match” scenario.

It is only when you perfect your “message to market match” that 
you get the best return on your investment and see a real bang for 
your buck.

It’s simply a matter of defining who your target audience is and 
then ensuring your communications are appropriately designed to 
attract that audience.
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Just as my Leif Garrett appearance at Roselands was stupid (be-
cause it attracted screaming teenage school girls who were never 
going to buy anything), so too would be a nursing home sponsor-
ship of an iPad Expo.

Please keep in mind that I was only 21 when I made my classic 
Leif Garrett mistake – just thought I should highlight that again!

If your target market is a Gen-Y audience, then your communi-
cations would be appropriately themed and worded to relate to 
their needs, wants and desires.

If you’re after “baby boomers”, your language is probably going 
to be more conservative than that used to attract “twenty-some-
things”.

The sorts of questions you need to ask yourself when preparing 
communications for your target audience are:

•  What’s their problem and how are you delivering the solution?

•  What’s “the pain-to-pleasure story” that you’re going to offer 
them?

•  What’s the “Wow Factor component” of your offer?

•  What’s going on in their life, where do they work, what are 
they looking for?

This way, you can prepare your sales material and communica-
tions to address their specific challenges and needs, highlighting, 
of course, the benefits that your product or service can deliver to 
them.

And in order to determine your target audience, do yourself a fa-
vour and segment your current customer base into “lifetime value 
categories”.

For example, if you own a hair salon and someone spends $150 
with you next month, this person is worth three times more than 
someone who spends only $50 with you.
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On a comparison of one visit, that may not significantly affect 
your income, but when you calculate the “return” over a 12 month 
period, it’s clear who you should be paying more attention to.

And it’s clear who is likely to be the bigger “lifetime value” client.

The good old 80/20 rule applies to most businesses – 80% of its 
revenue comes from 20% of its clients.

With that in mind, you need to determine who your most profit-
able customer is and then look for more people who look like 
them.

When you put things into perspective like this, it seems so simple. 

Yet most business owners completely forget to analyse their cus-
tomer base and determine the characteristics of the most profit-
able clients.

Not having this information at your fingertips means that it is far 
more likely that you will spray bullets trying to hit your target 
instead of enjoying the benefits of having a “message to market 
match”.
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As they say, you don’t get a second chance to make a first 
impression, so it’s vital that your frontline staff are repre-
senting you with zest and enthusiasm. 

You want every new prospect to be wowed like they’ve 
never been wowed before!

A first impression is a lasting impression.

Make sure you have great directors 
of first impressions!
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Master The 
Art of Building
“Repetitive Trade!”

After my 18 months at Roselands, I scored a plum market-
ing role in the Woolworths empire and had the good for-
tune of being on the senior management floor of the Head 

Office at Town Hall, Sydney.

I spent five years at Woolworths and was exposed to the potency 
of “continuity programs” such as the cookware and glassware col-
lection promotions.

These were four to eight week events where customers received 
stamps proportionate to their purchases and placed the stamps on 
Saver Sheets – and when a sheet was full, a customer could trade 
it for a piece of the glassware or cookware for a drastically reduced 
price.

The other huge customer drawcard at the time was “scratch ticket 
promotions”, where consumers received a free scratch ticket with 
purchases and when scratching the silver panel, revealed a cur-
rency amount in a particular colour.
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The idea was that a customer needed to collect all three different 
colours of the same currency value to win that amount of money.

In other words, to win $1,000, a shopper needed to collect three 
scratch tickets with the same currency value but different colours.

You can imagine the excitement of Mrs Jones when she had two of 
the three colours of the $1,000 note and two of the three colours 
of the $500 note.

These promotions were incredibly powerful drawcards for 
Woolworths and stimulated repetitive trade, which in turn, built 
“loyalty.”

Having previously achieved considerable success in creating ava-
lanche responses for one-off events, this “repetitive trade” mental-
ity was a real marketing epiphany for me.

Prior to my Woolworths’ engagement, I had enjoyed success at 
drawing huge crowds to 2SM radio station’s Rocktober concerts 
and, likewise, had lots of big wins with celebrity appearances at 
Roselands.

But within five minutes of being in the Woolworths head office 
building, I could see that “repetitive trade” was everything – and 
if one can stimulate a regular ongoing purchase pattern amongst 
current and new customers, one doesn’t have to keep reinventing 
the wheel to attract new clients all the time.

Lifetime Value Of Your Clients?

Have you calculated the lifetime value of different segments of 
your current clients?

If you have, give yourself a pat on the back, because you are one of 
a very small percentage of business owners or managers who have 
created this hugely valuable knowledge bank.

You see, by creating marketing campaigns that stimulate “repeat 
purchasing”, you are building loyalty that is worth gold.
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If Mrs Walker spends $50 with you each week, her annual value 
to you is $2,600.

If you “guesstimate” that a client sticks with you for an average 
of five years, Mrs Walker might be worth $13,000 to you as a 
“lifetime value” customer ($50 x 52 weeks = $2,600 x 5 years = 
$13,000).

Once you knew this, I bet you’d roll out the red carpet for Mrs 
Walker every time she visited you!

You need to work out your own metrics for determining how 
many years should be deemed “a lifetime,” but regardless, the prin-
ciple is irrefutable.

It’s a lot easier to keep a client who has become very loyal because 
of your marketing efforts than it is to attract a cold prospect.

After all, who wants a customer just once?

My First Business
Armed with the knowledge of the value of Continuity Programs, 
I decided that after five years, it was time for me to move on from 
Woolworths and have a crack at establishing my own marketing 
agency.

I called my marketing business “Dynamic Ideas”, and in the early 
days had a business partner, Peter Lloyd, who was a tremendous 
colleague throughout the initial years of the business (Peter moved 
to the US some years into the business and I bought his share of 
the company).

Dynamic Ideas specialised in providing retailers, shopping centres, 
clubs and hotels with “repetitive trade marketing concepts”.

I knew that these industries were desperate to build loyalty 
amongst their clients/customers and therefore, I provided the so-
lutions to their challenges.
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(Even though I devote a lot of space later in this book to the “Prob-
lem/Solution” direct response tactic in marketing, let me highlight 
at this point something very important.)

Always remember that people want to buy “solutions”, not “sug-
gestions”.

Hence, when I knew that clubs, shopping centres and retailers had 
a problem in building repeat visitation from clients, I delivered a 
done-for-you Solutions Package which addressed their needs.

Think how you can do the same for your prospects who may be 
faced with a problem.

You must highlight their problem to them, aggravate it if you can 
– and then with heavenly music playing in the background, deliver 
them the much valued solution!

Trust me, if your sales messages are crafted the right way, this 
“Problem/Solution” formula will never fail you.

Again, people buy solutions, not suggestions.

Aside from producing very popular scratch games, I also invested 
heavily in importing tens of thousands of cute teddy bears from 
China and ran an Adopt A Teddy program for shopping centres 
and clubs all around Australia.

I had seen the Christmas Bear phenomena happening in the US 
in previous years when I was there for the festive season – where 
shoppers could gain a very valuable giant teddy bear for just $25 
after having spent $50 in the major department store.

I researched the Christmas Bear idea and found that the  
giant bears were walking out the door because of their huge popu-
larity.

Hence, my Adopt A Teddy stamp promotion was born and I end-
ed up selling the concept to scores of shopping centres around 
Australia – moving over 80,000 teddy bears in a nine month 
period.
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No doubt about it, teddy bears are an evergreen favourite 
amongst all ages. So why not exploit their appeal?

I provided the promotional concept to the shopping centres 
for free, but on the basis that we took a share of the teddy bear  
revenue.

(Keep in mind that someone had to spend at least $50 in the cen-
tre to be eligible to buy a giant teddy bear for a fraction of what 
the cost would normally be.)

Fast food chains are experts at stimulating 
repetitive trade!
When it comes to getting consumers to keep coming back for 
more, the fast food chains are Gold Medallists!

For decades, Maccas, KFC, Burger King and Pizza Hut have in-
cluded “pester power” techniques into their food offers, giving 
children every reason to “pester” their parents to buy the meal 
with the free toy as a bonus!

McDonald’s famous Happy Meal was introduced in 1979, each 
with a free children’s toy.

Over the years, McDonald’s has had relationships with numerous 
licensors, with their Happy Meal being appropriately themed to 
support a family-orientated movie.
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Whether it be with a Spielberg blockbuster, Star Trek fantasy or 
Disney movie, such partnerships were made in heaven, as both 
the movie distributor and the fast food giant helped each other to 
exploit the equity value of the movie theme.

Over the years, fast food chains have benefited from associations 
with the Power Rangers, Lion King, Indiana Jones, Transformers, 
Smurfs and dozens more.

Fast food outlets succeed in selling huge quantities of these meals 
because they combine “pester power” with “continuity”.

In other words, the toy with the children’s meal is always one of 
a set of four or more – meaning that once the child has one toy, 
he or she will be pestering their parents to buy more meals over 
coming weeks in order to collect the whole set.

And if you think your local café is clever at getting you to return 
regularly because of the Coffee Card (you get a stamp for every 
coffee and after nine stamps, you get the 10th coffee for free), the 
fast food version is far more powerful because of the added horse-
power of the “whining child”!

My Dynamic Ideas company produced many such promotions 
for fast food chains and fuel outlets, involving giveaways such as 
themed collectible cups, sticker and album sets, trading cards and 
even scratch-and-sniff wall posters.

My client list included the likes of KFC, Red Rooster, Pizza Hut, 
Donut King, Caltex and 7 Eleven, all of which understood the 
huge drawcard of a children’s collectible program, particularly one 
that was fuelled by a popular TV show or movie.
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Trading Cards, One Of The Most Potent 
“Continuity Products” Of All Time!
In 1992, I decided to pitch for various trading card licenses from 
the major licensors in Australia.

A “licensor” is the name given to the agency that looks after the 
exploitation of the intellectual property of big movies, TV pro-
grams, sports and celebrities.

I recall that I had just 10 days to produce artwork and a massive quantity of 
calendars for KFC.

The fast-food chains became great clients, as they understood the benefits of “continuity 
programs.”
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The role of the licensor is to “license” the use of images to product 
and service providers, usually charging between 10% and 15% roy-
alty fees on the wholesale price.

So when you see a new Disney movie hit the screens, you will 
see lots of “licensed products” in Kmart, Big W and department 
stores.

In the case of bubble gum trading cards, a company called Scan-
lens pretty much had a monopoly for 30 years, taking out licenses 
way back in the Beatles and Phantom Agents days right through 
to the 1990s.

Because of my knowledge of the “continuity schemes” of the fast 
food outlets, I decided to take the bull by the horns and take li-
censes out myself.

And instead of providing my creativity to others for a fee, I would 
produce the product and keep the money for myself.

I guess I became tired of seeing my ideas catapult sales for my 
clients and yet all I got from the exercise was a fee, albeit a hand-
some one.

So I quickly built relationships with the licensors, including Walt 
Disney and Warner Bros.

First stop was the “Batman Returns” movie, starring Michelle Pfei-
ffer, Michael Keaton and Danny De Vito.

It was a huge movie and I was able to ride on its coattails.

Nonetheless, despite my trading card product benefiting from the 
huge publicity the movie generated, I went out of my way to en-
sure that our trading cards were a best-seller, by linking with News 
Ltd, TV Week magazine and Channel 9 to gain publicity for my 
product.

I arranged for millions of free samples to be distributed via the 
News Ltd Sunday newspapers – with my Batman trading card 
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giveaway being front page headlines in the Sunday Telegraph in 
Sydney, Sunday Herald-Sun in Melbourne and Sunday Mail in 
Brisbane!

I produced half a dozen replica mini Batmobiles and used these as 
leverage to further interest various media partners.

I even got involved with the hit television show, “Hey Hey It’s Sat-
urday” and created a contest where someone won a mini replica 
Batmobile.

Outside of the media relationships, I also stimulated sales of the 
trading cards at news agents by inviting children to collect a cer-
tain number of tokens from the wrappers and send them to us for 
an entry in the replica Batmobile giveaway.
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This catapulted sales of the cards to ridiculous levels, as what child 
wouldn’t want to win a replica battery-operated Batmobile that 
he could personally drive around the backyard?

The result of all this publicity was that my Batman trading card 
product enjoyed record sales in Australia, to the extent I was told 
by Warner Bros. that we sold four times the quantity that the US 
trading card companies had sold! (on a per capita basis).

I was actually invited to New York head office of Warner Bros. to 
accept an award for being the highest selling trading card product 
worldwide.

I followed the same formula for my Jurassic Park trading cards and 
gained a similar result of extraordinary sales.

Every newsagent in 3 states had promotional signs outside their shop, promoting the 
free giveaway of  Batman cards with that day’s newspaper. Imagine the impact on the 

sales of my Batman trading cards
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Keep in mind we’re talking about millions and millions of packets 
of these trading cards, quantities that even Kellogg’s or Coca Cola 
would be envious of.

When you create a relationship with the Rupert Murdoch media 
empire and provide his newspapers with a “wow factor giveaway”, 
sit back and watch the free publicity work wonders for you!

And the reason for the free giveaway of the trading cards through 
the Sunday papers?

Simple, each card cost me about one cent to produce, so two  
million giveaways cost me a very moderate $20,000.

However, in return, I gained front page exposure in all major  
cities, plus free sampling of my product to hundreds of thousands 
of children.

My Jurassic Park Trading Card product was a huge success. We sold millions of 
packs and made over $500,000 profit quickly.
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Make no mistake, this is publicity you simply cannot buy!

Unless Elvis was found, I was always going to be on the front page 
of the newspaper, with the headlines screaming, “Free Batman 
Trading Cards Inside!”

And once a child had a couple of free samples, pester power kicked 
in and mum and dad were caught on a “continuity program” they 
couldn’t get off.

Given that the total number of trading cards in a set was 250 to 
300, children needed to purchase dozens and dozens of packets of 
cards in order to complete the set.

And when you are a trading card licensee for a hit movie like 
“Batman Returns”, the “children’s stock market” (the school play-
ground) does most of the work for you, with children trading their 
“duplicates” with each other at lunch-time!

Trust me, the trading card product is an unbelievable continuity 
scheme! 

Rugby League Footy Cards, A Screaming 
Success!
Just to recap, the trading card business is based on consumers col-
lecting the whole series of 250 or 300 cards, which takes some 
investment when you consider that each $2 pack had 7 or 8 cards 
inside.

In 1993, I pitched for the license for the rugby league footy  
cards, a license which had been held by bubble gum companies 
for decades.

The target audience for footy cards was predominantly boys  
between the ages of 7 and 17 and once they were on the treadmill, 
there was no stopping them from continually buying the cards in 
order to collect the entire set.
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My marketing campaign for the footy cards was very simple – 
it “mirrored” what I had done for the big movie-themed trading 
cards such as Batman and Aladdin.

The idea was to give out millions of samples to the target audience 
via the Sunday newspapers and then watch the domino principle 
kick in!

I would give around two million free cards to the Sunday news-
papers in Sydney and Brisbane (cost of about $20,000 to me 
as each card cost about one cent to produce) and in return, the 
newspapers would spend $250,000 on television to promote that  
“Sunday’s newspaper came with two free footy cards!”

When every newsagent has a promotional sign outside the shop, one can be assured of 
massive exposure and huge sales!

Keep in mind that I also gained front page exposure and editorial 
support inside the paper, as well as the free distribution of my 
sample football cards.

Totalling the value of all this, I gained well over half a million  
dollars in publicity from each publication!
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The net result of all this publicity was that my footy trading cards 
product launched with a massive bang!

Once the bushfire took off and children were swapping the cards 
in the school playground, I could sit back and just watch sales in-
crease as every day went by.

The trading card business was driven by a supply and demand 
principle hence, when “Series 1” of the footy cards sold out within 
five or six weeks, I would be ready to release a brand new “Series 
2” a week or two later.

And then when the same thing happened with “Series 2”, I would 
have “Series 3” ready and so on.

Therefore, it was important that I didn’t simply press the green 
button and produce more of “Series 1” cards when they were fly-
ing off the shelves.

This product needed to be treated like rare stamps or coins.

The fact that there were only so many printed meant that the col-
lectors walked over broken glass to grab as many packets as they 
could before they sold out!

The “secondary market” drove swapping between collectors  
(in the school playground or wherever), and this added to the fe-
rocity of consumer demand at the retail level.

In short, the trading card industry is probably one of the best ex-
amples of continuity marketing in the world – and, of course, this 
product has been around since the invention of baseball cards way 
back in the early 1900s.

So whilst you may not have a “continuity product”, you can still 
think of ways to create a “continuity program” for your clients or 
customers, encouraging them to be loyal to your business over a 
lengthy period of time by giving them an incentive.

Whether it be a “Buy Four and Get The Fifth One Free” or a simple 
“Points Accumulation” program (ie: get a point for each purchase 
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and trade 10 points for a bonus gift), try to think of ways that can 
build client loyalty for your business.

If You Want Them Back, Give Them A 
Magnet!
As “parents”, we all learn pretty quickly that children react favour-
ably to “rewards”.

If I wanted my children to do something when they were young, 
it was simply a matter of giving them an incentive or reward  
(ie: “Clean up your toys in your bedroom and you’ll get to watch 
the Disney DVD” – or whatever).

Mind you, now that my kids are in their latter teens and “twen-
ties”, things haven’t changed much!

They still respond to rewards, although now the actual reward has 
escalated from Disney DVDs to “borrowing the car!”

Your clients are no different.

If you want them to come back, GIVE THEM A REASON FOR 
DOING SO!

I can never understand why businesses don’t employ the very sim-
ple tactic of giving every client a reason to return (or to re-order).

And this applies to both online and offline business.

Imagine if a restaurant gave you a personal letter from the manager 
with your bill – with the letter saying how much your patronage 
was appreciated and included a “special offer” upon your return 
within a month.

The “offer” could be free desserts, one free main meal for every 
two ordered or maybe complimentary wine or champagne.

Isn’t it worth sacrificing some margin to get more customers back 
again?
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Of course it is!

Why don’t video stores give you Bonus Coupons when you rent 
a DVD?

eg: “Rent 4 DVD’s in next 21 days and get 2 extra DVD rentals 
for free”.

In this day and age, video stores need every trick in the book to 
get clients to return, given the ease of downloading movies online.

Why don’t fruit shops give you a coupon with every purchase, 
offering you a “free mini-basket of tropical fruits” with your next 
purchase of $30 or more within 21 days?

Or the offer might be “a free decorative ceramic fruit bowl”.

Or maybe a free giant tub of exotic fresh fruit salad? (the cost of 
which would be minimal)

Why doesn’t the pool cleaner guy give Mrs Johnson a coupon at 
the end of his job, offering her a bonus “car wash” on his next visit?

Let’s face it, all he’d need is a  Gerni  type high-pressure water 
spray-gun, some detergent and sponges!

Mrs Johnson is even supplying the water!

The “free car wash” would take the pool cleaner 15 minutes and 
the “return” on that investment “could” be hundreds or thousands 
of dollars in the months thereafter.

Keep in mind that your “magnet” doesn’t have to be a bonus that’s 
related to your product or service.

In fact, some of the most successful “sales incentives” are free 
bonuses that have no relationship whatsoever with the actual 
product or service. (eg: The Greater Building Society’s “Get A 
Home Loan & Get A Free Holiday” offer)

If you’re a pest services provider or a carpet cleaner and your av-
erage sale is $250, you might give your client a coupon offer of  
“2 Free Cinema Tickets” next time he or she books your services.
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Because you are providing a service that most people would use 
only once or twice a year – and your average sale is $200 to $300, 
your “free bonus” should be upgraded accordingly.

But note that “the free cinema tickets” have nothing to do with the 
actual “services” being provided.

I’ll bet the cinema tickets would work ten times better than if the 
carpet cleaner offered a free extra room or the pest controller of-
fered a bonus termite inspection.

Business owners often ask me “what percentage of the sale price 
should one devote to an incentive for a future purchase?”

It’s horses for courses.

If the recipient is a “first time client” and you can see that he or 
she could turn into a long term customer worth thousands, you 
might be prepared to give away up to 50% of your next sale price 
in “added-value”.

Heck, I’ve known some business owners to give away ALL of the 
next sale price if they saw merit in doing so!

It comes down to determining the likely “Lifetime Value” of your 
clients and then deciding what you’re prepared to “pay” for one.

In my own instance, back in my earlier days as a marketing consul-
tant, I sometimes offered a month of my services for free, knowing 
that the client would be worth a considerable income to me if 
they became a long-term one.

I guess it was a “try before you buy” type offer, which is pretty hard 
for anyone to resist.

This was way back before I had lots runs on the board – and in 
90% of these cases, I ended up scoring the client long-term, as I 
“over delivered like crazy” in that trial month!

So for giving away something worth a few thousand dollars at the 
time, I often picked up a client who stayed with me for years and 
paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to me.
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My point is this.

Knowing how hard it is to get a client in the first place, why not 
sacrifice 10% or 20% of your future sale price by offering “an at-
tractive lure” to get them back again?

As you know, I’m not a fan of “price discounts” as an incentive, 
hence why I’m suggesting a coupon offer that provides your client 
with a “free bonus” of some sort (with that “bonus” possibly cost-
ing you 10% or 20% of your next sale).

Let’s face it, you’re only giving away a portion of a sale that you 
probably wouldn’t have ever had otherwise!!

Isn’t 80% of something better than 100% of NOTHING?

Offering “coupon incentives” like these are suitable for just about 
any business, whether you’re an accountant, dentist, maths tutor, 
hair stylist, butcher or baker.

Does this concept rate with a full blown “loyalty program” where 
clients get points for purchases and then save these points to trade 
for free bonuses?

No, I don’t believe it does.

But I understand that perhaps you don’t have the ability to launch 
a “loyalty program” at the moment.

Maybe you don’t have the time, resources or operational systems 
to run a comprehensive customer loyalty scheme.

Therefore, the baby-steps for you might be to create a “Bonus 
Coupon Offer” the likes of which I’ve described here.

The point is this. Never let a client purchase something without 
giving them an incentive to return – and this applies to both on-
line and offline transactions.

You’ve worked too hard to get that client to just let them buy 
once and then disappear!



I’m always frustrated with people who give you just what 
you ask for.
They’ll never stand out.
Go the extra mile and deliver the unexpected and watch 
what happens.
People love surprises and they love getting more than what 
they ask for.
Remember how you felt when the café owner gave you a 
complimentary cappuccino!
Or maybe your hairdresser extended your scalp massage 
by 5 minutes?
Whatever someone asks for, give them more and you’ll reap 
the rewards.

Always deliver more than what’s 
expected 
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Never, 
Ever, Ever, Ever, Ever, 
Ever Give Up

A Lesson In Persistence Beating Intelligence 
Every Time.
After gaining various licenses for trading cards, posters and sticker 
album products in 1992/93, I received a massive “kick in the guts” 
in 1994 when Dynamic Ideas was on the knife-edge of bankruptcy.

I hadn’t yet gained the Rugby League trading card license.

I had made lots of money out of the various movie-based licenses 
and for 18 months couldn’t seem to put a foot wrong.

Everything I touched turned to gold and my staff numbers had 
risen from 15 to 25 reasonably quickly.

I was producing all the scratch bingo games for the major news-
papers, lots of fast food chain promotions and numerous trading 
card products.

But all of this came crashing down with a thud when a huge print-
ing mistake cost me over $2 million in losses in just one week.
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I won’t go into specific details, but I was in Los Angeles visiting 
the Walt Disney Company on the week that this mistake occurred 
and upon arriving back in Australia, received the disturbing news 
from my team.

Whilst I was away, the preparatory work for one of our trading 
card series was not done to the usual strict specifications and as a 
result, the entire print run of millions of packets of trading cards 
was corrupt – in other words, the print run was wrong and we had 
to start again.

Throwing out a couple of million dollars in stock ain’t fun.

I can assure you that this is one of those times when you really 
need “positive souls” around you.

And thankfully, I had plenty of them.

Fortunately, the bank backed me through this dark period, as I 
convinced them that I was in with a chance of scoring the Rugby 
League trading card license, an asset which I believed would give 
me a quick comeback.

It was heartbreaking to have to say goodbye to half of my 25 staff 
at the time and I’ll never forget the day I was forced to communi-
cate the bad news to them.

I had no choice, however, as the bank clearly gave me an ultima-
tum that included reducing my overheads.

At the time, to keep the bank at bay, I also used the leverage of 
having a high possibility of gaining the Jurassic Park trading card 
license, which was up for grabs within just a few weeks of my 
disaster.

The bank decided to keep me open and, fortunately, my creditors 
were all happy to accept a part-payment plan of any monies owed 
to them.
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I remember I absolutely needed to win the Jurassic Park trading 
card license (which ultimately gave me a profit of over $500,000 
in just eight weeks).

So I jumped on a plane and flew to Los Angeles, meeting with 
Steven Spielberg’s licensing decision maker, a guy by the name of 
Mark November.

He was very impressed with my pitch, but more impressed when 
I invited him to visit us in Australia a fortnight later to check out 
our facilities and satisfy himself of our creative abilities.

I knew that Australia was the flavour of the month at the time and 
that this invitation would most likely be one which he couldn’t 
refuse.

Upon Mark’s arrival at Sydney Airport a fortnight later, I had ar-
ranged for a prestige helicopter to bring him to my Gloucester 12-
acre property and spend the day with my family enjoying country 
hospitality.

Keep in mind that this was one of my last rolls of the dice, so why 
not transport him in style?!

My wife organised the most lavish buffet you could ever imagine 
and at one stage, I was even contemplating renting kangaroos and 
koalas to be strategically placed on our property! (And you think 
I’m joking!)

It was Mark’s first visit to Australia and I decided to “wow him” in 
more ways than one!

To cut a long story short, the helicopter arrived mid-morning and 
Mark spent the entire day with us, going bushwalking, fishing in 
our creek and riding bush motorbikes.

I “wowed him” like he had never been wowed before – Aussie 
style!
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The helicopter was class all the way, with leather seats & 
all the trimmings. If this was my last roll of the dice, I 

was determined to give it my best shot!

Spielberg’s representative, Mark November arrived in 
style and loved the country hospitality. We “wowed” him 

in every possible way.

I recall him constantly saying, “This is awesome, just awesome!”

Although we couldn’t arrange koalas and kangaroos, he enjoyed 
every other possible “wow” of an Aussie bush experience.

The helicopter pilot took us all up for some joyrides across the 
mountain ranges and if the helicopter didn’t have to be back in 
Sydney that evening, I’m sure Mark November would’ve stayed 
another day or two!
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In short, we blew him away with fair dinkum Aussie hospitality, an 
experience he told us “he’d never forget”.

Mark stayed for another couple of days in Sydney and we made 
sure that he experienced Luna Park, Taronga Park Zoo, a Manly 
ferry ride and the best of Sydney’s tourist spots.

Of course, we also showed him around our Sydney office and im-
pressed him with our professionalism and ability to produce the 
Jurassic Park bubble gum cards.

I explained to him that we were adding an extra bonus to our 
trading card series, each pack featuring an Archaeology Certifi-
cate which denoted a certain amount of dinosaur bones being 
discovered.

In one pack, the child may discover seven dinosaur bones and in 
the next pack, he may find 12 dinosaur bones – and so forth.

The idea was to keep collecting these certificates until you reached 
certain totals which could then be redeemed for special Jurassic 
Park memorabilia.

If Mark wasn’t impressed beforehand, he certainly was when he 
heard of this additional “wow factor bonus” that we were intro-
ducing to the industry.

The result?

We gained the Jurassic Park license within three days of Mark’s 
return to Los Angeles and, of course, my first phone call was to the 
bank manager who also breathed a sigh of relief!

As I said earlier, this license played a huge part in keeping my 
doors open – and produced $500,000 in profit in just eight weeks 
after the launch of the cards.

The income from the dinosaur project kept the bank happy for a 
while and gave me breathing space to secure the Rugby League 
trading card license which was ultimately my ticket home.
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Rugby League Trading Cards – A Saviour.
My miraculously swift turnaround in fortunes came about as a 
result of scoring the Rugby League trading card license, which was 
worth gold at the time.

It was 1994 and Rugby League was basking in the success of the 
Tina Turner marketing campaign, “Simply The Best!”

I knew in my heart of hearts that if I scored the Rugby League 
trading card license, I could make a quick comeback from my $2 
million loss.

Despite the fact that the Jurassic Park “win” had kept the bank at 
bay for a while, the bank gave me a deadline to secure the Rugby 
Trading card license or else they would need to close the doors.

This was pressure-cooker stuff of the highest extreme, as I realised 
that getting the Rugby League trading card license was do-or-die 
for me and the business.

The bank knew that a multi-year deal with the Rugby League 
licensor would be a long-term saviour, whereas short-term movie 
licenses like Jurassic Park or Disney’s Aladdin simply gave periodic 
cash injections into the business.

I had been annoying the Rugby League licensor for months and 
months.

And, wait for it, how’s this for an 11th hour reprieve?!

On the day before the bank was going to close my doors, I received 
the most important phone call of my career.

Graham Clarke, the head of Rugby League licensing, rang me and, 
of course, upon taking the call, I was shaking like a leaf.

He said, “JD, you’ve got the trading card license on one condition.”

Of course, my response was, “You betcha, anything you want.”

He said, “You’ve got the license for three years on the condition 
that you stop bloody ringing me every day!”
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Clarkey shared my sarcastic sense of humour and became a life-
long friend.

Phew, I had dodged a bullet by 24 hours and, once and for all, I 
had the bank off my back.

I was able to get all of the staff in my office on this particular af-
ternoon and tell them the great news – after I had rung my bank 
manager, of course!

I guess I was in the right place at the right time and as a result of 
promoting the trading cards through News Limited Publications, 
took the sales of the footy cards from $2 million to $12 million in 
just 12 months.

I gave millions of free footy cards to the Sunday newspapers in 
Sydney and Brisbane, with both heavily promoting the giveaways 
on television, print and radio.

And as you’ve read in a previous chapter, they also gave  
me front page exposure which was worth hundreds of thousands 
of dollars.

I was able to extinguish all of my debt within 14 months and went 
from broke to rich in a heartbeat.

Was it a lot of work and was it super-duper stressful?

Absolutely.

Did I surround myself with positive spirits throughout this come-
back period?

Absolutely and I could not have done it without them.

Never Ever Give Up!
Let me say that I have had a number of influences in my life and 
career – and not surprisingly, they include people who had been 
the “UN” of their industries – examples being Walt Disney, Rich-
ard Branson, Steven Spielberg and Steve Jobs.
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However, I must say that British Prime Minister, Winston 
Churchill, has always provided me with a certain inspiration – to 
keep on keeping on.

Whilst the other mentors have certainly been a great influence 
from a creative viewpoint, Winston Churchill has been a wonder-
ful inspiration both personally and professionally.

On October 29, 1941, when visiting Harrow School which he had 
attended as a child, he was invited to give a speech to the students 
and one of his famous statements became etched in history.

He said “Never, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever give up. Never give up. Never 
give up.”

And my advice to you is to live by this mantra, both in your per-
sonal life and your career path.

Without wishing to be too philosophical, all successful people in 
the world have lived by this edict, whether they know it or not.

If you don’t give in, there ultimately can only be one conclusion 
– success!

Why?

Because you just keep on going at it till you turn the corner and 
experience the elation of winning.

Winston Churchill had many famous sayings, but another of  
my favourites is, “The pessimist sees the problems in any op-
portunity, whereas the optimist sees the opportunity in every  
problem.”

My advice is that whatever you do in life, both personally and 
professionally, try to surround yourself with as many optimists as 
possible.

Let’s face it, in newspapers, news programs and on the internet, 
we are surrounded by too many pessimists and “glass-half-empty 
people.”

So why mix with such people in real life?
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Make sure you hang with like-minded positive-thinking people, 
those who are willing to take a calculated risk and those who will 
still be beside you when the going gets tough.

Sure, there will be tough times when you feel like throwing in 
the towel and getting back on the merry go round of a mundane 
nine-to-five job.

But don’t let this temptation win.

I always believe that the roller coaster is much more fun than the 
merry go round.

There may be some highs and lows but there’s plenty of wind in 
your hair and exhilarating moments which are valuable life expe-
riences that you don’t get if you ride the merry go round.

I know when I was down on my luck with my business in 1994, 
there were a number of people who recommended that I “give up 
and accept bankruptcy”.

But I owed it to my creditors, staff and wonderful positive spirits 
who supported me to clock onto work every day and never give up.

It was pretty hard to drag myself out of bed every morning at 
7am when I had actually gone to bed at 4am – but I knew I just 
couldn’t give up, because I had a family to feed and colleagues and 
creditors to repay for their support.

To be able to make up a shortfall of over $2 million within just 14 
months was quite incredible and will certainly go down as one of 
the highlights of my career.

We had our backs firmly against the wall and yet because I stuck 
with a “never give up” mantra, we were able to pull off what many 
would have said was impossible at the time. 

I’ve included this story in this book because I believe it’s very rel-
evant in terms of the power of “Wow Factor Thinking”. 

Of course, there’s absolutely no use in thinking differently from 
everyone else if you throw the towel in every time you hit a speed 
hump.
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There’s no doubt that the combination of my “die-hard attitude” 
with my “Wow Factor thinking” was the key to making such a 
comeback.

In circumstances like this, one without the other would be consid-
erably less effective in helping one get up off the floor.

I recall reading about a number of other famous failures who de-
cided that giving up is not an option.

Did you know that Albert Einstein wasn’t able to speak until he 
was almost four years old and his teachers said that he would nev-
er amount to much?

Walt Disney was fired from a newspaper for “lacking imagination” 
and “having no original ideas”!

And The Beatles were rejected by Decca Recording Studios who 
said, “We don’t like their sound – they have no future in show 
business.” 

Wouldn’t you have liked to be a fly on the wall in the office of 
Decca Records about 18 months later?!!

You see, if you have never failed, you’ve never really tried anything 
new.

So for myself and most other entrepreneurs, failure is just a blip 
on the radar screen and should be acknowledged as part of the 
learning curve.

Real character comes with what you do with the third and fourth 
tries.

And as Hollywood star Mickey Rooney said, “You always pass fail-
ure on the way to success.” Failure is not the falling down, but 
rather the staying down.

I enjoy hanging around with positive people who never, ever give 
up.
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They share a mantra of “persistence beats intelligence every time” 
and they hang in there until the job is done.

Let’s face it, when your back is against the wall, the best thing to 
combine with your “persistence” is the brave acknowledgement 
that “you need to think way outside the square”. In my world, 
“persistence” and “wow” are ideal partners!

It’s funny how success breeds more success.
Having made a ridiculously fast comeback in the space of just over 
a year, it was amazing how the wheel of good-fortune continued 
to turn in my favour.

It was a great lesson for me, because at times when one is down, it 
just seems that everything you touch turns to mud.

And if you’re a business owner or entrepreneur, I’m sure you can 
relate to this.

But if you get out of bed each morning and fight the good fight, 
trust me, the wheel will turn, despite you thinking that there’s no 
light at the end of the tunnel.

And because of my dogged persistence, I was able to come out 
of the black hole and enjoy the benefits of a whole new wave of 
entrepreneurial opportunities.

Aside from the footy cards being a runaway success for me, my 
door was being knocked on by Walt Disney and licensors for 
properties such as The Flintstones, Warner Bros, Start Trek, The 
Simpsons, X-Files, Sesame Street, Nickelodeon, Thomas The Tank, 
Power Rangers and Strawberry Shortcake!

I was also doing deals with the AFL Players Association and other 
sporting bodies for trading card and sticker collections.

All of these potential business partners were contacting me because 
they knew I could deliver the “X factor” in terms of delivering 
avalanche sales through my repetitive trade formulas.
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Every license I took out with these companies involved products 
that had a “collectible format” where consumers were hooked on 
a continuity spending program.

In other words, once the consumer bought the first product, they 
were likely to be hooked on buying more.

And of course, the end result of this is massive sales because every-
one is buying multiples in order to collect the set!

One of the huge wins for me was my continuity program to the 
Walt Disney company, namely my Magic Of Disney poster and 
stickers series.

I sold over 150,000 posters and millions of packets of Disney 
stickers in the space of just 4 weeks.

Similarly to how I launched my Rugby League footy cards, I pro-
vided the Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne Sunday newspapers 
with free Disney stickers to give away to readers.

These first three “free” stickers were part of a collection that could 
be placed around the perimeter of a spectacular wall poster fea-
turing all the beloved Disney characters.

This wall poster was available at all newsagents for a crazy giveaway 
price of $3.95 (large posters featuring pop stars and animated 
characters were selling for around $15 at the time).

Keep in mind that because of my volume, the production cost of 
each poster was considerably less than $3.95, so despite its crazy 
price at the retail level, I was still making money.

However, the “real money” was made on the stickers, not the  
posters.

The poster was my “mouse trap” (excuse the pun!) and the stick-
ers were the “mice” that delivered me the big bucks.

The poster had 42 sticker spaces around its edge and featured 
nearly all the Disney characters dancing down Main Street, with a 
magical castle in the background.
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After placing the first three complimentary stickers on the poster, 
every child pestered their parents for more stickers of course. And 

these were available for 95 cents a pack.

After the “tease” of receiving their first three stickers for free, 

Even Disney collectors and enthusiasts have commented that this is the best Disney 
poster ever produced.

The stickers were appropriately “ear-shaped” to fit the poster keylines.
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consumers (mainly parents of young children, of course) then 
purchased further sticker packs for 95 cents each.

Inside each pack were a number of randomly numbered stickers 
which consumers placed in the appropriate numbered positions 
on the edge of the poster.

So as you can imagine, consumers needed to buy many packets of 
stickers in order to complete the set.

A beautiful Disney wall poster and sticker set – a match made in heaven!

Hence the massive sales of sticker packs over a relatively short 
number of weeks.

There’s no question that it reeked of  “wow”!

If it had simply been a poster of Mickey and Minnie, would I have 
sold this crazy quantity of posters and stickers?

Not on your life.

And this is the point I want to make right throughout this book. 

When putting together a product, service or offer, stretch yourself 
to the absolute limits in terms of “providing value” – and then go 
one step further again!

Good is not good enough.
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And even excellent is not good enough.

In this day and age where the consumer has the upper hand in 
terms of purchase decisions (courtesy of the online world), you 
need to provide a “knock your socks off, extraordinary, out of this 
world product, service or offer” in order to be noticed.

Even Walt Disney’s daughter noticed this one!
I guess it’s hard to get higher praise than from none other than 
Walt Disney’s daughter!

Let me tell you how this came about.

When I designed the poster, I knew I had to find an extraordinary 
graphic artist.

After searching for some time, I came across Christer Erickson, 
who took my sketch and worked his magic.

Christer is a particularly gifted artist and there’s no question that we 
produced one of the most spectacular Disney posters ever devised.

As a result of few Disney fans buying the poster, I had an enquiry 
from a Disney expert in the US, namely Steve Fiott.

Steve produced a Disney collectors magazine called The Art of 
Laughter, which had a huge database in America.

He asked if I could provide him with some limited edition ver-
sions of my poster to make available through his magazine.

I was happy to do this and actually visited Steve when I was in 
the US.

Indeed, he kindly took me on a tour of the Disney Animation 
Studios in Burbank which was an unforgettable experience (he 
certainly had Disney contacts in high places!).

At the time, the studio was working on The Lion King and I 
personally met a couple of the artists, Andreas Deja and Ruben 
Aquino.
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These guys were responsible for creating Gaston in The Beauty 
and the Beast movie and Ursula in The Little Mermaid movie.

They both loved my poster and begged me to give them a couple 
of copies – which of course I was very happy to do.

I found this pretty hard to believe!

Two Disney animators who essentially live and breathe Disney 
characters were blown away by the quality of my poster artwork.

But wait, there’s more!

Now for the “big whammy” of compliments.

Steve Fiott rang me a few weeks after he had advertised my Dis-
ney poster in his magazine, to tell that a woman by the name 
of Diane Miller, had contacted him to say that she thought my 
poster “was the very best Disney poster she had ever seen in her 
entire life!”

Guess who Diane Miller is?

None other than Walt Disney’s daughter!

Talk about a compliment of the highest order!

Apparently she raved about the artwork and requested that Steve 
forward her more copies so that she could share with the family.

I guess it goes to demonstrate the power of “going that extra mile” 
with anything you do in life or in business.

I recall going through many, many hours of checking and double-
checking with my illustrator, Christer Erickson, to get everything 
100% right.

We work night and day for many weeks to ensure that this was the 
most memorable Disney poster ever produced.

Of course, I worked closely with the Disney office in Australia and 
ensured that we abided by all the licensing rules and regulations.

But as a result of having a mantra where I wanted to deliver “some-
thing extraordinary,” we not only broke sales records, but received 
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compliments from the highest sources possible, Disney animators 
and indeed, Walt Disney’s very own daughter.

So what’s the lesson for you out of this?

Push the envelope as far as you possibly can to ensure that your 
product, service or offer is “way out of the ordinary.”

And try to ensure that you capture a customer, not just a sale.

Remember, a customer is someone who comes back on a regular 
basis and provides you with ongoing value, whereas a sale is simply 
the trading of money for your product or service once.

I love the quote from Confucius “Our greatest glory is not 
in never falling, but rising every time we fall.”
I’ve never met a successful person who hadn’t experienced 
the heartache of failures.
But the difference between an entrepreneur and others is 
his commitment to keep on trying until he discovers the 
winning formula.
I would much rather hang around entrepreneurs who never 
give up rather than glass-half-empty people who go nowhere 
because they’re too busy uttering the words, “That’ll never 
work.”

Persistence beats intelligence! 
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Dreams Can 
Come True
Television Program

After making the relatively fast comeback from losing a 
couple of million dollars, I started attracting “offers” from 
other companies who were interested in buying Dynamic 

Ideas, my marketing company.

It’s amazing how life deals its pack of cards – one minute you’re 
down on your luck and finding it hard to pay next week’s rent – 
and the next minute, you have a number of companies throwing 
silly money at you wanting to buy your business.

It was the mid-nineties and given the amount of printed product 
we were selling, anyone with a printing machine took interest in 
who we were and what we were doing.

The profit margins in stickers, posters and trading cards were very 
handsome indeed which goes to show you the value of borrowing 
the equity of sporting superstars or entertainment celebrities.
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You see, a piece of cardboard the size of a card from a deck of play-
ing cards costs about one cent to print both sides.

And if you’re printing a photograph of a landmark or perhaps ex-
quisite gardens, someone might trade you two cents or three cents 
for your one cent piece of cardboard.

However, that same piece of cardboard attracted over 30 cents 
at retail level when I printed a rugby league player’s image or a 
movie scene on both sides!

Now you know why Disney, Warner Bros. and every other licensor 
charged their 10% royalty fee for the usage of their images and 
information.

When I took over the rugby league trading cards license, packets 
of footy cards were selling for around 50 cents for a pack of six 
cards and stick of bubble gum.

I dramatically increased the quality of the trading cards, using gloss 
varnish and introducing special gold metallic cards which were 
randomly inserted in packs throughout the production run.

I also significantly increased the quality of the information on each 
card and developed loyalty incentives to encourage consumers to 
collect the tokens from the wrappers to trade for free bonuses or 
discounts on prestigious collector albums and so forth.

In other words, we took the whole trading card product from the 
basement to the penthouse in terms of branding and overall image.

In doing so, I took a deep breath and skyrocketed the retail price 
to $2 a pack.

Did I have lots of people telling me I was crazy?

You betcha.

But having modelled the product on the successful baseball cards 
phenomenon in the US, I was confident that the kids in Australia 
would react similarly.
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And, of course, the thing that really drove sales of trading cards 
was the frenzy that occurred in the “collector card stock market” 
(the school playground).

I knew if I had sufficiently attractive “chase cards” (gold metallic or 
lenticular cards), I was home and hosed.

Thank goodness my intuition was right and the $2 price point at 
the newsagencies was no impediment to sales at all, with footy 
card packs flying out the door the moment we launched our sam-
ples with the Sunday newspapers.

Our wholesale price to the newsagencies was about $1, so there 
was terrific margin in these trading card products for everyone.

So it was no real surprise that I had a few players interested in 
buying the business.

We were not exactly hiding under a bushel.

Being on the front page of Sunday newspapers, featuring in in-
terviews on every radio station and being promoted on Channel 
9’s “Footy Show” TV program meant that Dynamic Ideas was a 
household name within 18 months.

The business had become the new Scanlens bubblegum company 
and, ironically, we had taken the bubblegum out of the packs be-
cause the kids didn’t like it marking their precious cards!

Whilst it was enjoyable to be riding the crest of a wave, I was also 
conscious of the stress that “this comeback” had put on my wife, 
Gael, and myself. 

It was a wonderful feeling to be back on top again and the adren-
aline-rush of producing products which flew off the shelves was 
pretty addictive.

I had television programs, newspapers, magazines and radio sta-
tions continually chasing me for stories about the trading card 
phenomenon.
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But I had decided that this phase of my career was done and it was 
time to move on.

Therefore, I started talks with a number of prospective purchasers, 
one of which was Matt Handbury, owner of Murdoch Magazines 
and whose uncle is none other than Rupert Murdoch.

Matt obviously knew a lot about putting ink on paper and could 
see that my trading card business would be a good fit for his or-
ganisation.

I’ll never forget the evening that Matt invited my wife, Gael, and 
myself to dinner at his unbelievable landmark home called Altona 
at Point Piper in Sydney.

To give you some perspective on the home, it has eight bedrooms 
and nine bathrooms and sits smack bang on 2,500 square metres 
of prime waterfront on Sydney Harbour and took opulent features 
to another dimension.     

In recent years, it has traded hands for over $54 million.

I recall we were a little nervous going to dinner with Matt and his 
wife, Fiona, as one of our six children had only just been born a 
few months earlier and, therefore, we had no choice but to take 
the baby with us!

Thankfully all went well on the evening and Matt and Fiona were 
very gracious hosts.

I ended up selling the business to a consortium of investors and 
went back to the life of being a one-man band.

After an enjoyable extended trip to the US with the family, I de-
cided to keep a promise which I had made almost a couple of 
years earlier.

The Promise To Deliver Inspiration To Others
At the depth of my financial woes almost a couple of years earlier, 
after losing our home and being forced to squeeze the family into 
a small unit in Sutherland in Sydney, I called by a Catholic Church 
one morning to say a prayer.
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I’ll never forget it.

I was taking two of our small children to school on this particu-
lar morning and, upon driving the car out from the curb, I was 
reaching to pull my seatbelt on when a police car’s siren screamed 
behind me.

The policeman who walked up to my window kindly booked me 
for not having my seatbelt on before I pulled out from the curb.

Then, because I knew I was running late for the kids’ school as-
sembly, I put my foot a little heavier on the accelerator and about 
10 kms later was pulled over by another police car and this time 
copped a fine for speeding!

Yep, it clearly wasn’t my day!

Because the kids went to a St. Joseph’s primary school, there was 
a St. Joseph’s Catholic Church right next door.

Given the morning that I had just endured and the fact that I had 
lost a couple of million dollars only a short time earlier, I figured it 
was about time I had a word to the guy upstairs.

So after the kids got out of the car, I parked and got out and pro-
ceeded to the front doors of the church, and guess what?

Yep, the church doors were locked.

I walked around the side of the church and, of course, the side 
doors were locked as well.

Looking skywards, I think I said something like, “Okay, I get the 
drift, you’re not in the mood to talk!” 

Upon deciding that I would give one last try at the doorway near 
the altar, my luck turned for the better as the parish priest was just 
opening the doors at that time and welcomed me in.

Given recent circumstances and the morning that I had just expe-
rienced, I prayed to God and asked if he could possibly “give me a 
break” – requesting that I just would have the energy and creativ-
ity to make enough money to give my family back a house.
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That’s all I wanted – just a roof above our heads that we could call 
our own and I promised God that if he could provide me with the 
sustenance to hang in there and make a comeback, I would some-
how pay Him back by doing something that would inspire others 
to “never give up”.

So when I was fortunate enough to enjoy the comeback, I wanted 
to fulfil my promise to the big fella upstairs who had undoubtedly 
guided me through my roller coaster ride.

I’m a handshake sort of guy and when I give my word, it’s rock 
solid.

So after selling the business and enjoying a terrific break in Ameri-
ca, I explained to my wife, Gael, that I needed to fulfil the promise 
I had made and she supported me one hundred percent.

Of course, I couldn’t think small, could I?

I decided that the best way to inspire others to “never give up” was 
via a national television program.

Whilst I had been involved in producing lots of TV commercials, 
I hadn’t produced a TV show, but, hey, I figured it couldn’t be all 
that hard!

Ha! Yeah, right!

I was personally disappointed that most of the prime time televi-
sion programs all focused on bad news.

They were all police or investigator-style programs which involved 
killings, bashings and burglaries – and even the nightly news pro-
grams hardly ever featured uplifting stories.

So every night, we would all go to bed with our heads full of noth-
ing but murders and mayhem.

I figured it was about time to tilt the mirror of life upwards on our 
TV screens and provide Australians with a TV program that made 
them feel good about their fellow men.
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As a child, I could recall Tommy Hanlon Jr’s “It Could Be You” TV 
program on the Nine Network.

It was on five days a week at lunchtime and held the Australian 
record for the highest ratings of any program.

The show featured feel-good stories about family reunions and 
surprise giveaways.

I decided that I would emulate this type of program and produce 
a show that involved Australians helping those who were less for-
tunate than themselves.

In other words, we were going to do extraordinary things for or-
dinary people.

I called the program “Dreams Can Come True”.

Because I had gotten to know rugby league star Mal Meninga quite 
well during my footy card period, I asked Mal if he would kindly 
fulfil a small boy’s dream in Tamworth.

This young 12-year-old boy, Jamie Barnes, lived with his single 
mum in Tamworth and his rugby league hero was big Mal.

I asked Mal if we could videotape this “dream come true” and use 
it as the pilot for my proposed TV program.

Mal was fine with this and we proceeded to surprise young Jamie 
Barnes in his school room in Tamworth, with Mal escorting him to 
Auckland, New Zealand, to watch an NRL game against the New 
Zealand Warriors.

It was a very emotional story and a suitable tear-jerker to play to 
the TV station executives when we pitched the program.

After being knocked back by Channel Nine, I took the concept 
to Channel Ten and to my delight and amazement, they picked 
up the program and commissioned a number of one hour 
specials.
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I recall the meeting with the Network Ten executives and although 
they were suitably impressed with the Mal Meninga dream, they 
asked what other stars we had lined up for the specials.

The real answer was “none”, but there was no way I was going to 
give that response at the meeting.

My trusted colleague at the time was Linda Joannides, a long time 
and loyal friend from my Dynamic Ideas days.

I had asked Linda if she would like to be involved in this project 
with me and she jumped at the chance.

Linda is one of life’s “givers” and, therefore, this project was made 
for her.

I could see her nervously looking my way when they asked the 
question about other “stars” – and she nearly fell off her chair 
when I responded, “Michael Jordan, we can get Michael Jordan to 
fulfil a dream for the program.”

The Channel Ten executives leapt to their feet and said, “You’re 
kidding, our sports programs have been trying to score Michael 
Jordan for years, but he’s harder to get to than the Pope!”

I rambled on about having contacts with Jordan’s people because 
of my trading card background (baseball cards in America were 
similar to my rugby league cards in Australia) and the guys in the 
suits around the table “bought it”.

So after the handshakes and the confirmation of the deal, Linda 
and I left and waved goodbye as the elevator door closed in the 
Channel Ten building.

Whilst in the elevator, Linda and I were giving each other high 
fives to celebrate our first ever TV series.

And before the elevator reached ground floor, I turned to Linda 
and said, “Linda, I’d like you to do me one favour,” to which she 
replied, “Absolutely, no problem, what is it?”

I responded with, “Somehow, get me bloody Michael Jordan!”
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You can imagine the look on her face.

Frankly, finding someone who wanted to meet Michael Jordan was 
no problem at all.

It was actually getting to Michael Jordan which was going to be 
the hard part, of course.

But I think the big fella upstairs knew I was trying to keep my 
part of the bargain, so aside from hopefully forgiving me for my 
“white lie”, I’m pretty sure he looked favourably upon us with 
our quest to score the biggest sports star in the world at that 
time.

A 15-year-old boy on the Central Coast had been brought to our 
attention because he was a spina bifida victim who played a mean 
game of wheelchair basketball.

His name was Jay Campbell and because of his spina bifida, he had 
to endure much of his life in a wheelchair.

Understandably, he had his “down times”, but in his early teenage 
years had taken up wheelchair basketball as a passion and quickly 
excelled at the sport, reaching the pinnacle of playing in the Aus-
tralian Under 16 Wheelchair Basketball Team.

His parents had devoted much of their income to assisting Jay’s 
pursuits and medical needs and therefore Jay’s dream of one day 
attending a Chicago Bulls basketball game in the US was simply 
beyond their means.

It remained just “a dream”. 

When we heard of Jay’s fantastic sporting prowess and his dream, 
I said to Linda, “Let’s make this happen.”

So I put together a powerful, heart-wrenching description of Jay’s 
plight in writing and faxed it to Michael Jordan’s office.

Linda had previously contacted the office and found out Michael 
Jordan’s personal assistant’s contact details.
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Now keep in mind that Michael Jordan was the biggest sporting 
star on the planet at the time and received over two million re-
quests per year for personal meetings from fans.

Wait for this next piece of information as it should have the hairs 
standing up on the back of your neck.

There’s no question in my mind that there was a dollop of help 
from Heaven, as Michael Jordan was walking past his fax machine 
when my written request was coming through.

He picked up the piece of paper, read my note and said to his per-
sonal assistant, “Make this happen.” 

I couldn’t believe it when I received a fax the very next day from 
Michael Jordan’s assistant, confirming that not only would Michael 
Jordan meet Jay, but he would also treat him to seats at one of 
the Chicago Bulls’ games and a personal luncheon at the Michael 
Jordan Restaurant in Chicago!

Michael Jordan’s restaurant in Chicago – a perfect location  
for young Jay to meet his hero.
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All of this was possible as long as Jay could make it to Chicago 
on a particular day in February – and as if things weren’t spooky 
enough, that day happened to be Jay’s 15th  birthday!

With the assistance of airlines, hotels and other generous suppliers, 
everything was underway within a matter of days (and, of course, 
I made sure Channel Ten knew about it!)

Jay and his family were “surprised” with the dream of a lifetime at 
the end of one of his wheelchair basketball games.

The entire stadium and all of his team mates (and our camera 
crew) were in tears when we delivered the surprise announce-
ment to Jay at the end of his game.

And, together with his father as chaperone, Jay was flown to the 
US and met his hero, Michael Jordan, for lunch.

Additionally, the likes of Universal Studios and Disneyland in 
Los Angeles came to the party with special VIP packages to 
their theme parks and attractions, making Jay’s trip even more 
memorable.

Believe it or not, the actual day of the Michael Jordan meeting was 
Jay’s 15th birthday!

I recall at the Chicago luncheon, Michael Jordan bringing a birth-
day cake to the table and inviting Jay to blow out the candles.

Jay and his 
team-mates 

just before his 
big surprise.
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Michael Jordan organized a 
birthday cake for young Jay. 
Now that’s a true champion!

To Watch this episode go to:
https://youtu.be/LwsMKq0naRI

Michael and Jay just after lunch.

When Jay did this, Jordan said to him, “Make a wish”, and a very 
emotional Jay looked up from his wheelchair with tears rolling 
down his face and said, “I’ve already got it.”

So my “white lie” at the Channel Ten pitch ended up resulting in 
an unbelievable dream coming true, one which no one could have 
possibly predicted could happen.

The ratings for this particular Dreams Special were through the 
roof and exceeded the numbers that most of the Master Chef  TV 
programs achieve today.

Me giving Michael Jordan some 
basketball tips whilst we were there.

The Dream Team with Jay and his father in 
the US.
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Princess Diana Fulfils A Sydney Teenager’s 
Dream!
Another very emotional and much-loved story in our TV series 
was about a young 13-year-old girl named Emma, who had unfor-
tunately lost her leg through cancer some years earlier.

She dreamed of one day meeting the most famous princess of all, 
namely Princess Di.

So when we received news of this little girl’s wish, I had to make 
it happen.

I knew that Princess Di was visiting Australia in coming months, so 
I annoyed her office at Buckingham Palace so much that eventu-
ally they said “Yes” to a personal greeting when Princess Di was in 
Sydney.

I recall numerous midnight (our time) phone calls to her personal 
assistant and on one occasion can recall being told, “Mr Dwyer, I 
have relayed your request to the Princess and she is giving it seri-
ous consideration; you are very persistent, aren’t you?”

When receiving this comment from Princess Di’s assistant, I don’t 
know how or why the next sentence came out of my mouth, but 
I can tell you that my wife was sitting next to me on the lounge 
and spilt her cup of tea all over the floor when I replied, “Our 
company does have a motto, being never say die.”

The only excuse I can give for saying something so stupid was that 
it was midnight and maybe I was tired! OMG … “never say die”!

Princess Di’s assistant simply responded with, “I see.”

In any case, once again, persistence paid off and we were able to 
deliver this extraordinary dream to young Emma.

She met Princess Di at a Sydney celebratory luncheon and, for 
obvious reasons, we encouraged her to ask the Princess for a “hug” 
– knowing that the paparazzi would go nuts when this happened.
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On cue, young Emma asked the Princess for a “hug” and these im-
ages were flashed around the world, featuring on the front pages 
of newspapers from New York to Rome!

Sydney’s Telegraph newspaper was no exception and bingo, we 
scored the biggest publicity coup one could ever dream of!

Needless to say, ratings for this particular episode of “Dreams Can 
Come True” were off the radar!

Young Emma’s hug with Di was even featured in 
the 2006 Helen Mirren film, The Queen. 

The photo 
that hit front 
pages around 

the world!
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Meat Loaf Meeting For A Sydney Toddler!
This was a fabulous story of a Sydney toddler named Lucy, who 
was tragically burnt in a household kitchen accident.

Unfortunately, her pain was so severe during her burns treatment 
in hospital the medical staff couldn’t calm her throughout the 
tedious ordeals.

Nothing could stop young Lucy’s screams and understandably the 
little girl went through tremendous trauma.

Then one day, Lucy heard the songs of international rock star Meat 
Loaf in the background while she was going through her painful 
treatment – and miraculously, she became instantly calm!

As a result, the medical staff used Meat Loaf’s music to continu-
ally pacify Lucy, enabling hospital staff to provide her with the 
much needed treatment.

Upon Lucy’s recovery, the dream of her parents and herself was, of 
course, to meet the hero who helped her through the most painful 
period of her life, Meat Loaf.

So we contacted Meat Loaf prior to 
his upcoming tour to 

Australia and the big man generous-
ly said “Yes” to a personal greeting.

There was not a dry eye in the house 
when we took Lucy 

backstage at the Sydney Entertain-
ment Centre for the emotional 
meeting.

Young Erin Has A Spectacular Homecoming 
After Cancer Treatment
Another fabulous story was about Erin, a 16-year-old girl who 
unfortunately had been diagnosed with leukaemia just four years 
earlier.

Meatloaf was a delightful
“dream deliverer.”
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She had spent the last six months in Ronald McDonald House in 
Sydney and was awaiting a suitable bone marrow transplant donor.

Her dream was a very simple one – to return home.

But, unfortunately, home was a derelict shack on an isolated acre-
age property on southern New South Wales – and with mum and 
dad both unemployed and existing on carer’s pensions, they didn’t 
have any hope to fix up their home for Erin.

The house had been sadly neglected through their long absence 
with Erin in Sydney, with the windows broken, the roof having 
holes in it and a number of doors having fallen off.

Cattle on the farm property had even taken up residence in the 
house!

So with the assistance of the entire community of Eden, Erin’s 
home was basically rebuilt from scratch, receiving an unbelievable 
face lift.

We gained the terrific assistance of the local radio stations which 
advertised “a weekend work-a-thon” at the property and hundreds 
of locals turned out with shovels and wheelbarrows to turn Erin’s 
home from bland to grand.

New furniture, new kitchen, new bathroom and a totally new ex-
terior.

The homecoming of Erin and her parents was one of the most 
emotional things I have ever seen in my entire life.

Erin had been allowed to leave Ronald McDonald house for a short 
while to visit home and upon their vehicle entering the property, 
Erin’s eyes (and her parents’ eyes) lit up like a Christmas tree!

The home had been transformed from a mess to a beautiful 
ranch-style dwelling complete with a beautiful garden at the front 
(something Erin always wished for).

But something Erin didn’t expect was that the entire community 
of all her friends was hiding behind the home when she arrived.
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And a minute or so after she had got out of the car and was blown 
away with her refurbished home, the entire community came 
streaming out from behind the house singing, “She’s a Jolly Good 
Fellow!”

Erin and her parents broke down in tears and it’s a dream come 
true which I will never forget.

Even our blokey cameramen had tears rolling down their cheeks 
as they captured the magic moments.

Crocodile Dundee Surprises Young Sasha With 
A Flipper Surprise!
Another wonderful dream we made come true was for a young 
girl named Sasha who lived on the South Coast of New South 
Wales and suffered from a debilitating illness which resulted in 
long stays in hospital.

Her parents had spent many hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
medical bills for her treatment and were down to their last cent.

Sasha was a wonderful young girl who refused to give in to her ill-
ness and she inspired all those around her with her positive spirit.

She had just one special dream – to swim with dolphins.

So I engaged the help of Australia’s own Paul Hogan, who had just 
starred in the movie, “Flipper”.

The Dream Team rebuilding Erin’s home 
(host, Daryl Braithwaite fourth from left).

Erin arriving home to the biggest 
surprise of her life
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It was perfect timing, as we were able to get tickets to the premier 
of the “Flipper” movie at Sasha’s local cinema complex.

And at the end of the movie (which Sasha, of course, loved), Paul 
Hogan appeared on the giant screen and surprised Sasha with the 
news that a limousine was waiting outside to take her to the air-
port where she would be flown with her parents to Coff’s Har-
bour to swim with dolphins!

And that’s what happened; young Sasha fulfilled her life-long 
dream and swam with gorgeous dolphins at the Coff’s Harbour 
Dolphin Marine Park. 

I recall the tears streaming down the faces of her mum and dad, 
as they witnessed a mini-miracle in the making.

But the surprises didn’t stop there.

We found out that Sasha’s parents had spent pretty much all their 
money on her treatments, and therefore couldn’t afford to repair 
their car.

And a working motor vehicle was certainly something they need-
ed for all of the transportation to and from hospital for Sasha.

Sasha’s medical treatment was mainly in Sydney and this was a 
three-hour car trip from the south coast.

So our Dream Team organised a brand new Toyota vehicle as a 
gift for Sasha’s parents and I decided to add to the surprise by 

Sasha’s dream of swimming with 
dolphins was fulfilled.

To Watch this episode go to:
https://youtu.be/4SGe8r5yqts
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getting radio legend, John Laws, to present the unexpected gift 
(John Laws was the longtime spokesman for Toyota).

So on the way back from Coff’s Harbour, I tricked the family into 
thinking that John Laws was going to interview them on 2UE 
radio station, but in fact, he was simply going to surprise them 
with the news of a brand new Toyota vehicle as a gift from us all.

No longer would Sasha’s parents need to worry about whether 
their motor vehicle would make it up the highway to Sydney for 
Sasha’s treatment.

As John Laws handed over the keys to the car, there were tears all 
round.

More Dreams For Needy People!
There were too many dreams to cover in this book, but if you 
would like to enjoy watching segments of the TV program, sim-
ply go to www.theinstituteofwow.com and click on the “Wow 
TV Show” menu tab – but make sure you have a box of Kleenex 
handy!

Or go to: www.youtube.com/c/JDTV-IOW

But I can assure you, any tears will be “tears of joy”, as these stories 
are wonderfully uplifting and positive demonstration that there 
is a lot of good in this world of ours (despite what the newspapers 
and TV news programs might make you believe).

We had support from the stars of “The X-Files” television series, 
Steven Spielberg, sporting icons, big businesses such as Freedom 
Furniture and lots of contributions from small businesses such as 
butchers and bakers.

I had a wonderful “Dream Team” around me with unbelievable 
help from Tony Barnao, Linda Joannides and Chris Bullivant.

These three people didn’t know the meaning of the word “impos-
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sible” and worked tirelessly to ensure that we pulled off as many 
miracles for needy people as we possibly could.

Unfortunately, my good friend, Tony Barnao, was tragically killed 
in a light plane accident some years later and left a void in the life 
of everyone he met.

He was a wonderful husband, father and mate – and whenever 
the word “impossible” came up around the meeting table, his re-
sponse was, “Well, we’ll have to allow another couple of days for 
that I guess.”

Tony was a much loved Channel Nine journalist and reporter, pro-
viding his unique skills to “A Current Affair” and other programs.

He was a dear friend and one who Chris, Linda and myself felt 
privileged to know.

The one-hour specials were such a ratings hit that Network Ten 
asked me to produce a 13 week series of the program, each episode 
being half an hour in length.

It was to be Channel Ten’s answer to the Nine Network’s “This 
is Your Life” program and was scheduled to screen primetime at 
8:30 pm on a weeknight.

We were ecstatic with this news and were in the process of pre-
production for the series when I received a phone call from 
David Mott, the new Channel Ten program manager, requesting 
a meeting.

The previous program manager, Ross Plapp, had left the network 
and David Mott had replaced him – and, unfortunately, didn’t like 
“feel-good TV”.

He met with me and explained that he didn’t want to go with the 
Dreams series despite the fact that we had been given a commit-
ment.

He was of the opinion that Network Ten was after a young and 
funky audience and “Dreams” didn’t fit that profile.
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I argued that it could, as it was just a matter of theming the shows 
to a younger audience – but my argument was falling on deaf ears.

I had the choice of taking the matter down the legal path, but 
after some advice and recognising that such an action would place 
a black mark against my name with all the networks, I decided not 
to pursue this angle.

It was such a shame, as I believe Australia needed (and still does) 
as much feel-good television as it could get.

We were successfully tilting the mirror of life upwards for a short 
while on our TV screens and the fact that we received over 4,000 
letters a week from people who wanted to help others proved that 
there are a lot of nice people in the world.

I decided to go “back to my knitting” and pursue a marketing ad-
visory career and might still one day revisit the TV business when 
the time is right.

I have remained a dear friend with Chris Bullivant and Linda Joan-
nides and we often get together to reminisce about that magical 
period of our lives when we made impossible dreams come true 
for deserving people.

Gee, it’s great when you get the opportunity to do great things 
with the help of a great team.

One of our stories  
featured 15 year old, 

Thomas Ray, meeting his 
heroes from the X Files 

TV program.
Thomas had been a 

full-time “carer” for his 
disabled mother for  
many years, so we 

rewarded him with the 
surprise of a lifetime.
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Are You 
A Challenger Brand?

If you are, now’s the time to take on Goliath 
and win!
The vast majority of my clients over the years have been “chal-
lenger brands”.

They didn’t know it until I pointed this out to them, but they 
were a “challenger brand”.

In other words, they were not the market leader of their industry; 
far from it.

But the irony was that they looked up to the market leaders of 
their category and for some crazy reason, decided to “mirror” the 
market leaders’ marketing communications!

Can you imagine how difficult it would be for a “no-name” cola 
company to take on the might of Coca Cola when all of their ad-
vertising and communications looked very similar to Coca Cola?

Think about how difficult it would be for a fried chicken store to 
take on KFC if all their advertising looked similar to the Colonel 
Sanders chain!
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If you’re a “challenger brand”, you need to “challenge” the big 
boys with very different marketing strategies to theirs – otherwise, 
you’re going to be “invisible”.

Challenger brands don’t have the budget of the market leaders, so 
if you’re a small bank and you want to take on the market leaders, 
don’t launch advertising campaigns that look identical to theirs.

Because if you have $1 million to spend and they have $100 mil-
lion, do you really think you will ever achieve cut-through if all of 
your advertising looks similar to theirs?

Of course not – and that’s the reason that challenger brands need 
to be the “UN” of their industry.

It just stands to reason that if you are a small player in your cate-
gory, the best chance you have of standing out and stealing market 
share is to look very different from the market leaders and your 
other competitors.

“Same is lame” in my books, particularly if you’re a small player 
against the giants.

Over my career, I’ve helped countless number of Davids to take 
on Goliaths and win.

My most famous example of this is the Greater Building Society, 
where it is a mere blip on the radar when it comes to the financial 
industry in Australia.

Until I came along, just before the year 2000, the Greater looked 
and sounded very much like the rest of the banking industry – 
boring.

It marketed its home loan and deposit products in an identical way 
to everyone else and for some crazy reason, it accepted ridiculous 
rhyming taglines from its advertising agency, such as “Sooner Or 
Later, It’s The Greater.”
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How the Greater went from bland to grand!
The transformation of the Greater’s marketing happened very 
quickly after I had arrived on the scene – and I highlight this so 
that you can appreciate how fast you can make the change to 
“Wow Factor marketing principles”.

Once you change your “marketing mindset”, the rest comes easy.

I had arrived at the Greater in the year 2000 and after a six-month 
period of getting to know the business, I put forward a marketing 
concept which involved the society giving customers a free holi-
day with their home loan.

You can imagine the faces of the senior management when I pre-
sented this for the first time in the boardroom!

Keep in mind we’re talking about conservative “bank-style” people 
who wear dark suits and conservative ties!

I recall the pitch as if it were yesterday.

There were about a dozen senior executives in the boardroom 
and, as usual, I easily stood out from the crowd with my brightly 
coloured tie and light coloured suit!

I am an absolute advocate of Anthony Robbins’ recommendation 
to “break the mold”

And the idea I pitched that day certainly “broke the mold!”

The home loan acquisition campaign that the Greater was running 
at the time was a 1% Honeymoon Rate Offer – giving borrowers a 
1% discount on their home loan for the first year.

In other words, a price-based offer. My reaction – BAD!

Besides, every other bank was offering the same thing!

So how on earth would the Greater ever stand out?

So I threw a McDonald’s Happy Meal box on the boardroom table 
and pulled out the Disney plastic toy.
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The slightly bemused senior managers were mystified and en-
quired about the significance of the Happy Meal prop in my pitch.

I asked, “Who has children?”

Most put their hands up.

I then asked, “Who has bought lots of Happy Meals for their chil-
dren?”

Up went most hands again.

I then pulled out $100 and said, “I’ll give this $100 to any one of 
you who can tell me the price of a Happy Meal?”

No one could tell me. They couldn’t even get close.

Why?

Because Maccas had cleverly taken parents’ eyes off the price – 
due to the free toy.

So I then had their attention – allowing me to explain my “Get a 
Home Loan/Get a Free Holiday” offer.

I recommended that the society cease its “1% Honeymoon Deal” 
and redirect that same investment to a Free Holiday Offer (a 1% 
Honeymoon Rate Discount on a $100,000 home loan was cost-
ing the society $1,000, a 1% Honeymoon Discount Rate on a 
$200,000 home loan cost $2,000 and so on).

So my free Holiday Giveaway cost no more than the previous 
“Honeymoon Discount Bonus”, meaning the new concept was 
“cost neutral”.

I had negotiated a great deal with a travel wholesaler, where for 
$1,000, the travel company would provide holiday options worth 
nearly $2,000.

This meant that when the Greater showcased the holiday choices 
available, every customer thought that the deal was incredible 
value. And it was!
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And remember, that’s what you HAVE to do with your “Wow Fac-
tor mantra” – deliver perceived extraordinary value.

The society launched the home loan concept in April 2001, with 
the intention that the offer would be a three-month trial.

The result?

Home loans DOUBLED in just a matter of months – and contin-
ued to skyrocket thereafter!
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Posters like this were prominently displayed at all branches. Reckon any other bank 
would be so “different?” No way! 
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Press advertisement that supported the heavy TV & radio advertising  
campaigns. Do you think the Greater might have looked “the UN”  

of its industry? Yep, you betcha!”
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Another full page tabloid press advertisement that supported the campaign.
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Another full page tabloid press advertisement that supported the campaign.
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Another poster that was featured at branches.
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Above is the front & back of one of the postcards.

I designed a number of postcards that were letterbox delivered to 
homes in target areas.
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 You can imagine when homeowners got this postcard in letterbox, they certainly took 
notice! What other bank or financial institution would be sending you a postcard 
showing you stunning images of holiday destinations you could enjoy if you did 

business with them?
  Think how you can employ this type of marketing mentality to your business and 

become the “UN” of your industry.
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A camera crew and myself would capture testimonials from real 
customers, who explained the differences between the banks and 
the Greater.
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The Greater’s home loan growth was extraordinary and, under-
standably, the offer became a long-term component of its home 
loan marketing.

There was a tsunami of new clients swapping their home loan 
from banks to the Greater.

And why not?

What other financial institution was offering a free holiday?

NONE!

I designed numerous marketing campaigns targeting home loan 
customers of banks, encouraging them to “swap” their home loan 
and enjoy better service, no fees  … and … drum roll … a FREE 
HOLIDAY!

Was it an irresistible offer?

You betcha!

Did the Greater look like the “UN” of the financial industry?

You betcha!

Did this stunning “challenger brand marketing tactic” leave com-
petitors gasping for air?

You betcha!

Could the competitive banks respond quickly? Not on your life, 
because they’re big, fat and lazy – and super conservative.

Did people swap their home loan to the Greater in droves?

You better believe it – in numbers that could never have been 
expected in our wildest dreams!

The Greater Building Society’s brand awareness enjoyed a mete-
oric lift on the back of the campaign and the society ran the offer 
for nine years without ever advertising an interest rate!

Can you imagine that?
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The Greater was the only financial institution in the world that 
marketed home loans without advertising a price.

AGAIN, LET ME REPEAT, THEY DIDN’T ADVERTISE A 
PRICE FOR NINE LONG YEARS!

Can you imagine how wonderful that’d be for your business; i.e. 
not having to advertise a price for your products or services for the 
next nine years?

This is a classic case of David taking on Goliath and winning big 
time!

It is also a terrific case study of a business being able to take the 
prospect’s eyes off the price – and on to the “bonus”.

If you’d like to see some of the advertising for the campaign, visit 
my website at www.theinstituteofwow.com

Remember, in the world of business, SAME is LAME.
You need to be different.
And if you aren’t different with your products or systems, 
there’s an even greater need to be different with your mar-
keting.
Be the “UN” of your industry.
UNlike any of your competitors.
Be the UNlandscaper, UNdentist, UNbuilder, UNarchi-
tect, UNcarpet cleaner or UNpersonal trainer.
Be extraordinarily different from the pack.
Be the expert who stands out.
Be UNlike everyone else in your field.
Be the company that is unique and distinctive – and then 
watch people gravitate to you.

BE THE “UN” OF YOUR INDUSTRY
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You Must Use
“Problem/Solution Marketing” 
Tactics

Over the years, I had been asked many times by business 
owners and CEOs, “What do you believe is the most 
powerful marketing technique you’ve ever come across?”

And whilst there’s no question that “brand building” makes com-
plete sense for any business, the most powerful form of marketing 
I have ever come across is emotional direct response “problem/
solution” advertising.

Sure, the Coca-Colas, Kelloggs, Disneys, McDonalds and David 
Jones of this world can afford the big-budget-brand-building-
marketing campaigns, employing advertising agencies to shoot 
cinematic quality TV commercials and produce glossy “brand 
catalogues”.

But ask yourself if you can afford to do this for your business.

The answer is probably “no” – as you need marketing tactics which 
are going to be very measurable and very “instant” in terms of 
results.
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There’s no question that the big multinational businesses reap the 
rewards from establishing and maintaining a strong brand in the 
marketplace.

Let’s face it,  when you walk down the supermarket aisle, the rea-
son you are drawn towards a Cadbury, Nescafe or Coke product is 
because the brand image is foremost in your mind and you trust 
the product because of its brand persona.

Just in case you need clarification of what I’m talking about when 
I refer to “a brand” – it is essentially the personality of the product 
or service.

When you think of Virgin, a certain image comes to mind.

Likewise, when you think of Apple or Nike, a certain “persona” 
comes into your head.

But remember, these conglomerates have spent hundreds and 
hundreds of millions of dollars and many years of blood, sweat 
and tears in building such brand imagery.

They are “in your face” constantly, day-in and day-out, pushing 
their personality and brand values.

So if you were thinking about an online tablet at this very mo-
ment, I bet you would have the Apple iPad top of mind.

Just as when I was a young boy, the only bicycle on my shopping 
list was a Malvern Star Dragster!

And anyone of my vintage would probably remember that Amco 
Jeans were the only choice until Levis came along!

But Can You Afford Millions Of Dollars To 
Create A Brand For Your Business?
As I said earlier, I suspect your answer to the question above is, 
“Unfortunately, no.”

Therefore, this brings me back to how I started this chapter – high-
lighting the potency of the “problem/solution” marketing tactic.
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This form of marketing has “Wow Factor” written all over it.

There are five important ingredients to this form of direct re-
sponse marketing and they are:

1.  Identify your prospect’s problem (e.g. weight loss industry high-
lighting that you might be overweight and embarrassed about  
hitting the beach this summer).

2.  Exaggerate your prospect’s problem (Imagine if you don’t do 
something to curb your weight problem, things will only get worse 
both health-wise and with your self-confidence).

3.  Provide the solution (e.g. The magic pill or maybe a Jenny Craig 
Weight Loss Program).

4.  Provide proof (e.g. customer testimonials or endorsements from 
industry experts).

5.  A strong call to action (e.g. Ring this 1 300 number right now, 
visit our website, or send in the coupon, etc.).

If you watch any daytime or midnight to dawn television, you 
will see experts of emotional direct response marketing (problem/
solution) pushing everything from weight loss programs and exer-
cise equipment to power juices and beauty products.

Next time you flick on the TV to one of these advertisements, take 
note of the “problem/solution” formula.

My bet is that you will find nearly every one of these TV ads fol-
lows the five ingredients I have detailed here.

Why?

Because these are the triggers that produce “instant customer re-
sponse” and, therefore, instant, measurable sales.

If the advertiser is promoting a magic wrinkle evaporation cream, 
you’ll more than likely see the television commercial in sepia tone, 
showing a 40-something or 50-something housewife in daggy py-
jamas, wearing no makeup and looking like she has just had 25 
rounds in the boxing ring with Muhammad Ali.
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In other words, the advertiser is immediately showcasing the 
problem and the voice over will say something like, “Are you 
feeling depressed, tired and embarrassed because of your pale 
complexion and crow’s feet lines around your eyes?”

The voice over or presenter will then exaggerate the problem by 
saying something like, “You know, those worry lines are not going 
to disappear by themselves. They will only get worse unless you 
are able to discover some magic formula to eradicate them.”

Then the screen will turn to full colour and the woman’s com-
plexion and demeanour will instantly change for the better when 
the voice over supports the product appearing on screen, with the 
exclamation of, “Your problems are over – here’s your solution, 
our XYZ magical wrinkle formula! With just two applications per 
day, you can minimise your wrinkles by up to 75% within just two 
weeks!”

Then follows the proof, with customer testimonials from mem-
bers of the target audience (women in their 40s, 50s and above) 
and then the call to action with generally a phone number or web-
site being featured.

I know you’re nodding your head, as we’ve all seen a million of 
these.

But guess what? Ninety-five percent of businesses don’t use this 
problem/solution formula and continue to scratch their heads ask-
ing why their advertising is not working!

It’s tried and tested – so why not use it for your business?

One of the most astute users of emotional direct marketing tactics 
is the giant Guthy-Renker company which promotes the Zumba 
fitness products, Proactiv acne products, the Knockout Abs, fitness 
equipment and scores of other made-for-television products.

You can see their product range at www.guthy-renker.com.au
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By the way, Guthy-Renker is one of the world’s largest direct re-
sponse television companies, with sales of nearly $2 billion per 
year!

Other high profile emotional direct response marketers are Danoz 
Direct at www.danozdirect.com.au and Demtel at www.demtel.
com.au

So How Can You Use This Problem/Solution 
Formula To Sell Your Goods Or Services?
Please don’t misinterpret what I am saying here.

I believe that no matter what size your business is, you should still 
continue to develop your brand or personality.

Just as your own general demeanour becomes your personal brand 
and therefore your reputation is linked to this, so, too, is your busi-
ness linked to its personality.

So if your business is a little unconventional and cheeky, you may 
mirror Richard Branson’s Virgin brand.

Or if you are professional and very corporate, your brand might be 
something like Price Waterhouse or KPMG.

If you are a Fish and Chip shop and you are always greeting guests 
with a happy-go-lucky welcoming message of “G’day, mate” and 
telling gags as you are serving customers, your brand personality 
might be akin to Paul Hogan’s or Steve Irwin’s.

I’m sure you get the drift.

No matter what business you own or run, you should continue to 
always “push your brand personality” to your customers or your 
clients in every form of communication.

However, because you probably don’t have the budget of Virgin 
or Coca-Cola, your best way of producing measurable results from 
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your marketing is to use the emotional direct response “problem/
solution” tactics that I’m recommending here.

Aussie Gutter Protection Client Constantly 
Uses Problem/Solution Tactics
Aussie Gutter Protection, a Victorian-based business, always 
uses the emotional response formula to promote its gutter-mesh 
products.

Owner, Brenden Wragg, is a keen supporter of such direct response 
marketing after hearing my preaching 101 times!

Brenden’s product is the gutter mesh which goes over home 
gutters and protects your home from birds and any other vermin 
getting into the roof.

The mesh also stops leaves from settling in your gutters and creat-
ing a potential fire hazard.

A large portion of Brenden’s target audience is older people over 
the age of 60, who for many years have been cleaning their gutters 
themselves.

Therefore, through geo-demographic mapping, Brenden has been 
able to specifically find suburbs and streets which have a high pro-
portion of older homeowners and therefore he has been able to 
target his brochures to these areas.

(Keep in mind he is targeting older people, so it makes sense to 
use Census Data to locate streets and suburbs where older people 
live.)

The challenge for Brenden was to ensure that his headline, graph-
ics and copy was strong enough to capture the attention of this 
particular target audience.

After a number of consultations with Brenden, I proposed a cam-
paign which somewhat mirrors the tactics of home insurance 
companies; i.e. emotional scare tactics where you highlight the 
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problem and exaggerate it by showcasing the real potential for a 
nasty outcome.

You would be familiar with the type of home insurance advertising 
where the insurer encourages you to consider home and contents 
insurance – with imagery on the brochure or TV screen showing 
your home being burgled or burning down.

Then there are the life insurance TV advertisements which show 
a happy family at the barbeque and all of a sudden dad disappears 
from the picture.

Can you imagine trying to sell a fire extinguisher without showing 
an image of a home or office burning down?

You see, a red cylinder with a trigger at the top of it is not exactly 
an attractive home accessory! Unlike a coffee table, plasma TV or 
granite kitchen bench top, it’s an ugly red cylinder that contains 
foamy stuff (which you never want to see by the way!) and can be 
the most important asset in one’s home – but no one will buy it 
unless you scare the daylights out of them with problem/solution 
direct response marketing.

Just like home and car insurance, a fire extinguisher is a grudge 
purchase.

Why?

Because it’s something that you’re going to buy, but hope you’ll 
never, ever use!

Have you got a fire extinguisher in your home?

Probably not.

I bet the image which would encourage you to put one on your 
shopping list is a photo of a home burning down.

These sorts of emotional direct response formulas are particularly 
relevant for an industry such as Brenden’s, as, after all, gutter pro-
tection is like insurance, it’s a grudge purchase.
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No one is ever going to see Brenden’s gutter mesh from the 
ground and unlike other home improvements, it’s pretty unlikely 
that your next door neighbour is going to compliment you on the 
terrific look of your gutter protection mesh!

Brenden laughed when I asked him if he had come across any 
people congratulating their next door neighbours for protecting 
their gutters, and how wonderful it looks!

So, our challenge was to look for an emotional angle that would 
persuade people over the age of 60 to consider Brenden’s gutter 
mesh, given that this age group should be a little concerned about 
climbing up a ladder each year and cleaning their own gutters.

Bingo! I Found The Hook!
Upon looking at Australian Bureau of Statistics reports, I found 
that about 20 Australians (mainly men) die each year after falling 
from a ladder, with most of these fatalities being the result of do-
ing maintenance such as cleaning out leaves from the gutters.

Thousands more around Australia were hospitalised each year be-
cause of minor injuries from ladder-related accidents.

So I thought “Great, this is the angle which Brenden needs to con-
sider as it targets the fear emotion that just about every member 
of his older audience would suffer from.”

Hence, I produced an enormously successful letterbox brochure 
campaign.

This letterbox brochure was geared towards wives encouraging 
them to stop their partner from risking his life climbing up dan-
gerous ladders.
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(Keep in mind that us stubborn males think we’re ten foot tall and 
bullet-proof!)

Because most gutter mesh jobs were booked by wives (wanting 
to protect their husbands from falling off ladders), I scripted the 
company’s television commercials to target such women; i.e. the 
TV ad started with an image of a man falling from a ladder, with 
the voice over saying,

“Don’t let your husband risk his life cleaning your gutters this 
season!” 

The gutter mesh product was marketed with the  
“problem/solution” formula.
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Letterbox brochures highlighted scary facts and then provided simple solutions.
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TV commercial script continued on next page

AUSSIE GUTTER PROTECTION TV COMMERCIAL SCRIPT

VIDEO AUDIO

Show vision of man falling from 
ladder.

MVO:
Don’t let your husband risk his life 
cleaning your gutters this season!

Graphic of “cattle-branding” style 
stamp punches onto the screen 

saying, “FACT”.
“Around 20 Australians – mostly 
men – die each year after falling 

from a ladder”.

SFX of “FACT” stamp hitting screen.
(Similar to a door slamming)

Around 20 Australians – mostly 
men – die each year after falling 

from a ladder.

DON’T TAKE THE RISK!
(Over footage of man falling)

MVO:
Don’t take the risk!

Show leaves piling up in gutters.
Show tradesman installing the 

mesh screening.
Aussie Gutter Protection

Logo.
1300 885 525

www.aussiegutterprotection.com.
au

MVO:
Gutter screening from Aussie Gut-
ter Protection prevents the build-
up of leaves and other debris in 

your gutters.

Pete Smith to camera.
Aussie Gutter Protection

Logo.
1300 885 525

www.aussiegutterprotection.com.
au

PETE SMITH: 9 SECONDS
(Testimonial tape) 02:08 to 02:17 

secs
Prior to gutter-guard I was climb-

ing up ladders onto the roof and as 
you get older, unfortunately you’re 

susceptible to slipping over and 
falling off.

And I don’t have to do that any-
more.
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VIDEO AUDIO

Pete Smith to camera.
Aussie Gutter Protection

Logo.
1300 885 525

www.aussiegutterprotection.com.
au

PETE SMITH: 5 SECONDS
(Testimonial tape) 03:00 to 03:03 

secs
My wife’s so happy that I’m not go-

ing to fall off and hurt myself.
(Testimonial tape) 03:10 to 03:11 

secs
A happy wife is a happy life!

GRAPHICS OVER FOOTAGE OF 
BIRDS/RATS AND POSSIBLY FIRE.

 Stop birds in roof.
 Reduce fire risk.

MVO:
Install gutter mesh now and also:
 Stop birds and vermin entering 

your roof.
 Reduce the fire hazard of leaves.

Logo up larger on screen. (As per 
the previous TVCs)

1300 885 525
www.aussiegutterprotection.com.

au

Call Aussie Gutter Protection today 
for a free quotation!

1300 885 525.

Note that the male voiceover (MVO) sets up the “problem” early 
in the TV ad – then provides the “solution”, followed by compel-
ling real people testimonials.

The commercial then finishes with a reinforcement of major ben-
efits and the call to action.

Real Insurance Uses Classic Problem/Solution 
Marketing Tactics
Another of my clients, Real Insurance, has benefited from using 
my “problem/solution formula” to attract new clients.

Real Insurance is a division of the Hollard International Insurance 
Group and has insurance cover options to cover any need.

They have insurance for motor vehicles, home, life, income, travel, 
funeral and pet coverage.
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Real Insurance targets the working class demographic and certain-
ly has some stiff competition in Australia from the likes of indus-
try giants such as NRMA, RACQ, Allianz and GIO.

After seeing how I combined brand messaging with direct response 
tactics for the Greater Building Society, Real Insurance contacted 
me and asked for assistance with their marketing.

They had just been down the track of experiencing a lot of pain 
over a big budget TV campaign which had been put together by a 
large Sydney advertising agency.

The ad agency (Whybin/TBWA) missed the boat by a million 
miles in my opinion, as their marketing campaign was absolute 
drivel.

The ultra-expensive TV commercial was shot at the Roosevelt Ho-
tel in Los Angeles and reportedly cost over $1 million to produce.

The campaign was named “The They Brothers” and the idea was 
that two millionaires, George and Eddie They copyrighted the 
word “they”.

Yes, you got it – their surname was “They”.

I won’t even bother trying to explain to you what the rationale 
was behind this campaign, because along with every other TV 
viewer, I was lost for words.

You can see the ridiculous TV commercial at the following link – 
http://bit.ly/theybrothers 

It was a completely nonsensical campaign and it’s no surprise that 
the consumer response from this pathetic attempt at “branding” 
resulted in deathly silence in the Real Insurance call centre.

The phones weren’t ringing and Real Insurance management were 
getting more frustrated by the day.

The ad agency apparently had convinced Real Insurance manage-
ment to “hang in there” and stick with the campaign for more than 
six months.
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After ridiculously poor results, Real Insurance realised its mistake 
and came knocking on my door for a commonsense solution with 
some wow factor.

I quickly clarified the target audiences for the respective insurance 
products and went about creating clutter-buster concepts which 
would make the call centre phones ring.

I also highlighted to Real Insurance that it had to recognise it was 
a “challenger brand” and therefore needed to be the “UN” of the 
industry.

It could not look like NRMA, RACQ, Allianz or any other of the 
market leaders – it had to be very different from the rest of the 
pack.

The major areas I was asked to assist with were home and contents 
insurance, car insurance and life insurance.

I’m going to sound very boastful here, but the results of my print, 
radio and TV “problem/solution campaigns” were instant – with 
call centre operators experiencing a deluge of enquiries from peo-
ple wanting insurance.

After identifying that the target audience for each of these prod-
ucts was “working class people,” I devised my “problem/solution 
scenarios” to resonate with this demographic, from imagery to the 
right sort of language.

Many think that “insurance” is a difficult product to sell – and 
perhaps it is.

It’s abstract and intangible; hence, it’s not something you can re-
ally touch, feel and get excited about.

Let’s face it, it’s a grudge purchase by all of us, something we 
“need” but don’t necessarily “want”.

Essentially, insurance companies are selling “peace of mind”.
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And that’s what insurance companies should be concentrating on; 
namely, providing prospects with “peace of mind”.

But, of course, merely offering this will not get the call centre 
phones ringing.

Like the RTA (Roads Transport Authority), one has to shake peo-
ple up when trying to convince them of the value of insurance.

The graphic RTA advertisements cautioning against speed-driving 
and drink-driving are graphic shock advertisements that show the 
aftermath of vehicle accidents, the aim being to frighten the day-
lights out of all of us.

The same sort of emotional direct response tactics need to be used 
if one wants to sell life insurance, car insurance or home and con-
tents insurance.

And that’s the path I recommended to Real Insurance, but with 
the additional potent component of client testimonials.

Real Insurance was one of the cheapest insurers around so obvi-
ously they wanted to highlight their “value for money” bonus, as 
well.

And whilst they don’t subscribe to marketing on price, there’s 
nothing wrong with featuring this bonus, as long as it doesn’t be-
come the only major sell-message.

And to their credit, senior management of Real Insurance had de-
vised a clever 10% cash rebate bonus, where clients were rewarded 
for their loyalty.

If a person’s insurance plan remained in force for three years, Real 
Insurance paid 10% of the premiums back to the client.

And in the case of life insurance, Real Insurance provided a free 
Will Kit, which was also a distinguishable bonus at the time.
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We got even more targeted when it came to marketing Home and 
Contents insurance.

With my coaching, the company plotted areas throughout Australia 
that were low-crime spots and targeted letterbox campaigns to 
these areas, knowing that there was less likelihood of burglary 
claims.

So sensible, scientific target marketing played its part in minimis-
ing claims and therefore negatively affecting profits.

It makes complete sense, doesn’t it?

If you were an insurer of homes, why on earth would you distrib-
ute brochures in letterboxes of homes in a high-risk area?

Real Insurance followed my marketing mantra of “look for the 
most profitable customers and then look for more people who 
look like them.”

Make sure you consider this for your business.

When you are constructing your marketing plan,  be very con-
scious of where your most profitable customers come from and 
what they look like – and then start looking for more people who 
have similar characteristics.

It’s that simple.

Did we build the Real Insurance “brand” at the same time as sell a 
lot of product?

You betcha.

Like the Greater Building Society, Real Insurance benefited from 
making instant sales from my campaigns and, at the same time, 
built a very strong brand in the marketplace due to the high fre-
quency of the messages I constructed for them.

In the case of life insurance, our TV commercials would feature 
testimonial comments from a husband or wife who had lost their 
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partner and highlighted how the life insurance policy had helped 
them survive financially.

In the case of home and contents insurance, real-people testimo-
nials highlighted the huge benefit of receiving a pay-out for their 
home if it had perished through fire or perhaps after they had lost 
valuables because of a burglary.

And in the case of car insurance, the company had a relatively 
unique product at the time, called Pay As You Drive insurance.

This was a “no-brainer” for me, as the insurance cover was very 
different from its competitors – not the case now, but at the time 
it was.

Real Insurance gave a considerable discount to people who didn’t 
drive their car very often, which makes complete sense.

So if you had your car garaged for most of the week and you 
caught public transport to work, Real Insurance reduced your pre-
miums to reflect this.

I figured that a very strong problem/solution tactic would be to 
interview real people at a railway station, asking them, “Is your car 
at home in the garage?”

Then I would ask, “Are you therefore frustrated that you are pay-
ing full tariff for your car insurance given that you don’t use it to 
travel to and from work during the week?”

Their answer was predictably, “Yes, I am frustrated at paying full 
insurance premiums given that I don’t use the car for most of the 
week.”

You can imagine how their faces lit up when I explained that Real 
Insurance now had a cover that recognised this and therefore pro-
vided them with large discounts!

In other words, I got the “real person” to acknowledge the problem 
and then captured their reaction when I provided them with the 
“solution”.
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Here’s a couple of the car insurance television 
commercial scripts:

REAL INSURANCE 30 SEC CAR INSURANCE TVC

VIDEO AUDIO
WHY ARE SO MANY PEOPLE 

SWITCHING THEIR CAR INSURANCE 
TO PAY AS YOU DRIVE?

Real logo
PAYD logo 

VOICEOVER: (5 SECS)
Why are so many people switching 
their car insurance to Pay As You 

Drive?

Lachlan to camera
BANNER AT BASE OF SCREEN (to 

remain constant):
Real logo
PAYD logo

13 72 93 (13 PAYD)

LACHLAN: 10:00:20 (3 SECS)
...I saw the ad, so I gave them a call 

and got a quote...

Lachlan to camera LACHLAN: 10:48:07 (2 SECS)
With Pay As You Drive insurance, I 

saved $300!
Lachlan to camera LACHLAN: 10:23:40 (6 SECS)

I’ve got two cars and I only drive 
one at a time, so why pay a 
flat-rate insurance on both?

Lachlan to camera LACHLAN: 10:33:34 (11 SECS)
My wife just drives to the station 
everyday. She catches the train to 

work, 
so she’s not driving very much and 
paying traditional insurance is so 

much 
more expensive than just paying as 

you drive...

TV commercial script continued on next page
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VIDEO AUDIO
Full screen graphics:

Pay As You Drive insurance. The less 
you drive, 

the less you pay for comprehensive 
car insurance.

See PDS for Terms and Conditions. 
Real Insurance is a

 trading name of the Hollard Insur-
ance Company Pty Ltd

Banner at base of screen

VOICEOVER: (3 SECS)
See if you can save with Pay As You 

Drive. 
Call Real on 13 72 93.
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REAL INSURANCE 30 SEC CAR INSURANCE TVC - THOMAS

VIDEO AUDIO
WHY ARE SO MANY PEOPLE 

SWAPPING THEIR CAR INSUR-
ANCE TO PAY AS YOU DRIVE?

Real logo
PAYD logo

VOICEOVER: (5 secs)
Why are so many people switching 
their car insurance to Pay As You 

Drive?

Thomas to camera
Banner at base of screen  

(to remain constant): Real logo
PAYD logo

13 72 93 (13 PAYD)

THOMAS: 16:10:05 to  
16:10:07 (2 secs)

I will save over $400 a year!

Thomas to camera
Banner at base of screen  

(to remain constant): Real logo
PAYD logo

13 72 93 (13 PAYD)

THOMAS: 16:09:17 TO  
16:09:29 (12 secs)

Pay As You Drive cover suits me 
so well because I only drive my 

vehicle probably 4 months a year. 
The rest of the time it’s locked up 
in the shed because I use it to tow 

my boat.
And I was paying insurance for a 
vehicle that was just sitting in the 

shed for most of the year.
Thomas to camera

Banner at base of screen  
(to remain constant): Real logo

PAYD logo
13 72 93 (13 PAYD)

THOMAS: 16:25:00 to 16:25:04  
(4 secs)

Pay As You Drive is really good for 
people that don’t do big kilome-

tres...
Full screen graphics:

Pay As You Drive insurance
The less you drive, the less you pay 
for comprehensive car insurance.
See PDS for Terms & Conditions

VOICEOVER: (7 secs)
See if you can save.

Pay As You Drive comprehensive car 
insurance – where you only pay for 
the kilometres you actually drive!

Call 13 72 93
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Here’s an 8 page DL size letterbox brochure for 
life insurance: 
Note the “emotional response” tactics.

P.2 P.3 P.4 P.5

P.6 P.7 P.8 P.1
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Get Rid 
Of Your Boring Website!

The sad truth is that most businesses (even the large ones!) 
have an awful website.

 Yes, you read that claim correctly.

 I would go as far as saying that more than 70% of websites are ab-
solutely woeful, not having the vital ingredients needed to convert 
visitors to buyers. 

I provide presentations to thousands of business owners every year 
with my Wow Factor Seminars and I have ensured that “online 
marketing” is a major part of my content these days. 

And for those who might say that “online marketing is the future”, 
I say, “Yep, but it is also the ‘present’” – online marketing is para-
mount RIGHT NOW!  

You see, the future has caught up with us; it’s already here and if 
you’re a business owner, you’ve got to embrace it. 

Being able to talk to your iPhone and command Siri to tell you the 
location of the nearest Chinese restaurant is proof enough that we 
have gone beyond the Jetson’s era! 
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This means that if your website is unappealing and glum, it’s akin 
to virtually closing the front doors of your business and hanging 
up a sign which says, “You’re Not Welcome.”

 And, of course, if you don’t have a website, your future looks even 
more grim unless you quickly do something about it. 

It’s hard to believe that in 2019, there are still around 50% of Aus-
tralian businesses that don’t have a website.

Can you believe that? Granted, the vast majority of these compa-
nies are small businesses, but nonetheless, they are missing out on 
massive opportunities by not having an online presence. 

Such businesses are invisible to people trying to find them online, 
they don’t enjoy extra sales and they are missing out on the op-
portunity to build authority and a loyal database.

If you are the owner of a small business and don’t currently have 
a website, promise yourself that this will be the first thing you do 
when finishing reading this book, as it is vital to the future growth 
and viability of your business, even if you are a one-man band. 

It’s just crazy to be doing business today and not have a website. 

Did you know that about 70% of Google searches have “geograph-
ic locality” attached to them? 

In other words, when people are looking for a pool cleaner, they 
will Google “pool cleaner Townsville”. This means that if you cur-
rently don’t have a website, you’re never going to be found by the 
vast majority of people.  

Before my recent seminar on the Gold Coast, I did a Google key-
word search on  “Gold Coast hair salons” and found that in just the 
last month, 2,942 searches were done for this phrase.

On stage during my seminar, I highlighted that there were 11 hair 
salon owners in the room (because I checked my registration list) 
and only three of them had a website.  
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This meant that eight of the 11 that had salons in the room would 
never have a chance of scoring any of the 2,942 people who were 
searching for a Gold Coast hair salon the previous month! 

Isn’t that just plain crazy? 

The old Yellow Pages isn’t what it used to be, I’m afraid, so if 
you’re relying on this advertising medium, you better wake up and 
smell the roses really quickly! 

You simply can’t afford to miss out on all the online eyeballs. 

Now, here’s a statistic that will frighten the daylights out of you if 
you are continuing to use only the Yellow Pages:

Thirty-three percent of people under 29 years 
of age have never used Yellow Pages!
(Australian Consumer Survey 2019) 

And here’s some other statistics which will hopefully convince 
you to get online if you aren’t already:

•  There are six million searches per day in Australia on Google 
and more than one billion Google searches per day worldwide.

• Nearly 90% of Australians use the internet.

• Over 80% of these people use Google as their search engine.

•  Over 50% of buyers actually research their products online 
before buying offline.

•  Fifty-eight percent of Australians would prefer not to have the 
Yellow Pages delivered to their homes.

In fact, 62% thought it had negative environmental impact.

(These statistics are from Core Data Research)
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Guess Which Website Page Is The Most 
Important?
You guessed it, your Home Page.

Let me just demystify this whole spooky “web design” thing.

If you aren’t a tech-head, perhaps the whole “website/online mar-
keting stuff” is a little scary to you?

It shouldn’t be.

All you need to do is think of your website as an “online advertis-
ing brochure” for your business.

It’s that plain and simple. 

Consider it as an electronic version of the brochures that you may 
have been letterbox distributing for the last 10 or 20 years, only 
in this instance, you can include fantastic things like video content 
and valuable links to other websites and information.

But just as the front cover of your letterbox brochures was the 
most important part of those documents, so too is the Home Page 
of your website.

My advice is to consider your Home Page as the front cover of 
your company magazine.

And once you’ve done that, I want you to visualise the cover of 
such a magazine as being as exciting as a Woman’s Day, Women’s 
Weekly, TV Week or New Idea publication.

In other words, I’m suggesting that you treat the Home Page of 
your website in the same way that the major magazine publishers 
treat the front cover of each edition.

For decades, the likes of Kerry Packer knew that it was the front 
cover that was “the make or break” of that magazine’s sales.

Therefore, the major women’s titles lived off Princess Di and any 
other royal family or celebrity gossip that they could get their 
hands on.
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So it comes as no surprise that sites such as www.ninemsn.com.au 
or www.au.yahoo.com follow the same golden rules as the major 
magazine publishers.

Given that Ninemsn was born from the Nine Television Network 
and Australian Consolidated Press (Packer’s publishing company), 
it’s no surprise that all the right boxes were ticked when creating 
the site.

It’s also no surprise that the Yahoo!7 site also has the same DNA, 
given its association with the Seven Television Network and Pa-
cific Magazines.

Have a look at these sites and you will see wow factor headlines 
such as:

• Royal family in shock at Kate’s new appearance!

• Is Jim Carrey really going to play a woman in his next movie?

• Owners paid $30,000 for pet wedding!

• Truth! Eating chocolate every day helps you lose weight!

If you currently have a website, ask yourself, “Do I have such at-
tention-grabbing headlines on my Home Page?”

And does your Home Page have compelling photographs of your 
products or services, providing solutions to problems for your 
website visitors?

Yep, you knew I was going to bring up the “problem/solutions” 
scenario again, didn’t you?

Keep in mind that your website Home Page is meant to attract 
the attention of your visitors so that they become engaged in your 
story and stay on the site longer.

Therefore, give them their problem and your solution in a head-
line and you’re halfway there!

Make sure that you hit them with a “benefit driven headline” that 
will make them want to read further and stay longer.
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Give your Home Page the health check it needs so you are sure 
that you are getting the most value from your website.

Sure, you may not have the lure of Hollywood stars to bring at-
tention to your products or services, but surely you have some 
fantastic stories about the benefits your business or products and 
services can deliver to clients?

If you are in the landscape industry, perhaps you have a case study 
where the homeowner invested $10,000 with you for a garden 
makeover and sold his home for an extra $50,000 a month later?

If you are in the weight loss business, perhaps your diet shakes are 
so successful that you can feature before and after photographs 
with a headline that says, “Julie Lost 14kg With Our Delicious 
Shake Program!”

Or if you are a Real Estate Agent, perhaps your headline could be, 
“Jim and Helen were ecstatic when we sold their $700,000 home 
within 18 days of its listing!” (With the appropriate video testimo-
nial from Jim and Helen, reinforcing what a brilliant real estate 
agent you are and how unique your wow factor marketing was.)

Remember, just like any other advertising channel, make sure your 
website is full of benefits, not just features.

And make sure all your good stuff is above the fold!

You need to ensure that the most vital attraction-getting com-
ponents of your Home Page are above the fold (the base of your 
computer screen).

People can only get excited with what they can see the moment 
they come on to your Home Page, so don’t hide the good stuff 
below the fold – as your visitors will likely leave the page before 
they scroll down.

It’s a bit like having 30 seconds in an elevator to make your pitch 
to someone – you better make sure that you squeeze all of the 
good stuff in that 30 seconds before they reach their floor, as it is 
useless once they have left the elevator. 
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It’s the same with your website Home Page; you better make sure 
all of your compelling stuff is on the screen staring them in the 
face the moment that they visit your website.

The following components are a “must” for your Home Page, 
above the fold:

1. A compelling problem/solution headline that evokes intrigue.

2. Persuasive copy under the headline.

3.  A Welcome Video that quickly explains the benefits that your 
 products or services provides.

(If you’re not comfortable in front of the camera, find someone 
to represent you.)

4. A data capture facility such as a Free Report or video down-
load – the idea being to grab the contact details of all visitors 
to your website.

5. Video testimonials from clients saying how wonderful your 
products and services are.

Go on, admit it – your website is boring!

I know this is a pretty bold statement for me to make, but having 
looked at thousands of websites, I know that the vast majority of 
them are dead boring and have very little chance of converting 
visitors to buyers.

And the thing that amazes me is that if over 70% of websites are 
boring, does that mean that over 70% of business owners are just 
as uninteresting?

Surely not?

But, hey, if that is the case, here’s your golden opportunity to then 
stand out from the crowd and be the “UN” of your industry!

Now you know that most, if not all, of your competitors have a 
crappy, boring, dull, humdrum website – so grab this window of 
opportunity to create a great website, one that SELLS.`
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So if you are in the plumbing business, you can be pretty sure that 
most of your plumber competitors have a terrible, boring website.

Likewise, if you are in the childcare business, I’ll bet money that 
none of your competitors have cute video interviews with kids 
and their parents.

If you are in the home renovation game, it’s very likely that your 
competitors don’t even show “before and after photographs”, let 
alone video testimonials from grateful homeowners who have en-
joyed the transformation of their lifestyle.

Whatever industry you’re in, it can almost be guaranteed 
that none of your competitors have a decent Home Page that  
contains even one of the vital ingredients before mentioned in this 
chapter.

So the world is your oyster when it comes to capturing an in-
creased market share via savvy online marketing tactics.

Just look different!

Be the “UN” of your industry online.

And include the vital Home Page ingredients I have detailed here.

Whilst I have made a big deal about the importance of your Home 
Page, obviously the rest of your website needs to follow suit and be 
interesting, engaging and compelling.

When you are preparing your About Us page, make sure your sto-
ry somehow reinforces your stature as being the expert and try to 
weave in information that you are the solution to your prospect’s 
problem.

Your website visitors aren’t particularly interested in what school 
you went to or whether you collect butterflies.

But they are interested in knowing your credentials and if you 
have worked miracles for other clients.

And when it comes to video testimonials, trust me, you can’t have 
enough of them!
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If you look at my website at www.theinstituteofwow.com, you 
will see loads of video testimonials.

I absolutely appreciate the value of them and therefore capture a 
new video testimonial every chance I get.

This is massively important “social proof” of how good you really 
are, so have your iPhone ready at all times to grab complimentary 
endorsements from your clients.

If you are a landscaper and you’ve just finished beautifying Mrs 
Smith’s home, make sure you capture her elation on the last day 
of the job before you leave! 

Likewise, if you’re an accountant and you’ve just saved Mr Jones 
$50,000 in tax, wouldn’t it be a good time to get him to say some-
thing nice about you in front of your iPhone camera?

Video testimonials are ten times more powerful “marketing per-
suasion tools” than written testimonials – that should come as no 
surprise to you.

If I were you, I would minimise all the written testimonials on 
your website and replace them with as many video testimonials as 
you possibly can.

People are very sceptical of written testimonials, as they suspect 
that you’ve probably written most of them yourself and simply 
captioned them with a name.

But everyone appreciates you can’t get multiples of people to lie 
in front of a camera. 

The camera doesn’t lie and everyone appreciates that this form of 
endorsement is more down to earth and believable. 

And guess what? Almost none of your competitors will have video 
testimonials on their website. 

So again, this is a chance for you to stand out in your industry with 
lots and lots of social proof on how good you and your products 
and services are!
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Have A Data Capture Facility 

Just as I am bewildered when I visit a restaurant and I’m not asked 
for my contact details when leaving, I’m also amazed at the over-
whelming number of websites that do not have a “data capture 
facility” on their Home Page!  

This means that the company has gone to all the trouble to attract 
visitors to their website, but hasn’t gone the extra mile to give 
people an incentive to leave their name, email address and pos-
sibly mobile number. 

Indeed, these days “the mobile phone number” is perhaps just as 
important as an email address, given the “open rates” on emails is 
fast declining. 

Think about the real world for a moment. 

If you had someone walk into your shop or office, I bet there’s 
a good chance that you’d introduce yourself and therefore get a 
similar response from the visitor. 

If the visitor showed some interest in your products or services, it’s 
pretty likely you would get their details and offer to provide them 
with further information. 

Why, then, do so many businesses allow people to visit their “on-
line shop or office” and not encourage them to leave their contact 
details? 

If someone visits you online, you want their contact details.

So how do you entice visitors to leave their details? 

Pretty easy – give them something for free. 

Offer them something which has a high perceived value, but low 
cost to you. 

And they get this complimentary gift simply by leaving their con-
tact details with you. 

Most exponents of this data capture technique provide a Free Re-
port of some sort. 
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If you were a pest services company, you may offer a Free Re-
port on the “Five Scary Things That Most Pest Control Companies 
Won’t Tell You!”

You can imagine that such a Free Report would benefit the pest 
services company two ways.

Firstly, it’s a means to gain data and secondly, it positions the pest 
control company as the expert and preferred choice, as it is the 
only one in the industry willing to expose the things that its com-
petitors want to keep secret.

In other words, this pest company is now seen as “trusted advisor”.

If you are in the finance businesses, your Free Report might be, 
“The Seven Easy Ways To Slash Your Home Loan Repayments By 
Over $100,000!”

And if you are in the health and beauty game, your Free Report 
might be, “These Three Daily Facial Exercises Can Make You Look 
10 Years Younger In Just One Month!”

(Obviously the “facial exercises” are combined with your magic 
wrinkle cream offer.)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Big Headline 
or Problem 

Storytelling 
or Solution 

Storytelling 
or Solution 

Data 
Capture 

Data 
Capture 

Testimonials 

Here’s my recommended format for a 
compelling Home Page:
Note the similarities to a popular magazine’s front cover.
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When designing your website, try to mirror the components  
you’ll find on the front page of popular mainstream magazines.

ie: Company ID, big headline, free offer, storytelling and case  
studies.

And make sure you put all the good stuff before the fold.

I’ve provided you with some samples of my website home page 
designs on the following pages. You might like to take note of the 
“wow direct response ingredients.”
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Given the huge impact of the internet, let your website  
contribute to your ongoing brand message by showcasing your 
company’s background, benefits and values in an interesting and 
entertaining way. 

As I’ve said earlier, use photographs and video if you can, because 
a picture can tell a thousand words when it comes to communi-
cating your brand persona.

I once heard someone refer to a brand message as “brain tattoo”.

And that’s exactly what it is.

When you think of major brands such as Kellogg’s, Coke, Cadbury, 
Eveready, Jaguar, Apple and Levis, their brand image and personal-
ity instantly comes to mind. 

Your aim should be to evoke a similar “brain tattoo” into the minds 
of your target audience when they’re considering a product or 
service in your category. 

Even The Big Boys Don’t Use Video 
Testimonials Or Feature My Vital Website 
Ingredients? 
If you’re reading this chapter and bemoaning the fact that your 
website currently doesn’t have the important must-have ingredi-
ents that I’m recommending, take some comfort in that even most 
of the large companies (even multi-nationals) don’t have these 
“must-have” herbs and spices either! 

I have researched the Top 50 Vacation Resorts in the world and 
would you believe that only one of them features guest comments 
via video testimonials!!! 

If ever there was an industry that should be overdosing on guest 
endorsements, it should be holiday resorts and hotels! 

If you don’t believe me, simply Google any hotel or resort you like 
and you will see that they are void of video social proof. 

It is absolutely bewildering. 
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But it gets better. 

Have a look at the Qantas website or any other airline for that 
matter and see if you can find any video testimonials from satisfied 
passengers who enjoyed the excellent service and features. 

Check out any bank website, large accountancy firm website or 
restaurant website and I bet you’ll never find a video testimonial 
from a satisfied client. 

Given the power and influenced factor of websites such as www.
tripadvisor.com you would think that businesses in the hospitality 
industry would see video testimonials has being a crucial compo-
nent of the website, if only to combat criticism from guests on the 
likes of the Trip Advisor website.

But, alas, 99% of businesses in the hospitality industry are still liv-
ing in Bedrock and ignore the potency of video endorsements on 
their website. 

So if you’re shaking your head at the moment and beating yourself 
up because you don’t have video testimonials on your website, 
find some comfort (but only some!) in the knowledge that even 
the biggest of companies are neglecting this hugely influential 
marketing tool. 

I hope you are now grabbing your iPhone and getting ready to 
invite clients to say something nice about you that can be featured 
on your website next week! 

And I also hope that you now take a long, hard look at your web-
site and if it’s dull and boring, start again.

If you realise now that your website isn’t up to scratch, then visit 
my website and you’ll see how we can help.

www.theinstituteofwow.com



I’m intrigued by the assessment of many people that busi-
nesses need to approach online marketing in a totally differ-
ent way to offline marketing.

I’m constantly demystifying the spookiness of online 
marketing for my clients, explaining to them that their old 
world direct response tactics will work just as well online.

Sure, the delivery of your marketing messages online will 
be different, just as television is very different from press or 
magazines.

But the underlying principles of emotional direct response 
advertising remain the same.

Highlight the prospect’s problem and provide the solution.

Just as the front page of your sales brochure needs to be 
compelling, so does the Home Page of your website.

The Internet Is Just Another Media 
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My Wow 
Client-Attraction 
Formula:
A 10 Step Plan to Getting 
More Clients More Easily!

After 30 years of providing marketing ideas to businesses of 
all sizes, it’s not surprising that one develops a “recipe” for 
attracting new clients.

And over my rather colourful career so far, there’s hardly an indus-
try that I haven’t been involved with in terms of devising ways to 
attract new business.

I’m proud to say that my client list is a “who’s who” of the Australian 
business world including the likes of News Ltd, KFC, Caltex, 7 
Eleven, McDonald’s, Pacific Magazines, Fairfax Publications, 
the Nine Television Network, Westfield Shoppingtown, Warner 
Bros, Coca-Cola, the Greater Building Society, Woolworths and 
Madura Tea.
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I could fill pages of this book with big brand names I have pro-
vided advice to, but I suspect that would become pretty boring 
reading after a while so I’ll stop here.

The purpose for throwing these big brand names on the table is to 
demonstrate that even the big boys, who presumably trade off a 
huge brand persona, need to use “wow factor direct response mar-
keting tactics” as part of their client persuasion campaigns.

But despite enjoying a list of prestigious large clients, I have un-
doubtedly assisted more smaller businesses with my wow mantra 
throughout this time.

My recommendations have been used across over 58 industries 
and more than 27,000 businesses, “with new sales” resulting from 
my concepts totalling to over $15 billion.

Apologies for my display of vanity, but my boastfulness isn’t be-
cause I want to impress you, but rather because I want to impress 
upon you the fact that my wow factor formula works for just about 
any business, no matter what the industry or client base.

As I’ve said before, “this marketing thing” really comes down to 
understanding that “people are attracted to attractive things”.

And if you get your “message-to-market match” right and provide 
your target audience with an attractive offer (not based on price), 
there’s a very strong chance of you enjoying an increased market 
share in your industry.

My Wow Client Attraction Formula has worked across industries 
as diverse as agriculture, manufacturing, retail, hospitality, profes-
sionals, media and service.

You name the businesses and chances are I’ve provided my for-
mula for it, from farming, construction, fencing, automotive, 
furniture, video, butchers, department stores, supermarkets, elec-
tronics, hotels, resorts, restaurants, real estate, banking, building, 
cleaning, health, travel, accountants, lawyers, doctors, financial 
advisers, magazines, newspapers, television stations … you get 
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the idea – my Wow Client Attraction stuff works for just about 
any business.

Have most of my clients had a “product advantage” over their 
competitors?

In other words, was their product unique and superior to any other 
business in their category?

Nope, this was mostly never the case.

Did these clients have a “systems advantage” over their competitors?

In other words, they had a fail-safe, robotic system akin to a Dis-
ney theme park.

Nope.

So what they came to me for was the magic formula of how they 
could distinguish their business and products and services via 
“clever client attraction marketing”.

So you need to ask yourself, “Do I have a product or systems ad-
vantage over my competitors?”

And if the answer is “No”, (and I bet it is!), then you better start 
building your marketing savvy because that will be the most pow-
erful weapon in your armoury when it comes to attracting new 
clients and revenue.

So let me provide you with the 10 major ingredients to my Wow 
Client Attraction System.

1. Determine your target audience very clearly
Sounds like a pretty obvious first step, doesn’t it?

Why, then, do so many businesses spray bullets with their adver-
tising money and spend a fortune communicating with everyone, 
rather than concentrating in targeting prospects within their niche 
cost effectively?
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Are you chasing just men or women and do they fall in a particular 
age group or socio-economic demographic?

Does your audience comprise predominantly of working class 
people or are they consumers who would more likely be driving 
a Mercedes?

These are the sorts of questions that you need to answer before 
you embark on any marketing campaign.

And the best way to go about determining your target audience 
is to apply the good old 80/20 rule to your business (80% of your 
sales normally comes from 20% of your customers).

It’s a matter of determining who are your most profitable custom-
ers and what they look like – and then go looking for more people 
who look like them!

If you’re a night club, obviously, your target would be Gen Ys and 
Gen Xs, if you’re a child care centre, your target audience would 
be parents with toddlers and if you’re a kitchen renovator, your 
target audience would be owners of older homes.

Once you have determined your target audience, you need to con-
sider doing “research”.

No matter what the size of your business, you need to research 
your competitors, your prospective clients, attitudes toward your 
products or services and the market place in general.

Many small-to-medium-size business owners think that market 
research is just for the big corporations.

But research and analysis is just as important for small- and me-
dium-size businesses – and the good news is that it is relatively 
inexpensive if you know “how”.

Carefully planned and properly structured research can provide 
invaluable marketing information without costing you the earth.
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My advice is that you need to conduct both quantitative and 
qualitative research.

Quantitative research aims to provide you with statistical num-
bers.

Qualitative research is designed to find out what people “think” 
about your products or services, with particular issues being ex-
plored in depth.

So in the case of “quantitative research”, you might, for example, 
ask 400 people about your products or services, with this 
400 “sample” then broken up into four groups of a hundred, 
each representing a different demographic within your target 
audience. 

(One group of 100 might be 18 to 30 year olds, another 31 to 40 
years olds, another 41 to 50 year olds, and another 51 years and 
older.) 

Generally you would look for a sample size which will be of this 
nature, so that your findings are demonstrable of what your wider 
audience would be thinking. 

Remember, the results from such quantitative research are all very 
statistical. 

For example, if you were a Medical Centre, your results might 
look something like the following:

•  Sixty-two percent of respondents indicated that they waited 
too long in the waiting room to see a doctor 

   (51% of 18 to 30 year olds, 59% of 31 to 40 year olds, 68% of 
41 to 50 year olds and 70% of 50 year old +).

•  The same sort of statistical analysis could be provided for 
questions about the Medical Centre’s fees, parking facilities, 
patient care and reception staff demeanour.
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In the case of qualitative research, you are being more subjective 
than quantitative and you would be using different methods of 
collecting information. 

Such methods include in-depth interviews with individuals and 
focus groups which contain a number of people from your target 
audience.

The nature of this type of research is very open-ended and explor-
atory. 

A focus group is generally 8 to 10 people, where a facilitator probes 
and explores their responses to identify people’s perception, opin-
ions and feelings towards your business, products or services.

In other words, qualitative research reveals how customers or 
prospects “feel” about your business, products or services.

There are many who argue that you can conduct your own focus 
group, so this might be something you want to consider?

But if you go down this track, please make sure to have a comfort-
able venue and that you provide coffee , orange juice  and some 
snacks – because it is important that your research group feels 
welcome and at ease.

It is also vital that you choose the right facilitator, as she or he can 
“make or break” the discussions about your products or services.

Wouldn’t it be a huge bonus to know what the different age 
groups think about your products or services, your prices, the way 
you answer your phone, your website, your courtesy, your brand 
and your hours of operation?

Just imagine how valuable it would be to have all of these at your 
fingertips.

Use www.surveymonkey.com

There are numerous online research facilities with www.
surveymonkey.com being a very popular one for conducting quick 
research.
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Survey Monkey provides you with survey templates, question 
types and the ability to customise your surveys.

You have the ability to choose “question types” such as:

•  Multiple text boxes

•  Rating scales

•  Commentary boxes

•  Demographic information

•  Multiple choice questionnaires

You can save lots of time by using their pre-made survey tem-
plates.

They collect and manage your responses and provide segmenta-
tion and analysis of the answers for you if you want.

It’s a one-stop shop which I highly recommend you should look at.

Another online resource for helping you create and analyse sur-
veys is www.surveyshare.com – where there are a whole bunch of 
survey templates that you can choose from.

For example, you may care to find out what prospects think of 
your website.

The types of questions, with options for answers, could be:

a.  For which of the following reasons have you visited our web-
site? 

b.  How did you hear about our website? 
c.  Please rate the overall content of our website.
d.  Please rate the ease of navigation of our website.
e.  Did you find the information you were looking for?
f.  Was the content of the website up to date?
g.  Did the information on the website meet your needs?
h.  Were questions answered in a timely manner?
i.  How does our website compare to similar websites you’ve vis-

ited?
j.  Have you any suggestions for improving our website?
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So by using an online survey template, you can at least gain some 
type of feedback about your products or services – so why not 
do it?

Whilst my career has been largely driven by creativity, I can assure 
you that each and every decision I make has been supported by 
mathematical and scientific rationale. 

Don’t let that your “gut feeling” solely influence your decisions.

And if you’re doing local marketing in your trade area via letter-
box brochures, make sure you speak to your distributors about 
accessing the “geodemographic profiling data” which will help you 
pinpoint where your target audience lives. 

The last Australian Census survey provided the government with 
trends and behaviour of householders in every street in Australia. 

This data is part of the major letterbox delivery companies’ arse-
nal these days, so ask them for it. 

Why? Because once you tell the letterbox company the charac-
teristics of your target audience, they can provide you with the 
“streets” that contain a large portion of that audience.

Therefore, you can now distribute your brochures in a much more 
targeted fashion rather than carpet-bombing whole suburbs and 
wasting a lot of money.

The two largest letterbox distributors in Australia that pro-
vide geodemographic profiling service are Salmat and PMP  
Distribution.

2. Be The Expert!
Let’s face it, we all want to deal with the person who is seen to be 
the foremost exponent of their industry, whether they be a chi-
ropractor, lawyer, accountant, surveyor, landscaper or hairdresser.

So when considering your own marketing, if you believe you’re 
the best in town in what you do, then make sure that this is com-
municated in all your marketing efforts.
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If you have certificates or awards for particular achievements in 
your area of skill, make sure these plaudits are part of your mar-
keting spiel.

If you own your own business, chances are you’ve already paid 
your dues.

Your apprenticeship in the world of business was a long time ago; 
you’ve probably come through the school of hard knocks and 
thankfully you’re still standing.

But regardless of your expertise, when it comes to marketing 
there’s a strong chance that you are doing what everyone else in 
your industry is doing – following the herd.

Look around and I bet you’ll find the vast majority of your com-
petitors look the same and sound the same.

However, if you become “your industry expert”, you’ll break that 
“sameness mould” and immediately start commanding respect and 
attention in the marketplace.

Be prepared to overhear some snide remarks from competitors, 
because when you act differently from the rest of the pack, you’ll 
catch some criticism from those who simply  follow the rest of the 
sheep in your industry.

Just look at The Beatles, Madonna, Elvis and Lady Gaga and you’ll 
note that they were not only different from the rest of the pack, 
they positioned themselves as spokespeople and experts in their 
chosen music category.

They looked at what the rest of their industry was doing and posi-
tioned themselves very differently from the rest of the flock.

By becoming the expert, you’ll become the person who most 
people automatically think of when the subject of your industry, 
products or services comes up.

I bet Gordon Ramsay is the subject of more dinner party con-
versations than a million other equally talented chefs around the 
world.
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Why?

Because he’s brash, bold and wildly entrepreneurial – and he pro-
motes himself as one of the world’s leading experts when it comes 
to cuisine and restaurant.

Both Jamie Oliver and Gordon Ramsay have led the way in terms 
of positioning themselves as the expert of the culinary industry, 
but given the success of the Master chef franchise, they now have 
some boisterous competition from other celebrity TV chefs!

If you’re the owner of the business, you need to be an extrovert.

If you consider yourself to be introverted, then do whatever it 
takes to rid yourself of any shyness and start beating your own 
drum.

You need to become irresistible and unforgettable.

And remember, if you are going to be extraordinary, you need to 
provide “extraordinary experiences” to your clients.

You need to knock their socks off, blow them away, exceed all of 
their expectations and provide them with so much expertise that 
they will never consider going anywhere else.

Because most consumers are used to receiving “satisfactory ser-
vice”, when you display your newfound confidence as the expert 
of your industry and provide them with an unexpected level of 
service and expertise, they’ll be mesmerised.

If you’re going to be sensational, then you have to be likable to 
your target audience.

You have to be engaging, interesting and conversational.

You need to have similar interests to your target audience and you 
need to get to know them.

And surprise, surprise!

You need to be a “problem solver”.
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Be Unique

There is absolutely no substitute for uniqueness.

By swimming against the tide, you will automatically stand out.

And let’s face it, “standing out” is always going to be a better op-
tion than “blending in”.

Did Steve Irwin stand out?

You betcha!

Did Steve Jobs stand out?

Absolutely.

And I could go on and on, bringing up names like Walt Disney, 
Richard Branson and Ellen DeGeneres.

And remember, “shy and unique” are two things that simply do 
not go together.

Do whatever it takes to be “interesting” to your target audience.

Let the title of the “boring guy” go to your competitors.

Who would you rather engage to provide a service to you?

Someone who is very well qualified but always appears down-
hearted and glum – or someone who is just as qualified but is 
relaxed and lots of fun to be around?

And once you’ve positioned yourself as the go-to-guy with a fun 
demeanour, it’s time to ensure that your staff follow the same 
path.

After all, your employees are the “directors of first impression” 
most of the time so they need to buy into your happy-go-lucky 
story.

Make sure you’re seen!

Visibility is absolutely vital when it comes to marketing your  
“expert status”.
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You must be seen in as many places as possible and as often as 
possible.

It comes as no surprise that I would recommend you join as many 
business groups as you possibly can, the Chamber of Commerce, 
volunteer groups and any other networking associations that 
makes sense.

All of the time, make sure that you are willingly and freely provid-
ing solutions to any problems that people bring to you, because 
that’s what experts do.

Send out regular media releases, give a free seminar, volunteer to 
be the MC for events and even write a book if you can.

Make sure you write regular blogs and be active with EzineArti-
cles and similar online.

Throw in after-hours cocktail parties at your office and invite both 
suppliers and selected prospects.

It’s always hard for anyone to say no to free beer, wine and cana-
pés!

And, of course, in all of your advertising, make sure that you are 
positioning yourself as the go-to person for your chosen products 
or services.

And, needless to say, you need to have a strong presence on social 
media, with Facebook and LinkedIn being high priorities.

Always keep in mind that when you are seen as the expert in your 
industry, people naturally gravitate towards you.

This means that one of the great benefits of being seen as the ex-
pert is that you usually spend less on marketing – because people 
naturally gravitate to you, anyway!

3. You need to create a Wow!
As consumers, we are reportedly exposed to over 3,000 advertis-
ing messages a day.
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And no wonder this is the case, with all of us being exposed to 
TV, pay TV, digital TV, paid newspaper, free newspaper, freeway 
supersize posters, AM radio, FM radio, digital radio, email, direct 
mail, Facebook, cinema advertising and so on – you get the idea!

So surely this is evidence enough that you need to inject some 
“Wow Factor” into your marketing, otherwise you’re just going to 
be in the sea of sameness.

This is why I preach to business owners that they need to become 
the “UN” of their industry, unlike any of their competitors.

So if you’re a dentist, you need to become the “UN-dentist”.

If you are a plumber, you need to become the “UN-plumber”.

If you are a butcher, you need to become the “UN-butcher”.

If you decide not to do this, you’ll have to accept that your com-
munications will probably be invisible for the most part, just like 
the majority of the other 3,000 messages we are subjected to ev-
eryday.

In the game of marketing, there is nothing wrong with being the 
“black sheep”.

(Or as Seth Godin says, “The purple cow!”)

My business is called The Institute of Wow and when you visit my 
website at www.theinstituteofwow.com you will see that I have a 
tagline which says “Learn To Deliver The Unexpected!”

Don’t follow the crowd and don’t wear beige.

When you start to shock your clients (in a good way, mind you!) 
watch them return in droves.

Do you think Disneyland was just another fun park when it 
opened?

Not on your life; Walt Disney has created the “UN” of the amuse-
ment park industry and the rest is history.

A certain pizza called Domino’s put itself on the map with a very 
clever wow factor of guaranteeing, “Customers will receive their 
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home-delivery pizzas within 30 minutes of placing the order or 
they will receive their pizza free!”

This simple but very effective “Wow Factor” immediately distin-
guished Domino’s from its competitors and catapulted the com-
pany’s sales to dizzying heights.

You need to do everything you can to take your prospect’s eyes off 
the price and on to the value.

McDonald’s have cleverly done this with their Happy Meal Toy.

As a parent of six children, I can recall spending a fortune on Mc-
Donald’s Happy Meals when they were all younger.

I joked that when we had six children under 12 years of age, I 
must have spent five billion dollars on Happy Meals to pacify the 
kids in my Tarago vehicle.

I couldn’t tell you what the price of a Happy Meal was because 
Maccas had successfully taken my eyes off the price!

I did exactly the same thing when I introduced my “Wow Factor” 
of getting a free holiday with a home loan with the Greater Build-
ing Society back in 2001. 

When every other bank was promoting their home loans via an 
interest rate, the Greater enjoyed nine long years of never adver-
tising an interest rate because of the “free holiday offer”.

Let me repeat that.

For nine years from 2001, the Building Society marketed “Get a 
Home Loan and Get a Free Holiday” and skyrocketed their market 
share – and never once advertised an interest rate.

It was the only financial institution in the world that did this.

To be able to take the consumers’ eyes off the interest rate of a 
home loan for $300,000 or $400,000 is any incredible feat.

Of course, we “refreshed” the free holiday offer throughout the 
years, periodically introducing “special limited time offers” of pop-
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ular destinations, but the fact is that we were able to successfully 
take consumers’ eyes off the price for nearly a decade.

Woolworths and Coles’ supermarket chains have been dining out 
on their “fuel discount program” for many years.

Woolworths introduced the program in 1996 and the fact that it 
is still running demonstrates well and truly that it has been a Wow 
Factor that has successfully taken consumers’ eyes off the price.

I now have a “fuel discount program” called Fuel For Less which 
thwarts the supermarkets’ version, allowing small businesses to 
offer 10 cents, 20 cents, 50 cents and even $1.00 per litre fuel 
discounts to their customers.

And the great thing is that the cost to the business owner is only 
10% of the sale price.

Hard to believe, but I have spent three years devising this incred-
ible “wow factor customer attraction system” and you can see the 
details at www.fuelyoursales.com.au

I have businesses reporting crazy increases in sales within just a 
couple of months of launching the program and I firmly believe it 
is probably my best wow factor marketing idea ever.

A Macquarie University study concluded that Supermarket Fuel 
Discount Dockets had achieved a greater usage penetration in the 
Australian market than any other customer loyalty program.

Once I heard this, I devoted lots of time and money to developing 
a fuel saving program that I could offer smaller businesses – and 
I’m pleased to say that I have hit the ball out of the park with the 
potency of my Fuel For Less Program.

It’s available for any business for an annual license fee and it’s 
the easiest promotion in the world to run because the license 
enables businesses to access my Marketing Kit with templated 
advertisements.

Do yourself a favour and visit the website, as this concept could be 
a real game-changer for you.
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Another popular wow factor promotional concept I provide to 
businesses regularly is the “Insured Prize Promotions”.

This gives businesses the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of the 
“Elvis Found” headline, but at a relatively low cost. 

The major cash prize of $100,000, $250,000, $500,000 or $1 mil-
lion is insured by an insurance company, with the cost of insurance 
being based on the probability of the prize being won. 

So if your major draw involves a consumer choosing one of 250 
numbered envelopes, your insurance payment will be lower than 
if your major draw involved someone choosing one of just 100 
envelopes.

I had provided this concept to businesses across all top industries, 
from hospitality and retail to manufacturing and hotel resorts. 

In a retail instance, the business might letterbox distribute a $1 
million cheque and invite the householder to bring the cheque to 
the store to receive a free entry (or perhaps go online and submit 
the code for a free entry). 

Then to stimulate repetitive spending, the consumer receives a fur-
ther entry into a $1 million draw for every $10 spent in the store. 

The promotional concept normally runs for a month or two and 
at the conclusion someone is drawn to participate in the major 
draw – and that person gets the chance to choose one of, let’s say, 
250 envelopes. 

In one of the envelopes is the $1 million and then the other 249 
envelopes is a consolation prize of perhaps a trip to Fiji or perhaps 
a new car (or whatever). 

My clients were blown away when they realised that they can 
gain a $250,000 Giveaway Headline for an insurance premium of 
around $4,000. 

Even a $500,000 prize amount can be insured for less than $8,000. 

You’ll notice these days that the major women’s magazines are 
providing wow factors to entice purchasing. 
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Almost every magazine now comes with bonuses worth $10 or 
$20! 

There are free lipsticks, perfumes and even premium coffee  
sachets. 

So sit down and think about what you can do to “wow your pros-
pects” and take their eyes off your prices. 

If you mow lawns for a living, imagine if you provided a free bo-
nus of window washing; if you sell pizzas, imagine if you gave a 
“cinema point” for every pizza purchased and when the consumer 
saved 15 cinema points, they receive a free ticket to the movies! 

It’s just a matter of thinking outside the square and determining 
ways to “wow” your prospects. 

I can never understand why hotels don’t try to “wow me” with a 
fresh bowl of fruit or chilled couple of bottles of beer on ice when 
I enter the hotel room. 

Shivers, you don’t even get a single chocolate on the bed these 
days! 

Take a leaf out of McDonald’s and see if you can come up with 
your version of their Happy Meal wow factor and you’ll be laugh-
ing all the way to the bank! 

4. Use the problem/solution formula
As I mentioned in Chapter 7, I’ve often been asked for my opin-
ion on the most powerful marketing technique available to any 
business.

And let me repeat what I said in Chapter 7 - I believe the most 
persuasive marketing tool for any business to use is the “problem/
solution” formula.

This is where you highlight to your target audience their problem 
and then provide them with the solution.

I’ve tended to nickname this strategy as the “Nurofen formula” or 
“Panadol formula”.
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The reason for doing so is because of the similarity of the prob-
lem/solution tactic to that of these headache remedy companies.

In the old days, Nurofen and Panadol would promote “the fea-
tures” of their headache tablets citing the fact that their capsules 
contained paracetamol and codeine.

These days, both Panadol and Nurofen cut straight to the chase 
and highlight, “If you have a headache and want it gone in 15 min-
utes, take our tablets!”

Some marketers will call this formula “emotional direct response 
advertising” and that’s fine.

There are five ingredients to making this formula work for you 
and they are:

1. Identify your prospect’s problem.

2.  Exaggerate the problem (highlight what may happen if they 
don’t do something about it).

3. Provide the solution.

4.  Provide proof (normally, customer testimonials or industry 
experts’ endorsements).

5.  A strong call to action (ring a 1 300 number or visit a website).

If you’ve been watching any daytime or midnight to dawn tele-
vision, you have probably seen lots of advertisements using this 
technique, everything from weight loss programs and exercise 
equipment to power juices and beauty products.

Why is it a successful formula?

Because the five ingredients are all triggers that produce instant 
customer response and, therefore, instant, measurable sales.

All of us want our problems to disappear as quickly as possible and 
therefore if someone provides us with a magic formula, there’s 
every chance you’re going to get our attention.

Most of us are even happy to pay a premium if someone can 
quickly take away our pain.
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So think about your products or services for a moment.

How can you create a “pain to pleasure” scenario that will grab the 
attention of your prospects?

If you’re an insurance company, there’s no question that a graphic 
of a home burning down will be a powerful way to sell home and 
contents insurance.

Why?

Because you presented a problem (or “fear”) for many people who 
might not have their home insured and then provided the “peace 
of mind” with the solution of taking out insurance cover from you.

Let’s look at the travel industry.

With the onslaught of online travel bookings these days, one would 
think that travel agents would fast become dinosaurs.

But not the case, as companies like Travelworld and Flight Centre 
are going from strength to strength because they have used the 
“problem/solution” marketing tactic to their advantage.

A large part of their advertising is targeted towards communicat-
ing doubts and insecurities in consumers’ minds about booking 
travel over the net.

What happens if you fly all the way overseas and get to the hotel 
or the charter boat and find that you have no booking?

You’re in a strange country and regardless of whether you have 
any printed receipts in your hands, you may not speak the lan-
guage and therefore confusion reigns.

On the other hand, if you book through a travel agent, it’s just a 
matter of picking up the phone and having the “peace of mind” 
that they will look after you.

And how about the cosmetic surgery industry?

This entire industry is based on providing their prospects with 
solutions and “peace of mind”.
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A picture of that Jocelyn Wildenstein woman who wanted to look 
like Catwoman is scary enough to make anyone check out their 
plastic surgeon before they go under the knife. 

If you want to get your leg veins fixed, same thing.

So now you will see more and more plastic surgery experts dem-
onstrating what can go wrong if you choose the wrong surgeon 
– in other words, they are creating a problem and then providing 
you with a solution, based on giving you “peace of mind” as a result 
of their credentials and expertise.

If I were a pest services business, I would definitely be providing 
statistics on how many creepy crawlies are in most homes in the 
middle of the night.

One of my pest services clients had a bunch of lame radio com-
mercials running that simply provided their name, phone number 
and list of services.

It was no surprise that the advertisements were not working.

So I wrote some new radio advertising scripts, one that featured 
a blood-curdling scream from a housewife in her kitchen, yell-
ing, “Cockroaches, cockroaches, cockroaches! They’re everywhere, 
they’re everywhere!  Aaaaggghhh!”

As the ad proceeded, the voice over warned you that it was creepy 
crawly season and if you wanted to avoid hearing those sorts of 
screams in your home, contact Rebel Pest Services right now for 
their special offer.

If you’re a builder, surely you would be able to highlight to 
prospects the dangers and bad consequences of using the wrong 
builder – and possible back that up with video testimonials on 
your website from people who had made that mistake with your 
competitors.

I don’t care what business you’re in.

This problem/solution marketing tactic will be a wow factor that 
acts as a powerful persuasion tool that I bet your competitors will 
never use.
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The moment you build this formula into your advertising, you 
become the Guardian Angel who provides your prospects with 
“peace of mind”.

5. Dump your boring website as quickly as 
possible!
Let me give you a statistic about the online world.

The vast majority of business websites are just awful – let’s make 
that “woeful”.

The reasons for this are numerous, but I believe two major factors 
are responsible:

1.  Most business owners (particularly small business owners) are 
not “online savvy” and therefore don’t appreciate the “must-
have ingredients” for a successful website.

   They also consider the online world to be this spooky, mystify-
ing thing which supposedly can help make one lots of money, 
but for the moment, takes a lower priority in their day-to-day 
business.

   They know that they should have a website, so they get one 
put together quickly and then forget about it.

2.  Most websites have been put together by “tech-heads” who 
don’t have an ounce of marketing skill or sales knowledge in 
his or her body.

   Technical people are wizards when it comes to creating 
functional operational procedures, but don’t dare ask them to 
devise a sales and marketing plan!

   When putting your website together, you want a marketing 
person first and a “techy” second.

I won’t go into this subject deeply, because I have covered website 
marketing pretty comprehensively in the previous chapter.
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But refurbishing your website is one of my 10 Client Attraction 
Ingredients, so I need to reinforce the message here for any busi-
ness owners or CEOs.

No matter how much you try to convince yourself that you are 
in the bricks-and-mortar industry, you have to realise that despite 
what game you’re in, you need a marketing-driven website.

In Chapter 8, I highlight that your Home Page is the absolute most 
important page of your website and therefore should be given the 
most focus.

And you will recall that I have recommended that you consider 
your website Home Page as the front cover of your company sales 
brochure.

Notice I use the word “sales”.

So if you currently have a website, grab a popular women’s  
magazine and compare the vibrancy and attention-getting de-
vices on the front of the magazine to the Home Page of your  
website.

I bet there’s a huge difference in the engagement and appeal of 
each!

And I think this clearly demonstrates why you need a “marketeer” 
involved in the design of your website before you get a “techy 
person”.

Your Home Page needs a compelling headline that addresses the 
problem/solution scenario for your target audience, it needs per-
suasive copy, an explanatory welcome video, a data capture facility 
and video testimonials.

And you need as much of this as possible to appear “before the 
fold” (the bottom of your computer screen).

Have a look at all of your competitors’ websites and I bet you will 
see “a sea of sameness”, just as the case would be in their market-
ing in the “offline world”.
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Tone Your Language and Graphics Accordingly

Like any effective communications, your website needs to be ap-
propriately themed and toned to suit your target audience.

As I’ve said in Chapter 8, I always go out of my way to “demystify” 
websites for business owners, encouraging everyone to simply con-
sider their website as being an online sales brochure.

And just as the front cover of such a brochure is vital in the offline 
world, the Home Page of your website is the “make or break” in 
the online world.

Check your visitation statistics and if your “bounce rate” (the per-
centage of visitors who enter your site and then leave without 
viewing any other pages) happens to be 70% or more, perhaps this 
is telling you that your Home Page isn’t very compelling?

On the other hand, some people are happy with a high bounce 
rate if their Home Page is holding a visitor for sufficient time to 
make a decision.

In this instance, if visitors are coming to your Home Page and 
spending a good amount of time checking everything out and ulti-
mately buy, your high bounce rate is somewhat immaterial. 

But if your Home Page has an average short “visitation time” and 
you’re not making sales, a high bounce rate is telling you to fix 
your Home Page.

The reason I highlight this is because on many occasions, visitors 
leave the Home Page of websites because the “tone” is not appro-
priate.

Therefore, if you’re aiming at adolescents, the language of your 
web copy would be more hip and cool and the graphics and navi-
gation techniques would be more modern.

On the other hand, if you’re a gardening company, chances are 
that your copy and graphics will be more suited towards an older 
audience with green thumbs.
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Like any other form of marketing, you need to step into the shoes 
of your target audience and ensure that you see things from their 
point of view.

So if you have a mundane, boring website, do something about it, 
as it is the future, no matter what industry you’re in.

6. Do events!
In recent years, I have been able to exploit the huge value of my 
intellectual property because I have recognised the power of “do-
ing events”.

For the majority of my career, I provided marketing consultancy to 
businesses on a contractual basis and whilst I was very well paid, 
the fact is that there are only 24 hours in a day and therefore one 
can only service so many consultancy clients.

Whilst I had been to lots of seminars over the years, including 
numerous Anthony Robbins events, I hadn’t really considered 
staging my own seminars until a few years ago.

And I am so glad I did, as it has been an incredible way to leverage 
my knowledge, ideas and intellectual property.

You see, with an event, you are able to attract lots of bees to your 
honeypot and make one pitch.

Compare this to knocking on multiple doors making the same 
pitch over and over again and you’ll see why “events” are so cost-
effective.

Let’s face it, whenever any of us is in front of a prospective client, 
we do our best to highlight the benefits of our products or services.

We acknowledge the problems and challenges that our prospect 
might have and then try to convince him or her that our product 
or service is the solution they’re looking for.

When I hold a seminar and have between 100 and 200 business 
owners in the room, I’m making one presentation to multiple 
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prospects at the same time – it just has to be ridiculously more 
cost-efficient than visiting each of the attendee’s business!

And the great thing is that the seminar registrants are prepared to 
sit and listen to my stories, theories and solutions for 90 minutes, 
sometimes half a day and on occasions, a full day.

Can you imagine having that same opportunity for your own busi-
ness, where you were in front of dozens of warm prospects for a 
number of hours?

That’s why I am a great advocate of businesses holding “events”.

When the term “events” comes up, many think of the World’s Fair 
or perhaps big Agricultural Shows.

Short for “exposition”, the term expo conjures up images of  
exotic displays, live demonstrations, samplings and even ferris 
wheels.

However, there’s a whole other world of expos out there,  
ones that can instantly draw attention to one’s industry or busi-
ness.

Think about how you can hold an “expo” for your business.

Perhaps a seminar may not be ideal for the marketing of your 
products or services, but an expo might be?

Here are just a few themes of expos that are happening right 
around the nation every week:

•  Home and Lifestyle Expo

•  Gardening Expo

•  Travel Expo

•  Camper Van and Outdoor Getaways Expo

•  Jewellery Expo

•  Pet Expo

•  Food and Wine Expo
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•  Relaxation Expo

•  Meditation Expo

•  Sexpo (no need to explain this one, I’m sure!)

•  Boat and Marine Expo

•  Motor Vehicle Expo

I could go on and on, but I’m sure you get the drift.

The point I’m making is that there are major events for just about 
every subject you can think of.

And people love going to events.

Ask yourself, do you enjoy going to the theatre, a cocktail party, a 
dinner party or even an expo?

I bet the answer is “Yes”.

I’ve had clients across lots of industries take my advice and run 
their own events – and all of them have enjoyed such success that 
they end up making “events” a regular part of their marketing 
calendar.

One such client is a bamboo flooring and furniture company in a 
regional area in Australia.

They held a “Bamboo Flooring and Furniture Expo” over two days, 
a Friday and Saturday.

They booked numerous 60-second radio commercials on the local 
station and ran these from Wednesday through to the weekend 
event and catered for their visitors with snacks, wine and coffee.

The expo was an unbelievable success, with the business showcas-
ing its flooring and furniture products to hundreds of new pros-
pects – with sales exceeding their wildest expectations!

The concept was an incredible lead generator and because they 
captured the contact details of all attendees, they had the oppor-
tunity to build a relationship with the expo attendees during the 
months thereafter.
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So Why Not An Expo For You?

No matter what business you’re in, you should consider staging an 
expo-type event for your business.

Keep in mind it’s also a perfect way to reinforce your expert status.

Here are just a few possibilities that come to mind:

•  Kitchen Renovation Expo

•  Air Conditioning Expo

•  Auto Dealership Expo

•  Four-Wheel Drive Expo

•  Landscaping and Gardening Expo

•  Home Cleaning Expo

•  New Home Expo

•  Save A Fortune Financially Expo

•  Home Entertainment Expo

•  Furniture Expo

•  Garages and Sheds Expo

•  Legal Expo

•  Real Estate Buying and Selling Expo

•  Musical Expo

•  Telephone and Communications Expo (iPads and Gadgets)

•  Flower Expo

•  Looking Good Expo

•  Gifts Expo

You get the idea – it’s all about creating a theme that suits your 
business and giving your products or services a bit of “theatre” by 
exposing them in an entertaining fashion.

Let’s face it, a Furniture and Outdoor Living Expo (complete with 
experts to answer any questions) is 100 times more tempting than 
an invitation to visit a furniture store on Saturday.
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And remember, it doesn’t always have to be a one-, two- or three-
day event.

You may choose to have an evening cocktail party where you’ll 
deliver an informative 20-minute presentation of new products or 
services and maybe interview the designer or inventor of the latest 
widget you are selling.

Or you may hold a garden party to create a more relaxed environ-
ment for your product launch.

At one of my seminars, I had a husband and wife speak to me 
about their upmarket shoe store.

They sold reasonably expensive Italian shoes for both men and 
women and were looking for ideas to stimulate trade.

I recommended that they consider holding a cocktail evening for 
the launch of new shoe designs, providing drinks, canapés and 
tapas to attendees.

I suggested they feature a presentation or interview involving the 
designer or representative of the footwear supplier, concentrating 
on female shoes, which was the bulk of their sales.

The evening could take place in their store, but as space was lim-
ited, they could hire a function room at a nearby upmarket hotel 
or function centre.

The event could be marketed via direct mail to their database 
and to upmarket women’s business and social groups, as well as 
targeting surrounding upmarket suburbs with a classy invitation 
via letterbox distribution.

I’ve had clients who have staged a two-day weekend expo and 
have been blown away by the fact that they took one month worth 
of sales in just two days.

Why did this happen?

Because they marketed the “sale” under the banner of an expo, an 
event where prospects could meet experts and discuss their needs 
and desires.
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How About a Wow Dinner Event?

One of my clients, namely Adphence, produces cloth mesh sig-
nage that goes around the fencing outside construction sites.

You’ve probably seen a lot of this signing on the fence that sur-
rounds building sites.

The company is based on the Gold Coast in Queensland.

The company was finding it almost impossible to get to the deci-
sion makers of major builders.

The sales manager could never get past the gatekeeper at most 
building companies and this was a constant frustration.

So I suggested that the business hold a “Wow Dinner Event” where 
prospects would be invited to a Five-Star Dinner at the Palazzo 
Versace Hotel on the Gold Coast.

Keep in mind that this invitation was laser-targeted to builders 
who enjoyed a large volume of construction work.

So Adphence was chasing the big end of town.

The invitation was printed on parchment paper and looked so 
classy, it could’ve been from Buckingham Palace!

The logic was that such an upmarket dinner event would be an 
irresistible drawcard to building managers.

And we were right.

The very same guys who wouldn’t take calls from Adphence were 
super prompt with their RSVP to this exclusive dinner invitation.

Now keep in mind that if the building managers were invited to 
just an Adphence Dinner, they may have been a little reluctant to 
come, thinking it might be a sales-fest.

So we disguised the event as one which Adphence was sponsoring 
as a brand-building exercise and the invitation highlighted that I 
was going to be the guest presenter and would provide attendees 
with an insightful talk on Wow Factor Marketing.
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In reality, this dinner was all about holding a Tupperware Party for 
Adphence and selling.

We even included the menu on the back of the A4 sized invita-
tion, to ensure that we whet the appetite of invitees.

The invitation was both mailed and emailed to prospects and the 
evening attracted 34 people (17 businesses) and resulted in record 
sales of cloth mesh signage!

The sales manager of Adphence told me two days later that the 
company took orders on the evening which equated to about 15% 
of the previous year’s total turnover – all of this done in just three 
hours!

An absolutely incredible result.

The Adphence “sell” was done tastefully.

At the end of my 60-minute Wow Factor Marketing presentation 
(at about dessert time), I allowed the Adphence sales manager to 
effectively “hijack” the audience.

I invited him on stage and interviewed him for 15 minutes while 
the guests were enjoying dessert, giving him the perfect oppor-
tunity to explain his company’s uniqueness and how they could 
provide solutions to builders’ problems.

(Keep in mind it’s much easier to build rapport with people when 
they’ve had a few drinks!)

The point I’m making is that everyone was in the right mood at 
that point in the evening.

They had enjoyed my marketing presentation and they had a few 
drinks under their belts.

So when the Adphence sales manager highlighted his company’s 
uniqueness and benefits, he had a very receptive audience and 
therefore made some significant sales.

So think about how you could perhaps run a boutique dinner eve-
ning of a similar nature, where you create an attractive “magnet” of 
a free upmarket event to lure prospective clients.
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Exquisite food, great wine and an engaging speaker give your pros-
pects plenty of good reasons to come!

So whether it’s a cocktail party, a full-blown weekend expo, a sem-
inar, a breakfast presentation or a boutique dinner, think of ways 
that you can attract multiple prospects to an event where you can 
do one sales pitch to many.

If you do it properly and target the right audience, I guarantee that 
you’ll be pleasantly surprised with the results.

7. Use video testimonials!
Despite the fact that it has been proven that video is the most 
powerful form of communication on websites, hardly any busi-
nesses feature videos on their sites!

And the crazy thing is that YouTube is proving every single week 
that we all are gravitating towards video vs. reading copy – and yet 
still very few businesses are including video on their website.

And here’s another powerful reason for quickly adding video to 
your site.

Already more users worldwide access the Internet via a smart-
phone or tablet versus their office or home computer.

Maybe tablets are okay for text but have you tried reading a long 
piece of copy on a smartphone?

The experience is frustrating, to say the least.

Whereas a video is nice and easy – you simply press play and let 
it roll.

You can even consume it on the move, plug in a headset and any-
thing you want to watch, you can stop, rewind the bit you want to 
view – and then move on.

All the experts tell us that the gap between mobile internet users 
and traditional desktop users is going to grow – so make sure that 
you place “video content” on your website as a high priority.
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And, of course, make sure your website is “mobile-friendly”, given 
the pace of growth of smartphone internet usage.

In Chapter 8, I have provided you with overall recommendations 
for your website with particular emphasis on the Home Page.

You can have video content right throughout your site, but I highly 
recommend that you feature it on your Home Page in particular.

When doing so, consider the following tips:

•  Place videos in a prominent location on the Home Page, pref-
erably above the fold if possible.

•  Ensure that you have call to action buttons near the video – to 
increase conversions.

•  Surround the video with an attention-grabbing “benefit head-
line” and compelling sales copy.

•  Keep the video to about 1-3 minutes.
•  Make your video as interesting as possible so it’s either a 

“watchable tutorial” or interesting “benefits compile”.

Video Beats Written Words Every Time!

Because we live in a digital world, it’s not surprising that studies 
have shown that a website video testimonial is up to 10 times 
more powerful than a written one.

I suppose that this should come as no surprise to any of us, as it’s 
obvious that watching a video commentary from someone is a lot 
easier than trawling through laborious copy.

And the great thing about a video testimonial is that your client 
can provide the emphasis on certain things via the inflection in 
his or her voice and the demonstration of passion through facial 
expressions or waving their arms.

In a US study conducted by Marketing Experiments, it was found 
that video testimonials had a greater impact in building “authen-
ticity”, as viewers could relate to a “real customer” and see their 
own problems being solved in much the same way.
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Viewers also found that the customer’s tone lent a more personal 
feel to the endorsement comments.

Furthermore, the down-to-earth demeanour of the client helped 
reduce any scepticism or anxiety that would normally occur when 
a website visitor was reading a written testimonial.

Prospects highlighted that they had a much greater understanding 
of the product or service after watching a video testimonial versus 
reading a written one.

Despite Overwhelming Proof Of The Value Of Video 
Testimonials, Most Websites Still Don’t Have Them!

What I’m about to say will probably shock you because it’s almost 
inconceivable.

At the time of publishing this book, I checked the websites of 
many large companies and to my horror, most of them didn’t have 
a video testimonial!

If any industry was going to benefit from having customer video 
testimonials, you would think it would be the hospitality game, 
wouldn’t you?

It just makes sense for a hotel, resort or airline to feature videos 
of satisfied customers providing glowing comments about their 
experiences.

Well, I checked the websites of the following companies in the 
hospitality and travel industries, and none feature customer video 
testimonials on their website!

This is just crazy stuff – and we’re talking about some pretty heavy 
hitters!

The companies with no video testimonials on their websites in-
cluded the following:

•  QANTAS

•  Hyatt Hotels
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•  Hilton Hotels

•  Westin Hotels

•  Flight Centre

•  Daydream Island

•  Star Casino Sydney

•  Crown Casino Victoria

It’s ridiculously hard to believe, isn’t it?

When our family is going on vacation, one of the biggest influ-
ences of where we might go is the recommendations of friends or 
colleagues.

Yet the vast majority of resorts and hotels around the world have 
no video testimonials on their website!

Go ahead and do a Google search yourself and you’ll see that 
even the top holiday resorts throughout the globe do not have any 
video testimonials of satisfied guests.

Can you imagine the power of a hotel or resort having lots of dif-
ferent video testimonials of satisfied guests who rave about the 
facilities and amenities?

It’s “gold” just waiting to be used!

We are all influenced by the opinion of others and if someone 
raves about a particular restaurant, movie, holiday resort, painter, 
builder or dry cleaner, it’s no surprise our choice is influenced by 
such a recommendation.

And wait for this.

Have a look at the Arnott’s website and you won’t find any biscuit 
or cookie lover talking about how tasty Tim Tams are!

Believe it or not, the Tim Tam product doesn’t even feature on 
Arnott’s Home Page.

Imagine how persuasive a video would be if it featured someone 
dipping their Tim Tam biscuit into their cup of tea and then roll-
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ing their eyes with delight as they tasted their favourite chocolate 
delicacy. 

If you have a look at the Kellogg’s website, you also won’t find any 
video testimonials from consumers endorsing the taste and nutri-
tional value of their breakfast cereals.

And when it comes to fun experiences, I thought surely Luna Park 
in Melbourne and Sydney would have guest video testimonials on 
their websites.

Wrong again, neither the Melbourne nor Sydney Luna Park web-
sites have any comments, which is absolutely bizarre given the 
nature of their business.

Business owners are always telling me that “word-of-mouth adver-
tising” is one of the biggest drivers of leads.

Why, then, do so few businesses use “word-of-mouth” video 
testimonials on their websites to create the same persuasive 
influences?

Tips On How To Get The Best Video Testimonials

Always remember that a video testimonial is meant to build your 
credibility and show prospects that you are a trustworthy, reliable 
expert in your field.

Visitors to your site are not stupid and they will quickly turn a 
client video testimonial off and leave your site if they think your 
client is performing a “silly hard sell”.

You need to make your testimonial client feel very comfortable 
in front of your digital camera or iPhone, so that their comments 
come across moreover as a friendly endorsement rather than a 
favour to you.

So here’s a few tips on how to get the best video testimonials for 
your website:
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1.  Right up front, your testimonial client needs to explain the 
before and after story (e.g. “I suffered from terrible back pain 
for three years until I discovered this product – and within two 
days of using it, my back pain disappeared completely and I’m 
a new person!”)

2.  The testimonial needs to be filled with lots of “benefits” – not 
necessarily features. 

  So make sure your endorser talks about how it changed their 
life, solved their problems and improved their productivity.

3.  The testimonial should be from someone the audience can re-
late to, so make sure he doesn’t look like Alice Cooper on stage 
or a member of a bikie club.

  Choose customers who are obvious examples of your target 
audience.

  Your video testimonial must have the name and any descrip-
tive title of the person, so that viewers know the comments 
came from a real person.

5.  It is always a bonus if your testimonial can be comparative, 
where the customer tried another product like yours previ-
ously and found that it failed to deliver the expected results.

  Whereas, when this person tried your product or service, the 
results were stunningly different, providing significantly extra 
benefits.

6.  Get the testimonial when the client is upbeat and on a high, 
so that you are benefitting from the natural passion they have 
at the time (straight after someone has enjoyed their hair salon 
experience or maybe just after the landscaper has finished the 
beautiful rockwall and garden arrangement).

7.  Don’t ask the client to go overboard with their personal rec-
ommendation.

  Keep it natural and believable – keep it fair dinkum.

8.  Visitors to your website aren’t stupid.
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  They can detect a testimonial that has been ridiculously 
coached by you.

  By all means let your clients provide a personal recommenda-
tion, but don’t let them get “corny”.

  Just ask them to be real.

Release Form For Video and Print Testimonials

When gaining testimonials from clients, it’s always wise to get 
them to sign a Release Form, which provides you with the peace 
of mind of being able to use the endorsement across numerous 
communication platforms over an indefinite period.

The last thing you want to do is have to chase down “renewals” for 
usage of testimonials, so it’s best to get the client to sign off his or 
her consent to you for using the endorsement at any time in the 
future without a definitive expiry date.

A typical Release Form would have something like the following 
paragraph:

“I hereby give this company permission to publish my testimonial in-
terview via video, text and photograph. I also authorise the company 
to forever use my name, interview, photograph, video testimonial and 
transcript in any advertising collateral, media release, news article, 
website, display material or any marketing communications.”

Just date the Release Form and have the endorser provide their 
name, address, phone number and signature.

Your iPhone Is Fine To Capture Website Videos

With smartphone technology being so sophisticated these days, 
there’s really no need for you to spend a lot of money on video 
testimonials.

If you have the budget and wish to create a “Rolls Royce video”, 
go right ahead.
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But if you’re a small business and don’t have a large marketing 
spend, simply use your smartphone and capture video endorse-
ments when your clients are on a high.

It may be best to always carry a camera tripod in the car with you, 
so you can be “ready to roll” at a moment’s notice.

You can buy such tripods in camera stores or department stores 
for between $50 and $150 – and the great thing about having one 
is that it stops you being worried about “shaky-cam” if your hands 
are not steady.

And, of course, one of the great things about introducing video 
testimonials to your website is that unless your competitors are 
reading this book or come to one of my events, there’s very little 
chance that they will be doing the same thing!

8. Get free publicity
The vast majority of small businesses don’t take advantage of the 
opportunities to get free publicity both in the offline media and 
online world.

There are lots and lots of ways to generate free publicity for your 
products or services.

For example, if you’re in the landscaping business and you provide 
your local free newspaper with a Free Gardening Tips E-Book to 
give away, imagine the benefits you’ll get from your local suburban 
newspaper promoting your website for the free download.

Or if you’re a bigger, national organisation, perhaps you can offer 
the same type of thing through a National Gardening Magazine.

When considering sending out Media Releases, you must ensure 
that your story is newsworthy.

You’ve got to make sure that your story is one that a journalist will 
appreciate is important.
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If it looks like an advertorial, the journalist’s attitude will be, “Hey 
buddy, if you want to advertise in our publication, call the advertising 
department and buy an ad!”

Therefore, you have to disguise your sell-message in a story that is 
newsworthy, one that readers will find interesting and the journal-
ist will find engaging.

Your Media Release Needs To Be Either Provocative or 
Contain An Invention!

My mantra for improving the chances of a Media Release being 
published is that you need to have one or both of the following 
components:

1. You need to be provocative. 

  In other words, nice, fluffy stories about the fact that one of 
your employees has just celebrated 25 years with the business 
is not going to cut the mustard.

  On the other hand, if that long-serving employee was to claim 
that the government was ripping off consumers because it was 
“not providing the correct subsidy for your pharmaceutical 
product”, that would be something juicy for a journalist to get 
excited about.

2.  An announcement of a breakthrough or invention!

  (An example would be that after years of negotiations, you 
have now become the exclusive distributor for an exciting new 
product that will change lives – or maybe you invented a new 
smartphone that also makes toast!)

You have to remember that journalists both online and offline re-
ceive dozens of lame Media Releases every day and yours is bound 
to hit the waste paper basket or be deleted from their inbox if you 
don’t have some startling, newsworthy content.

When I’m chasing free publicity for one of my seminars in a re-
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gional area, I look for any coverage of controversial local issues so 
that I might be able to weave my opinion into a Media Release.

For example, when I was holding a seminar in Newcastle, I noticed 
in the local media that the inner-city retailers were criticising the 
council for closing the street to vehicular traffic and turning it into 
a mall.

As usual, the council had not thought about “marketing” the mall 
and, therefore, after paving the street and putting in some seats 
and plants, it walked away from the project.

So I put together a Media Release titled “Newcastle Council Mem-
bers are Morons And Irresponsible!”

The Media Release highlighted my views on how stupid the coun-
cil was and that they should have been drilling the Main Street 
Mall as an events location, holding events such as prestige car 
shows, boat shows, food and wine festivals, Octoberfests, giant 
Flower Expos and even Snowfests in the winter, where artificial 
snow would fall from the rooftops.

I said that if the council were to act as a responsible landlord, the 
mall would be packed with consumers and all the retailers would 
be very happy campers.

At the end of my media release, I highlighted that this particular 
marketing guru would be holding a Wow Factor Marketing Semi-
nar at the Phoenix Club on Thursday evening.

Guess what happened?

I received 3/4 of a page exposure in the Newcastle Herald and 
similar exposure in two other newspapers, plus two radio inter-
views and inclusion in all news bulletins across radio and television 
that day.

In almost every instance, the journalists did the right thing and 
highlighted that I would be holding a marketing seminar in town 
on Thursday night.
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The result was that I had a packed seminar and I could see the 
immediate lift in registrations as soon as the media exposure hit 
the streets.

Would I have received that sort of publicity had I not been pro-
vocative?

No way!

Get Publicity Online

Aside from ensuring that you have frequent articles on the likes of 
www.goarticles.com and www.ezinearticles.com, you can also send 
out media releases to the likes of www.aapmedianet.com.au and 
www.vrweb.com and www.digg.com.

These services can help mass distribute your media release to me-
dia companies, search engines, blogs and websites throughout the 
world.

Getting free publicity is a “numbers game” – it’s a matter of you 
distributing your message to as many places as possible and cross-
ing your fingers.

When thinking about media release content, consider some of the 
following possible components:

1.  Are you the newest, oldest, biggest or first?
2.  Have you just won a prestigious award?
3.  Has someone famous just purchased from you?
4.  Have you scored a ridiculously big contract that is newswor-

thy?
5.  Have you got something tangible that you’re giving away abso-

lutely free?
6.  Have you just come top of the pops in an important industry 

survey?
7.  Have you just released something new or improved?
8.  Have you just done something in a totally different way than 

anyone else in your industry?
9. Have you broken a record?
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So think about your business, its products or services and how you 
might be able to excite the media online or offline about what 
you do.

Put yourself in the shoes of the journalist who receives your Media 
Release and ensure that you make your story a compelling one 
which he or she will consider interesting and newsworthy.

The great thing about this type of publicity is that it is “free”, so 
why not create a system within your marketing plan where you 
send out appropriate media releases on a regular basis?

9. Deliver extraordinary customer service!
If you’ve been to Disneyland, you would have experienced “knock 
your socks off” customer service.

In fact, Disney Management highlight that they’re not satisfied 
with delivering great customer service.

Their aim is to deliver an extraordinary, unforgettable experience.

And if you’ve been to Disneyland in Los Angeles, chances are that 
you also visited Universal Studios on the same trip.

I bet you found the customer service in Universal to be very infe-
rior to Disneyland.

And I highlight this comparison because it is a perfect example of 
two very professional theme parks having sophisticated rides and 
attractions, but one blitzes the other when it comes to delivering 
an unbelievable experience that you will talk about for months to 
come.

I believe that in this day and age, even “great customer service” is 
not enough.

With the online world having a massive impact on everyone’s 
business, you have to provide over-the-top, out-of-this-world, ex-
emplary, extraordinary customer service!

You see, we all expect “good” customer service.
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After all, when was the last time you visited a restaurant, retail 
store or even a website and expected bad service?

But I believe you’ve got to go way beyond “good service” if you’re 
going to wow your clients.

Can you recall if you have ever boasted to colleagues at work that 
you “experienced satisfactory service last night as a particular res-
taurant?”

My business, The Institute Of Wow, is all about teaching business 
owners and managers “How To Deliver The Unexpected!”

I’m sorry to say that in Australia, I haven’t been exposed to “unex-
pected wow level service” too many times.

I know that McDonald’s claims to have great customer service, 
but I believe that even Macca’s has dropped the ball in this regard 
in recent years.

How many times do you go into a McDonald’s restaurant these 
days and find that the teenagers behind the counter are merely 
going through the motions?

Apple retail stores are a fabulous example of going beyond the call 
of duty when it comes to customer service.

Every staff member is clearly identified by the uniform and every 
Apple Store I’ve visited has a certain energetic vibe about it, be-
cause the staff are extremely enthusiastic about what they do.

Over the years, I’ve been involved in producing tens of millions 
of dollars worth of printed collateral, using scores of printers 
throughout the nation.

For a period in the 90s, I was Australia’s largest scratch ticket pro-
ducer and if a printer got my contract, he was set for the year.

However, I have found the printing industry to contain the most 
negative, gloomy, introverted people I have ever come across.

I don’t know what it is about this industry, but almost everyone I 
have come across looks like they’re just going through the motions 
every day.
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However, I recall on one occasion in Sydney, a printer being repre-
sented by a guy who was an absolute delight to deal with.

He was upbeat, positive and always went out of his way to deliver 
an unexpected surprise every time his company printed a job.

On one occasion it might be that in a run of 50,000 brochures, he 
provided me with a 10% overrun.

On other occasions, it may have been that he delivered the job 
two days early and on other occasions, he would invite me to a 
slap-up lunch at a prestigious restaurant to celebrate the milestone 
of the 10th print job he had done for us.

He went out of his way every single time to ensure that he was 
memorable.

And guess what? His company ended up getting the bulk of my 
printing work for numerous years – right up till the day that he 
left the business.

His customer service was so good, I would not even dream about 
going anywhere else, unless, of course, the price differential was 
ridiculous.

(But his prices were always competitive as well.)

Are You Ever Blown Away When You Visit A 
Restaurant Or Café?

If ever there were industries where extraordinary customer service 
should be a given, it’s the hospitality and restaurant industries.

However, I bet your “extraordinary experiences” at cafes, restau-
rants and hotels are few and far between.

When was the last time that a café or restaurant even asked for 
your contact details before you left?

And when was the last time a café gave you a complimentary cup 
of coffee after you had spent $50 on a meal?
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One of my favourite cafes in Sydney is the Café Lorella at  
Wahroonga.

It is now in different hands, but for years, it was operated by Alf, 
the epitome of fantastic customer service.

Alf is probably one of the cleverest people I have ever seen in the 
hospitality industry.

On your first visit, he would ask your name and what you did for 
a living.

On the second visit, he knew your family situation, where you 
grew up and how often you were likely to visit his café.

And by the third visit, he had already calculated the lifetime value 
of your custom, I reckon!

He was always jovial, friendly and a real gentleman.

His customer service was so spectacular that going to his café was 
an uplifting experience, regardless of the quality of his coffee and 
food.

But the great thing was that his coffee was superb and his food 
was five star.

He was reasonably priced (but certainly not the cheapest in 
town) and his staff were trained to mirror his kind and friendly 
demeanour.

In other words, he had created a number of “mini-me’s” who 
knocked your socks off with their out-of-the-ordinary customer 
service.

I recall many times enjoying breakfast or lunch at this café, and 
upon finishing my coffee, Alf would come to the table with a fresh 
cup “on the house”.

Whilst a cappuccino may retail for $4, the real cost to a café own-
er is closer to 30c.
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So when Alf would “shout” you a cup of coffee, his 30c investment 
contributed to keeping you as a customer for a long time to come.

And, given I have been talking about coffee, have you considered 
the customer service significance that a professional coffee ma-
chine might make to your business?

Australian coffee chain, Hudson’s, claim that in a recent survey, 
83% of people said that they would only drink fresh coffee and 
not consider the “instant” option. 

So imagine the “wow factor” of providing a professional coffee 
machine in the waiting room or lobby of your business.

It may sound silly, but I guarantee that you will build a client rap-
port virtually instantly.

I’m talking about a proper Italian automatic coffee machine, where 
the coffee tastes like it has just been made by a barista.

Or perhaps one of the latest Nespresso pod-style machines which 
are all the rage at the moment.

You’ve only got to see the explosion of coffee carts in the CBD 
of every capital city to recognise the popularity of “good coffee”.

So why not exploit people’s fascination with caffeine and use it as 
a customer satisfaction technique in your business?

Ten Tips To Help You Create Extraordinary Customer 
Service

Please understand that I am not advocating that you take out 
full-page advertisements in newspapers exclaiming that you give 
“wonderful customer service”.

We both know that this type of marketing won’t make your phones 
ring or increase patronage to your business or website overnight.

As I’ve said previously, people expect good customer service.

However, it is a component of your business that you can use to 
“wow clients” and leave such an impression upon them that they 
will become a loyal customer.
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And, of course, if they get blown away, they are the perfect client 
to use for video testimonials on your website!

Here are my ten tips for knocking your clients’ socks off when it 
comes to customer service:

1.  Treat every client as if they were royalty.

2.  Be personable and polite.

3.  Thank your customers like you mean it.

4. Keep your word.

5.  Don’t have the auto-phone greeting inviting customers to 
press certain numbers!

6.  Make sure your staff and yourself look neat and tidy – and 
professional.

7.  Make sure you provide the full service – don’t half-do the job.

8.  Surprise your client with an unexpected nice gesture from 
time to time.

9. Get feedback from your clients.

10.  If you make a mistake, admit it and “make good”.

So there you have it, my recommendations on “wowing” your cli-
ents with extraordinary customer service.

Always remember that when you provide over-the-top experi-
ences to your clients, the domino principle kicks in and before  
you know it, you have disciples walking the streets singing your 
praises.

You also have a client who could be very valuable from a “lifetime 
value” point of view.

10. Build repetitive trade
Whilst I covered the repetitive trade ingredient in Chapter 3, let 
me just expand a little further here.

You don’t want one customer and one sale.
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You want multiples of each and the way to do this is to create a 
marketing system within your business that will provide an incen-
tive for clients to return over and over again, becoming a loyal 
advocate.

And I guess when I mention the term “loyalty program”, most 
people would think of the FlyBuys or perhaps the Airline Fre-
quent Flyer Loyalty schemes.

Why not consider creating a simple Loyalty Scheme for your own 
business?

The simplest one that I’ve seen is where cafes give you a business 
card size Loyalty Card with panels, and each time you buy a coffee, 
they mark off or clip one of these panels – and after 9 coffees you 
get the 10th one for free.

I’ve also seen other retailers doing the same thing, which of 
course provides an incentive to the customers to be loyal to their  
business.

The Woolworths and Coles supermarkets promote the FlyBuys 
scheme and it’s amazing how popular this is despite Choice  
Magazine research showing that a $50 shopping voucher from 
Coles is redeemable  only when you spend $15,700 with a Fly-
Buys Card.

Similarly, a $50 shopping voucher from Woolworths requires 
about $11,000 expenditure.

So despite the relatively low level of rewards for high spends, there 
is no question that the FlyBuys program continues to be a winner 
for the supermarket chains.

Wow, imagine if you provided a sexier benefit to your clients!

If people are loyal to the major supermarkets because of the lousy 
FlyBuys benefits, the sky’s the limit if you get really serious about 
rewarding your clients for their loyalty.

But remember, you must collect customer data!
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With all repetitive trade/loyalty promotions, it is of course vital 
that you collect your client contact details.

For any Reward Program, make sure you get your clients to reg-
ister for their card and benefits, providing their personal contact 
details.

People are naturally “creatures of habit” and once you get them 
into a repetitive visitation pattern, there’s a good chance that 
they will simply continue coming back over and over again – 
provided of course, you continue to make the customer experi-
ence a good one.

People tend to be “tribal”, as you can see from supporters of sport-
ing teams and members of associations and clubs.

So your aim is to create a loyal tribe for your business.

One of my clients, Eagle Wools in Perth, Western Australia, mar-
kets Ugg boots and other sheepskin products.

They have created a VIP Club which provides members with spe-
cial offers and bonuses.

When talking to the owner, Pam Smith, recently, she highlighted 
that this was one of her best ever marketing ploys, as it had created 
a herd of loyal clients who shop regularly. 

Why? 

Because they felt part of an elite club that gave them special  
privileges.  

My brother and his teenage son are members of one of the NRL 
Rugby League Team’s VIP Membership Clubs and receive lots of 
unique benefits. 

They gain VIP seating at all home games, a meet and greet with 
the players twice a year, autographed photographs of the major 
stars and a special invitation to team breakfasts twice throughout 
the season. 
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In order to enjoy such benefits, my brother has to meet certain 
purchase requirements, but he’s absolutely happy to do so because 
he and his son are keen supporters and enjoy being treated as spe-
cial guests. 

If you’re a dry cleaner, why wouldn’t you have a VIP card for regu-
lar users, where they enjoy a 20% discount because they use your 
services a certain amount of times per month? 

If you own a pizza shop, why not create a VIP pickup area at 
your counter where “special customers” simply come straight to 
the counter and get served immediately? 

(Similar to the Gold Members of a certain airlines, where you are 
fast-tracked through the check-in process.) 

I fly with Virgin Airlines and have gained Gold Velocity Club sta-
tus and I have to admit that I enjoy the privileges and benefits that 
come with being part of this elite club. 

I’m given priority at Check-In and receive complimentary mem-
bership of their airport lounges. 

Last year, my airline travel reduced over a two or three month 
period and Virgin relegated me to the “Silver Level”.

Aaarrgghh!!! It was like losing my house!!

When my travel commitment increased again, I just HAD to fly 
with Virgin so that I was quickly reinstated as a Gold level mem-
ber!

People love feeling special and this is an easy way of providing 
good clients with such a feeling - and at the same time encourag-
ing them to become a loyal long-term client. 

Think about a “continuity program” for your business.

I have provided hundreds of businesses with “continuity concepts” 
over the years, these programs being designed to stimulate repeti-
tive trade. 
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As I’ve highlighted in Chapter 3, the bubble-gum trading products 
were probably the best example of creating a product that magi-
cally stimulated repetitive purchasing. 

When children bought a pack of seven cards and needed to collect 
250 or 300 for the set, the product naturally benefited from repeat 
purchasing. 

And of course, I’ve already highlighted the “continuity programs” 
that McDonalds and other fast food chains have dined-out on for 
years. 

Children would get a free toy or DVD with their meal and this 
would be one of a set of four, five or six items to collect. 

Other great exponents of building repetitive trade are companies 
such as beauty products icon, Nutrimetics and Proactiv, the acne 
remedy product. 

When doing a seminar presentation recently, I was asked by a 
husband and wife team in the audience how they could build a 
“continuity program” around their product, namely “baby nappies”.

They explained that they were up against industry giants such as 
Huggies and they felt their only chance of grabbing market share 
was to drop price. 

Of course I talked them out of this and highlighted that they 
should consider setting up a Happy Nappy Points Program where 
consumers received one point for every pack of nappies.

Then after collecting let’s say, 20 points, the consumer would be 
eligible for a free double pass to watch a movie at one of the cin-
ema chains. 

Or perhaps the consumer could trade 20 points for a wind-up 
Disney basinet toy?

Regardless of the “reward”, I highlighted that the idea is to pro-
mote this “points system” on the pack and through other market-
ing, inviting consumers to be loyal and in return, gain free benefits. 
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The couple was ecstatic with the advice and immediately under-
stood the potency of creating repetitive trade stimulants. 

Let’s take a Gardening and Lawn Mowing service for example.

Instead of charging, let’s say, $50 to mow a lawn, the lawn mow-
ing guy might offer a discount for a fortnightly service over a six 
month period.

Therefore, he would sell “12 gardening services” over 6 months via 
coupons, each being $40 a time.

This means he’s providing the homeowner with a 20% saving – 
but importantly, he’s securing a long-term continuity client for his 
business. 

We all know that if the lawn mowing guy is not on a regular rota-
tion, chances are homeowners will forget about it or maybe get 
someone else every second time.

By locking in his clients via a discounted coupon booklet, the lawn 
mowing guy is securing “loyalty”.

If you’re an air-conditioning company, don’t wait for the phone to 
ring from someone who complains that their air-conditioning isn’t 
working.

Why not offer your prospects and clients a continuity model, 
where you provide a quarterly check-up on their air-conditioning 
system for a discounted rate?

My son told me of a dentist he went to recently who has great a 
continuity program.

This dentist is an entrepreneurial thinker and has marketed a “free 
clean and polish for your teeth every six months” if you simply 
become a member of his Oral Health Facebook page.

Now think about it for a moment, what a fantastic way of getting 
a huge database.

And I’m guessing that every time you went in for a clean and pol-
ish, he might just find a filling or two that you needed fixed!
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He’s cleverly attracting bees to his honey pot regularly.

When you think of continuity programs, I guess one of the highest 
profile versions would be home loans with any bank. 

Financial institutions appreciate that when you’re on their con-
tinuity program of monthly home loan repayments, you are part 
of their flock and therefore they have the opportunity to sell you 
more products on a regular basis.

Depending upon what financial institution you’re talking  
about, home loan customers normally have between 2 and 4 other 
products.

So by having regular “interaction” with their customers, particularly 
their home loan customers, banks can successfully cross-sell 
products such as insurance, savings accounts and retirement  
advice.

So if you’re a car mechanic for example, why not think about 
offering your prospects and current clients with a booklet of 4 
coupons a year for a special price? 

(With each coupon being redeemable for a grease and oil change 
and safety check or something similar.)

Don’t take me literally because I’m not familiar with the cost of 
a grease and oil change, but let’s just say the car mechanic sold a 
4 Coupons Booklet (or electronic version) for $159 – being about 
$40 per coupon.

Consumers might be saving let’s say, $100, but the car mechanic 
would undoubtedly be able to upsell various other mechanical 
repairs or perhaps new tyres on every second occasion the clients 
redeemed the coupon.

Kellogg’s has been using the “continuity model” for over 50 years, 
with free toys or gifts in the cereal boxes normally being part of a 
collectible set.

One of the more memorable continuity programs in the retail sec-
tor has been the cookware and glassware collections which were 
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marketed by the major supermarkets in the 80s and 90s in Austra-
lia – and the likes of Tesco in the UK.

The supermarket chains encouraged shoppers to return to the 
stores regularly and for every $5 spent, they received a stamp.

Consumers stuck their stamps to cookware Saver Sheets and when 
the sheet was completed, they could purchase a component of the 
entire set for a drastically discounted price.

These continuity programs were hugely successful for the super-
market chains and I recall that Woolworths in particular, formed a 
very close relationship with cookware brand, Crown Corning, for 
many years.

The important thing you need to remember for your own business 
is that when you have a competitive company with similar prices 
and service to yours, a “continuity program” can provide the dis-
tinguishable difference for your business, helping you attract the 
greater number of clients.

And by rewarding long-standing customers for their loyalty, you 
also reduce the threat of new competitors stealing your client base.

After all, why would your happy clients want to ever go elsewhere?

Newspapers are experts at promoting “continuity programs”, with 
major publications often launching collectible story books, CD 
sets and stickers - which are only gained by consumers if they 
continue to collect the tokens from the newspapers.

I actually joint-ventured many of these types of promotions with 
major newspapers, with one example being my Magic of Disney 
Posters and Stickers Collection, which I mentioned in Chapter 4.

Sales of over 150,000 posters and millions of packets of stickers 
certainly brought a smile to my face.

So think about how you can launch one or more continuity 
schemes for your business so that you benefit from repetitive trade 
and ultimately “client loyalty.”
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Such reward systems not only can attract a considerable number 
of new clients, but also make your relationship with current cli-
ents much stronger.

If the answer is “no,” then start all over again.
Always run your “Wow Barometer” over all your marketing com-
munications before you unleash them onto your target audience.
It’s really simple.
Ask a sample of your prospects what their reaction is and if you 
get plenty of “wows” or similar, there’s a good chance you’re on a 
winner!!

WHEN PLANNING YOUR  
MARKETING CAMPAIGN, ASK 
YOURSELF, “WILL THIS OFFER  
LIKELY RESULT IN MY PROSPECT 
SAYING WOW?” 
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Socal Media
The Lead-Generation Machine

A lot of the so-called “social media experts” will tell you that 
“social media is all about getting your name out there!”

No doubt you’ve heard that over and over.

However, unless you are a large entity like McDonalds or Toyota, 
you probably don’t have the luxury of being able to sit back and 
run non-measurable social media campaigns that simply “get your 
name out there!”

I believe that for small to medium size businesses, you should be 
very disciplined with your social media strategy and concentrate 
on “getting their names in here!”

I continue to see over and over again businesses throwing money 
up against the wall “getting their name out there” through blog-
ging and vlogging, never being able to properly measure any of this 
hard work.

Don’t get me wrong, “getting your name out there,” is always going 
to be a good thing.

It’s just that if you want to continue putting food on the table 
and paying school fees for your children, I suggest you prioritise 
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your objectives regarding social media -  and your highest prior-
ity should be “getting measurable results that lead to gaining new 
clients and making more sales.”

There’s never been a better time in history for small businesses to 
cost-effectively reach their target audiences.

In the old days, most small business simply couldn’t afford televi-
sion, radio and magazine advertising – the costs were simply out-
side their budget.

However, in the new “online world” we live in, the smartphone is 
the major communications tool for most people.

So Facebook is the new TV and radio station – and Instagram is 
the new glossy magazine.

And the great news for you is that these platforms are most likely 
“very affordable” for you to advertise on!

My “2 Step-Sell” PPC Formula
If you are going to be using PPC (Pay Per Click Advertising), you 
probably know that you can now “laser-target” your messages to 
your most profitable audience, enjoying minimal wastage.

Unlike TV, radio, newspapers and magazines, you don’t suffer from 
massive wastage, as you only pay a fee each time your ad is clicked.

It’s all very fine for marketing exerts to tell you to invest in SEO 
(Search Engine Optimisation), but we all know that this invest-
ment normally takes a long time to bear fruit.

In other words, it’s a “slow burn,” which necessitates you as a busi-
ness owner having lots of patience (which I bet you don’t have!).

And if you’re in a very busy category, chances are you’re going 
to grow old before your business hits the front page of Google 
searches.

Therefore, PPC online marketing allows you to stimulate “instant 
response” if your ads are compelling enough.
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So the first thing you need to do is “identify your most profitable 
customer” – so that you can simply look online for more people 
who look like him or her!

And the great thing with platforms such as Facebook and Insta-
gram is that you can provide these platforms with demographic 
details of your “most profitable audience” and then they will ar-
range for your ad to be put in front of “look-a-like audiences,” 
meaning that your wastage factor is minimal.

And keep in mind you only pay when someone clicks on your ad.

Imagine being able to provide Facebook with a database of your 
current and past clients – and then Facebook finds a “look-a-like 
audience” for your ads to be exposed to!

It’s insanely good!

Onto my “2 Step-Sell” philosophy.

In Step 1, the idea is to invite prospects to click on your ad to 
gain a Free Report, audio download, samples, entry into a contest 
or perhaps a reward for completing a survey – where they go to a 
webpage and provide their contact details in return for the freebie.

The whole idea is to gain their “contact details” in Step 1.

And then in Step 2, your “freebie informational item” or “contest/
survey” form does the job of converting the prospect into a po-
tential buyer because you can follow up by email, text, phone or 
retargeting.

Here’s Examples Of My “2 Step-Formula” For 
Facebook Ads

Ugliest Back Fence In Australia Campaign

One of the members of my advisory program was an “aluminum 
fence supplier” and he was concentrating on a regional area.

His target audience was very clear to him – owners of older houses 
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(maybe homes 20+ years of age) who would have likely had an old 
paling fence that was showing its age.

He had tried letterbox brochures to postcodes that had older 
homes – with hardly any response.

Then he tested Facebook advertising in such areas – with a woeful 
response.

He was at his wit’s end, nothing was working.

So when he joined my advisory program, I offered to create a “new 
campaign angle” for him – one which instantly broke sales records 
for him.

(I often ask business owners if they’d like to “get out of the way & 
let us take over!”)

I crafted a Facebook advertising campaign that was laser-targeted 
to postcodes with older homes.

It was a competition titled – wait for it – “The Ugliest Back Fence 
In Australia Contest!”

Home owners were invited to take a photo of their ugly, decrepit 
back fence – and post it to the aluminum fence company’s Face-
book Page – plain and simple!

The result was that he received 2 years worth of leads in just 3 
days! 

I recall him phoning me wildly excited and asking that we turn the 
Facebook campaign off because he couldn’t handle the amount of 
leads!

Now that’s what I call an “avalanche leads promotion!”

So think about how you can do exactly the same thing.

Firstly, lure prospects to a landing page where you collect their 
data in return for giving them something for free (or perhaps of-
fering them a chance to win a prize) and then using the second 
step to follow them up and sell to them.
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Remember, you need to create a Facebook ad that “intrigues” a 
prospect to click through to the landing page to get something like 
a Free Report or Free Entry into a contest.

When the prospect does that, they of course leave their details – 
which means you can then contact them to promote your product 
or service.

Before Facebook Ad

After Facebook Ad
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Facebook Page to post entries
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This is why I refer to this formula as the “2 Step Sell.”

Win A Kitchen Campaign

Here’s another example of using the same formula – a kitchen 
renovation company that also targeted owners of older homes.

The “incentive” was the chance to win a Kitchen Makeover!

In this instance, you’ll see that we lured the target audience to vote 
for one of two kitchen designs by simply clicking the Facebook ad 
and going through to a landing page – with the result being that 
the company got 6 months worth of leads in 1 week!

And of course, most of those leads were “warm prospects” because 
we geo-demographically targeted areas with older homes.

It’s called “message to market match!”

Landing PageFacebook Ad
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Fashion Store Campaign

Another client, a Surfers Paradise womens’ fashion store, needed 
to exploit the fact that it was the exclusive stockist in South East 
Queensland of the outfits worn on Channel Ten’s The Bachelor 
TV Show.

So we created a Facebook campaign that invited women in the 
appropriate target audience (30-50 year olds on the Gold Coast) 
to “vote for their favourite colour of the jumpsuit featured on the 
program.”

And in doing so, they had the chance of winning that jumpsuit!

Yes, it was that easy – and wait till you hear the results!

The respondents of the ad went to a landing page where they vot-
ed for their favourite colour jumpsuit – providing their personal 
contact details of course.

The fashion store owner had “an avalanche” of new prospects 
within just a few days and sold out of the advertised jumpsuits.

You can imagine that it was an “easy sell” for the fashion store 
owner, as when she contacted survey respondents, she already 
knew they were interested in getting the jumpsuit, because they 
entered the contest to win one!

So the telephone script was something like:

“Hi Sally, you didn’t win the the contest but given your interest 
in our jumpsuit, I thought you might like to know we have a very 
special offer available until Friday this week!”

Can you see that this 2 Step-Sell formula can work for just about 
any business? It sure can!
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Water Filtration Company

Another client who sold $3,000 “under the sink” Water Filtration 
Systems, experienced the same avalanche response to my 2 Step-
Sell formula for his Facebook campaign.

No need to go through the specific details of this one, because 
it’s identical to the formula you have already seen in previous ex-
amples. 

Facebook Ad

Landing Page
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i.e. 

a.  Create a look-a-like audience (homeowners in wealthier sub-
urbs).

b.  Target the FB ads to them.

c.  Invite them to complete a short survey for the chance to win a 
$3,000 water filtration system.

d.  They click the ad and go to a landing page and provide their 
contact details 

e.  Then they are followed up with a “special sales offer.”

You’ll see from the Facebook ad and the landing page that my “2 
Step-Sell” formula was again followed.

It’s easy when you know “HOW.”

And you’ll see the emails I received from the very happy business 
owner!

Origonal Facebook Ad

Wow Facebook Ad
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Landing Page

Email from client
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My own avalanche leads 2 Step-Sell Formula Facebook 
Campaigns

I hold marketing events regularly aimed at business owners.

Whereas in the past I heavily advertised in airline magazines and 
business publications, I now exclusively use Facebook to fill seats 
at these events.

How?

By implementing my “2 Step-Sell” formula (practicing what I 
preach!)

My ads feature a “tease” headline that invites biz owners to click 
and find out more – and when they click the ad, they go to a land-
ing page which offers them Free Tickets to my event “IF” they 
leave their details.

I test dozens of different Facebook ads (and you should too!), but 
one that gets incredible results highlights my achievement of scor-
ing 812,000 leads in one week for a client.

This ad single-handedly fills seminar seats in record time and then 
at the event, I show attendees the actual case study that involves 
a women’s magazine.

So remember, the idea is for you to intrigue your prospects with a 
clever “benefit driven headline” or maybe a “contest” – and when 
they click the ad, they go to a Landing Page where you collect 
their details and then start your “selling process!”
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Facebook Ad

Landing Page
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Facebook Live Opportunities 
Although conventional wis-
dom tells us that Facebook’s 
changes with their algorithms 
were designed to force all of 
us into “paid advertising,” 
there still is the opportunity for you to exploit “free publicity” on 
the likes of Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

But the best way to do this is by creating regular and consistent 
Facebook Live videos – where you provide a 10 to 15 minute pre-
sentation and deliver:

a.  Great content (in other words value).b.  

b.  “Relationship-building” dialogue (because you are delivering 
great value).

c.  An offer!

If you continue to post a Facebook Live video every day across 
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube for example (and possibly 
LinkedIn), just watch what happens if you deliver the three be-
forementioned components.

Facebook’s algorithm system is built to recognise contributors 
who give good content and although you may have heard that 
such organic posts only reach 6% or 7% of your followers, if Face-
book sees your posts getting “engagement,” they will boost your 
Facebook Live videos to a wider audience.

Let’s face it, the likes of Facebook and Instagram are wanting to 
keep people on their platforms as long as possible – they don’t 
want us to to watch TV, listen to the radio or buy magazines.

They want us to spend as many hours as possible on their plat-
forms!

So if they see you providing a daily Facebook Live presentation 
and people are engaged (and demonstrating this by sharing, giving 
comments or adding emojis), they’ll likely reward you by distrib-
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uting that video further afield!

Of course you need to be comfortable in front of the camera – but 
I recommend you practice this until you get it right, because if you 
constantly post Facebook Live videos daily, you’ll find that your 
“audience” far surpasses your followers!

And remember, every time you create a Facebook Live at your 
desk, kitchen bench or backyard, you need to ensure that it con-
tains:

a.  Great content (which means good value).

b.  A relationship-building demeanor (because of the value you 
are providing).

c.  An offer – inviting the viewer to go to a Landing Page to buy 
something or enjoy a freebie.

I personally have been using this formula and it is “rocket fuel” if 
you get it right!

Marketing On Instagram 
Given that Facebook owns Instagram, 
it’s not surprising that you have similar 
opportunities when it comes to market-
ing your products or services.

The 4 major types of ads are:

1.  Photo ads – normally single images 
which are high quality.

2.  Video ads – keep in mind Instagram has a 60 second “cap” on 
videos.

3.  Carousel ads – this is where multiple images are shown, with 
up to 10 photos in a scrolling format.

4.  arquee ads – single-day campaigns that offer guaranteed im-
pressions and top ad positions of Instagram’s feed.

When you are advertising on Instagram, keep in mind that because 
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this platform is owned by Facebook, you have access to Facebook’s 
advanced targeting features such as custom audiences, look-a-like 
audiences, location, age, gender, traits, interest and so on.

And by using such targeted features, you can increase your click-
through rates because your audience is precise and your ads are 
being show to people who are likely interested in your products 
or services.

Exploit Remarketing
Statistics show that only 2% or 3% of first time visitors to your 
website are going to convert, meaning that 97% or 98% of your 
traffic won’t buy from you first time around.

And it’s reported that even if they add your products to their cart, 
nearly 70% of them will abandon it during the buying process.

Therefore, “remarketing” should be something you consider, as it 
allows you to target your advertising messages to existing leads.

Facebook offers multiple types of remarketing settings that come 
in the form of “custom audiences.”

This gives you the ability to target ads to specifically crafted audi-
ences based on your objectives.

So if you wanted to remarket to website visitors, you would create 
a “custom audience” for that.

And if you wanted to remarket to a contact list, likewise you 
would create a “custom audience” for that.

And if you wanted to remarket to “mobile app download users,” 
you would create a “custom audience” for that.

All of these audiences have engaged with your company in some 
form – so the idea is to encourage them to return.

You may decide to not remarket to all of your website visitors – 
as there may be lots of people who simply aren’t interested and 
therefore there’s no real point in chasing them.
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To get the best return on your investment, you need to target 
warm, interested visitors, one’s who may have shown some intent 
to purchase.

So you may set up your “custom audience” as being visitors who 
have been on your Products or Services pages – or who have en-
gaged with your videos on Facebook.

Google AdWords
I’m guessing you are prob-
ably reasonably familiar with 
Google AdWords, so there’s 
no need to dig too deep into 
this subject.

When going down this path, you need to simply select keywords 
that will hopefully trigger your ad when someone searches for that 
phrase.

Click-through rates for AdWords are about 2%.

AdWords works on a bid system, where you pay a certain amount 
to Google every time someone clicks on your ad.

This could be as low as 10 cents or 20 cents per click for key-
words that are not mainstream, right up to $20 or $30 per click 
(or more!) for very popular and competitive keywords such as 
“home loans” and “new motor vehicles.”

The system is very flexible because you can spend as little or as 
much money as you like, based on your advertising budget.

You can tell Google your “cap per day” and once the number of 
clicks to your ad have exhausted your daily budget, you won’t 
receive any more visits to your webpage.

In other words, you can set the maximum amount you are will-
ing to pay per click, as well as the maximum amount you want to 
spend each day.

AdWords also allows you to set up your targeted language and 
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country – and will even allow you to choose a specific location you 
are targeting (in other words, your local area).

This means that if you want, you can advertise only to people who 
are physically near your business or to people who are on Google 
Maps looking at locations near your business.

Think about it, isn’t it great that you are able to tap into a power-
ful marketing tool which allows you to pay only for results and 
when doing so, at least you know that these prospects are already 
“warm.”

(You know they are warm, because they have searched a keyword 
or phrase which relates to the product you are offering.)
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Conventional Advertising Advice Is To -

“Get Them To Fall In Love With Your Brand So They’ll 
Taste Your Product”.

MY Advice Is To -

“Get Them To Taste Your Product So They’ll Fall In Love 
With Your Brand!”

get them to tase your product!



chapter
ELEVEN
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How Did I
Get to Work With Jerry Seinfeld?

The Wow Of All Wows!

Probably the highlight of my marketing career was in 2009, 
when I scored none other than superstar, Jerry Seinfeld, to be 
the spokesman for my client, the Greater Building Society.

After all, Jerry is one of the biggest entertainment stars in the 
world and had only ever done two advertising campaigns previ-
ously, one for American Express and the other for Microsoft.

These are multi-national companies which are just a little bigger 
than the Greater, a regional building society in Australia!

I’ve been asked many times, “How on earth did you pull this  
coup off?”

So I figured it would be a good idea to include this bonus chapter 
in this book, in the hope that it provides you with some inspira-
tion to “chase the impossible yourself”.

The story starts in 2008, when the Greater Chief Executive, Don 
Magin, briefed me on the need to consider ways to lift the Great-
er’s appeal and brand awareness amongst higher income earners.

Like all building society and credit unions, the Greater’s custom-
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er base was largely made up of CD demographics, which is the  
advertising term to categorise “working class people”.

Therefore, a high proportion of the Greater’s database were 
tradespeople or clerical staff.

That’s just the way it is.

Credit unions and building societies tend to attract this demo-
graphic.

In the marketing world, consumers are broadly categorised into 
two segments:

a. AB demographic (high income, normally professionals, live in 
expensive homes and drive prestigious cars)

b. CD demographic (low to medium income, normally trades-
people or support staff,  live in modest homes and drive  
regular cars)

The building society felt that it had picked all the “low-hanging 
fruit” in terms of the CD demographic (largely as a result of the 
massive success of the “Get A Home Loan And Get A Free Holi-
day Offer”) and therefore wanted to aim higher in terms of its 
target audience.

When asked if I thought we could mount a campaign that 
would successfully attract the AB demographic, I suggest-
ed to senior management that they would need to talk to Da-
vid Copperfield, as despite my self-confidence, even I wasn’t  
that good!

It is virtually impossible for a credit union or building society to 
attract the AB demographic, as these are high earners who are 
professionals such as doctors, lawyers and senior managers of sub-
stantial companies.

They are very “image conscious” and, therefore, will always lean 
toward one of the big banks.
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They see credit unions and building societies as being somewhat 
“below them”.

So it is no surprise that every building society and credit union in 
Australia has an overwhelming percentage of its customer base in 
the “working class demographic”.

But I did respond by saying, “I believe we can possibly attract a mid-
dle management white collar worker by lifting the brand persona.”

And it was agreed that this would be our mission.

So how does one do this?

I asked senior management if they would prefer “wild or mild” in 
terms of a campaign strategy and thankfully they chose “wild”, as 
I don’t do “mild” very well!

After considering the challenge, I suggested to management that 
they consider using a well-known celebrity as spokesperson for a 
new campaign.

I gave numerous examples of wildly successful campaigns which 
had incorporated a celebrity, the likes of Paul Hogan fronting 
the Winfield cigarette commercials (remember the “Anyhow”  
campaign?) back in the 70s, the Jennifer Hawkins’ Myer cam-
paign, the Karl Malden American Express campaign and even the 
Australian Labor Party’s “It’s Time” campaign of 1972, where mul-
titudes of celebrities were used to help sweep Gough Whitlam to 
power.

I explained that if you got the right celebrity and the right creativ-
ity, your brand awareness can skyrocket very quickly. 

Senior management agreed with this strategy and endorsed the 
plan to find a high-profile celebrity as spokesperson.

The Greater’s advertising agency, Loud Advertising, had been re-
sponsible for the very successful ING advertising campaigns which 
featured Billy Connolly.

Agency owners, David Weekes and Paul Wilson, had personally 
been involved with the ING strategy.
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So I asked them how the Billy Connolly campaign had been put 
together and what the dynamics of its success were?

They kindly gave me the heads-up on the mechanics of getting Billy 
and how they organised the shooting of TV commercials and so on.

In the meantime, we conducted extensive research amongst the 
Greater’s target audience, asking people to provide feedback on 
what “celebrity” would best match the Greater’s cheeky brand 
persona.

I won’t bore you with the details of this research, but it was com-
prehensive – and when a shortlist of personalities came about as a 
result of the research, guess who was on top?

Yep, none other than Jerry Seinfeld.

You can imagine the bemused look on my face, mumbling to my-
self, “Yeah right, that’s going to be really easy to pull off, isn’t it?!”

Nonetheless, armed with the knowledge of the Billy Con-
nolly deal, I went about planning how I could convince one of  
the biggest stars in the world to lend his name to a small Austra-
lian bank!

Pure madness – but luckily, “insanity” is my middle name.

After months of trying to make contact with Jerry’s people, I was 
able to speak with George Shapiro, Jerry’s long-time manager, in 
January 2009.

George and his partner, Howard West, had managed Jerry for over 
30 years and both of them are Hollywood icons.

They still manage Jerry today, from their office in Beverley Hills, 
California.

One of George’s first assignments was to accompany Elvis  
Presley during his appearances on The Ed Sullivan Show in 
1956/57.

After that, he packaged TV programs such as “That Girl”, starring 
Marlo Thomas, and “Gomer Pyle”, starring his client, Jim Nabors.
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He also packaged numerous TV specials for Dick Van Dyke, Mary 
Tyler Moore and Carol Channing.

George has rubbed shoulders with just about every iconic  
Hollywood celebrity you could think of. 

I had a few phone conversations with him and we just seemed “to 
hit it off”.

I forwarded an explanatory email to George and he sent my pro-
posal to Jerry in New York.

I was ecstatic when I received an email just a few days later, indi-
cating that Jerry was on board!

I had explained to George that the Greater enjoyed a somewhat 
cheeky and irreverent brand personality and both George and 
Jerry could see that there was an alignment of “creative ideas and 
values”.

The Greater is very family orientated and so is Jerry.

The Greater is cheeky and so is Jerry.

And the Greater treats everyone with courtesy and respect – and 
so does Jerry.

Ask anyone in the entertainment industry about the personal side 
of Jerry Seinfeld and you will find that he is universally liked and 
respected because he treats everyone equally, regardless of who 
they are.

And I can vouch for that personally.

George introduced me to Jerry’s agent, Christian Carino of Cre-
ative Artists, and the paperwork got underway.

I recall the initial teleconference I had with Jerry.

We engaged the services of a New York production company 
which Jerry had previously worked with and recommended, 
namely Mouseroar, owned by Christian and Anne Charles.
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In March, Christian and Jerry called me from New York when I 
was at the Greater’s head office in Newcastle.

And because word had got around that we were having a confer-
ence call with none other than Jerry Seinfeld, there were about 20 
bystanders crammed into the conference room, hanging on every 
word that Jerry said!

We tossed around some creative ideas and eventually  
decided to work on a concept where Jerry would be doing stand-
up comedy in front of a Greater branch, communicating with 
people passing by.

As it was important to continue using Greater customers in the 
marketing messages, Jerry interacted with such people as they 
were walking past.

Together with CEO, Don Magin, and Loud Advertising’s Paul Wil-
son, I flew to New York the following month to sit down with 
Jerry and map out the campaign.

Meeting with Jerry and his long time 
Manager George Shapiro in his New York 

office. (L to R:)
Greater CEO, Don Magin, myself, Paul 
Wilson, part owner of Loud Advertising, 

Jerry & George Shapiro.

Jerry signing 
the deal with 
CEO, Don 

Magin.

Jerry’s office is at the top of a high-rise 
building overlooking  

Central Park in New York.
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We also met with Christian Charles of Mouseroar and scheduled 
a May date for the shoot.

When we got together in Jerry’s office on the 55th floor of a high-
rise building near Central Park, it was so refreshing to find that he 
was exactly the same person that you see on his television sitcom.

No airs or graces, but rather a friendly and courteous person who 
genuinely seems interested in other people’s opinions and views.

We had certainly hit the jackpot, because Christian Charles of 
Mouseroar Productions was also a terrific guy, very professional 
and unbelievably talented.

Jerry had worked with Christian on numerous projects previously, 
including the American Express advertising campaign.

Christian is of British origin and he and his wife run a very suc-
cessful production business which enjoys blue chip companies on 
its client list.

After our meeting with Jerry and his team, Don, Paul and myself 
were elated, as it was clear that we had scored a huge superstar 
who had the same values as the building society.

There were numerous meetings with 
Mouseroar in New York. Here’s Anne 

Charles, myself, Christian Charles, Don 
Magin & Paul Wilson.

Myself, Don Magin & Paul Wilson in 
Beverly Hills, where we met with George 

Shapiro & Howard West.
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Because Jerry’s busy schedule prevented him from coming to Aus-
tralia to produce the TV commercials, we had the challenge of 
finding a location around New York that mirrored a typical town 
where a Greater Building Society is located in Australia.

After much scouting, the town of Cedarhurst was chosen, a loca-
tion about an hour out of New York City.

It was an absolutely perfect fit for a regional Australian town as its 
streetscape mirrored a typical branch location such as Maitland, 
Wollongong or Tamworth.

But obviously, the challenge was to “Australianise” the various street 
fixtures such as parking meters, street lamps and road markings.

But there was no need to worry. Courtesy of Mouseroar, our May 
shoot was in safe hands.

Christian and Anne Charles of Mouseroar have an incredible eye 
for detail as well as extraordinary creative talents, and after they 
were finished with the main street of this small town, you would 
swear you were back in Australia walking down the main road of 
Cessnock!

An empty shop in the street was turned into a Greater branch  
in the space of 48 hours, including interior counters and exterior 
illuminated signage.

An empty shop in Cedarhurst was transformed into a vibrant Greater branch, right 
down to the finest detail.
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They even created a fake ATM.

The eye for detail in the branch was quite amazing, right down to 
the carpet, brochure stands, staff in uniform and customer inter-
view lounge.

Nothing was left to chance.

Set designer, Pete Zumba, took an empty shop which used to be a 
delicatessen and turned it into a living, breathing Greater branch.

The Greater had sent over lots of signage and interior inventory, 
as well as photographs and videos of their branches, so that the 
Mouseroar team could replicate a typical branch right down to the 
pens on the counter.

Rubbish bins were replaced, bus stop furniture changed, parking 
meters removed and street signs replaced – no stone was left un-
turned in replicating a typical Australian regional town streetscape.

Mouseroar’s Christian Charles says, “Jerry was keen to ensure that 
we did everything possible aesthetically to replicate a typical 
Greater branch location in Australia.”

Both the Greater and Jerry wanted authenticity in terms of the 
set, as after all, Jerry is supposed to be in front of a regional branch 
during his stand-up, interacting with real Greater customers.

The cars on the street were models we’d see 
in Australia, with NSW number plates. 

The eye for detail was meticulous.

Note the double lines on the road! These 
were actually rolls of masking tape, as 

US roads don’t have double lines.
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And when you’re dealing with a superstar at Jerry’s level, you 
need to cover every finite detail.

The shoot of the TV commercial took place over two balmy days 
in May, 2009 – and everything went to plan.

Trust me, it was a project which was mapped out in military style 
precision.

The Cedarhurst mayor was so excited about the fact that Jerry 
was coming to town that he arranged for the police to block a 
number of streets off from traffic and provided extra police for 
crowd control and security.

It wasn’t long before word got out that Jerry was in town and by 
midday on the first day of filming, the police had their hands full, 
controlling excited onlookers and media.

Street names were 
changed to those 
in Newcastle.

Even Parking 
Signs were 

“Australian-
ized.”

The police blocked all roads leading into town and kept onlookers  
behind the barricades.
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One has to remember that Jerry hadn’t been a regular on televi-
sion for many years, so any word of his possible return to the box 
got instant notoriety and media attention.

In fact, CBS News arrived on the scene with a camera crew and 
ran a two-minute story on the evening news, explaining that Jerry 
had returned to television!

The two-day shoot could not have gone any better.

The weather was perfect, the Cedarhurst mayor virtually handed 
over his entire town to us and Jerry was in spectacular form!

This is the link to the CBS News story:
 
https://youtu.be/rg6qLMDiT2k
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Indeed, Jerry’s manager, George Shapiro, commented to me about 
the amount of material we were able to capture in just the first day.

We were actually video-recording some “behind-the scenes” stuff 
at the time and George walked up to me and said to the camera, 
“That was the best commercial shoot in one day that I’ve ever seen 
in my life and let me say I’ve been around quite a while. 

That was amazing.

George Shapiro has been Jerry’s manager for over 30 years.
Here’s a link to an interview with him.

https://youtu.be/roA1J6AevK4
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Jerry did 28 pieces of material plus a lot of other lines. That was 
the biggest production I’ve ever seen.”

George was referring to the large amount of “grabs” we captured 
on the day, as it was always my intention to gain plenty of “Jerry 
material” so we could keep refreshing the campaign.

Jerry was indeed, the perfect match for the Greater’s brand per-
sonality.

He treated not only the extras with the utmost respect, but he 
did likewise to all of the crew, make-up artists, set designers and 
support staff.

He might be a comedy legend, but I think a lot of other Hol-
lywood stars could do well to take a leaf out of his book when it 
comes to treating others with down-to-earth good manners.

At the end of our second day of shooting, he even went out of his 
way to ask me if there was anything more he could do for us?

Would you believe he even took the time out to sign autographs 
for Cedarhurst locals and others who had gathered around his 
dressing room?

Jerry’s mobile dressing room. Jerry is as much fun “off-camera” as 
he is on camera!
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The great thing about working with 
Jerry is that he understands his client’s 

needs.

School children came from everywhere to see “the main guy” from The Bee Movie!

There was constant interaction to ensure 
we were on the same page. 

One of the TV ads involved Jerry setting 
up “his show” on the pavement!
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Campaign launched in June 2009 to massive 
fanfare!
Elsewhere in this Manifesto, you would have seen samples of the 
unbelievable publicity the Greater received when it launched the 
Jerry campaign in June 2009.

The society enjoyed an estimated $2.5 million worth of free pub-
licity just in the first week of the campaign, with newspapers, ra-
dio stations and television news programs covering the story.

The Greater had gone from being virtually unknown in most of 
Australia the day before the launch to being a “household name” 
within days after the first ad appeared on TV screens.

Jerry did his 
“stand-up” 
in front of the 
building society 
branch that 
was built for 
the shoot.

When I first visited Jerry in New York 
at his office, I presented him with some 
cute Aussie gifts for his 3 young children 
( fluffy kangaroos, Billabong towels, 
Aussie soccer jerseys etc). Also gave him 
an Australian Cook Book for his wife, 
Jessica, because she is a keen cook. When 
I returned to New York a few weeks later, 
Jerry gave me this lovely “thank you” note 
written by his children. Goes to show you 
that he and Jessica have instilled great 
“values” into their children. What a nice 
gesture.
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Putting all of this together was a wild ride indeed.

Make no mistake, this was a HUGE project that required massive 
dedication and commitment from all involved.

I was personally making phone calls to the US at 2 am, 3 am and 
4 am regularly.

Indeed, for six months or more, I would hit the sack at 11 pm and 
put the alarm on at 2 am, because I needed to liaise with Jerry’s 
people or Mouseroar. I think I was probably running on adrenaline 
for most of the time, as sleep deprivation was simply part of my 
everyday life!

I had wonderful support from the marketing crew at the Greater 
and in particular, Amber Lutterbey, Julie Rowan and Fran Cal-
laghan were superb in going way beyond the call of duty to make 
things happen.

Make no mistake, this was a huge campaign and it was truly amaz-
ing to achieve the impossible with such a small number of people 
behind the scenes.

I take my hat off to Amber, Julie and Fran for being there when 
I needed them and their hard work and dedication certainly con-
tributed to the Jerry campaign going off without a hitch.

I also need to thank Greater CEO, Don Magin, for the fantastic 
support of the idea in the first place and for his ongoing encour-
agement.

It took real courage and foresight to anoint such a brave cam-
paign and Don showed a real entrepreneurial spirit throughout 
the journey.

But most of all I owe a debt of gratitude to Paul Wilson, who was 
an incredible resource of creativity throughout the project.

He was a trusted colleague who was always there when I needed 
a hand or some advice.

He is a joy to work with and I look forward to hopefully doing 
more stuff with him.
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Year 2 of the campaign meant another New 
York shoot!

In August 2010, we did it all over again!

To refresh the campaign, a new series of commercials was pro-
duced in New York, this time at a huge sound stage just near the 
Brooklyn Bridge.

The same crew was involved, with Mouseroar’s Christian Charles 
looking after the direction and production once again.

Christian and his wife Anne are probably the nicest people in the 
world and understand the meaning of the term “over-delivery”.

Their eye for detail and ability to manage a huge project like this 
was amazing.

And guess what? They did it all with a smile on their face, 24/7.

It was indeed a real pleasure to work with them and I hope it is 
not the last time I do so.

The second series of commercials was based around a theme 
where Jerry has a Skype call with the Greater CEO and questions 
the society’s customer service satisfaction levels.

The Greater has a fantastic 95% satisfaction level across its cus-
tomer base, far higher than most of the banks which are sitting on 
around 70% to 75% satisfaction levels. 

I encouraged the Greater to make sure that Jerry became part of the society’s DNA. 
These photographs show the lobby of the Greater’s head office building in Newcastle.
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But this is not good enough for Jerry, he demands 100% satis-
faction and therefore decides to come down under to interview 
people in the 5% category who are not totally satisfied.

Obviously it’s all fun and when he gets to Australia, he finds that 
the dissatisfied customers have ridiculous reasons for their opin-
ion, ranging from not liking the colour of the carpet in branches to 
finding the branch manager’s aftershave unpleasant.

It’s a comical campaign, designed to highlight the Greater’s mag-
nificent customer satisfaction levels – and Jerry pulls it off easily.

But, of course, Jerry doesn’t really come to Australia.

All of this is done via a giant green screen, the size of an Imax 
theatre screen!

(When you’re doing stuff with Jerry, it’s always big!)

We spent two days in this huge sound stage, with over eighty crew 
contributing to a fantastic shoot.

We had Jerry climbing up fake buildings, riding a surf board whilst 
having waves splashed over him, wrestling a crocodile and driving 
a Vespa motorbike in the outback!

I’ve included a bunch of photographs in this chapter, as they will 
give you some idea of the enormity of the project.
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And before I close this chapter, let me tell you that the results of 
the campaign have been spectacular.

The Greater’s brand awareness catapulted to dizzy heights, with 
the research company telling us that they have never seen such an 
escalation in such a short period of time.

Chris Martin Murphy, head of Interface Research, commented 
after a couple of months of the launch of the campaign, “The 
Greater’s brand awareness as a result of the Seinfeld campaign 
has reached levels that we only see with the State of Origin footy 
games; it’s quite incredible.”
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And as far as home loans are concerned, the Greater tripled its 
market share in Australia within the first 24 months of the Jerry 
campaign.

So the figures speak for themselves.

Not only was this a ground-breaking campaign for the financial 
services industry, but it also provided the Greater with outstand-
ing results.

Just goes to show what can happen when you think outside the 
square.

So my advice to you is “If you want to make a difference, you have 
to be different!”

I hope you’ve found this book to be of value.

I’ve tried to provide you with advice based on experience, rather 
than just rolling out a bunch of unproven philosophies. 

I sincerely hope you add “WOW” to your marketing and that the 
principles herein help you to build a more profitable business and 
hence, a more enjoyable lifestyle. 

Remember, don’t aim for “great.” 

Aim for “extraordinary.”

George Shapiro, Jerry and myself at the end of the New York shoot.
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